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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation provides insight into the previously unexplored option of using 

submerged breakwater structures to provide harbor protection while simultaneously providing 

ecological and recreational value as coral reefs.  Chapter 1 provides background on the concept 

of multifunctional reefs and how they can be used to protect the Kahului Harbor on the island of 

Maui, Hawai‘i.  In Chapter 2, a numerical wave response model was developed to determine 

how a multifunctional reef of various dimensions and orientations would influence the wave 

energy inside the Kahului Harbor.  The numerical model results were validated with a physical 

scale wave response model as discussed in Chapter 3.  Further numerical modeling to explore the 

effect of various reef shapes are discussed in Chapter 4.  In Chapter 5, the costs and benefits of 

various coastal engineering technologies for the design and construction of the submerged 

breakwater structure were considered.  In Chapter 6, the relationship between substrate 

characteristics and coral colonization was investigated through coral recruitment experiments 

and study of field conditions in order to develop the biological information needed in the 

ecological engineering of the artificial coral reef.  The significant findings from this dissertation 

research are summarized in Chapter 7.  

The Kahului Commercial Harbor 2030 Master Plan recommends modernizing Maui’s 

only commercial harbor to accommodate projected growth in cargo and passenger traffic.  The 

planned $345.1 million in harbor developments include the West Breakwater Harbor 

Development, which requires the dredging of an expanded turning basin and the construction and 

extensions to the west and east breakwaters to allow vessels to berth without risk of surge.  

Previously, the Kahului Harbor 2025 Master Plan proposed similar breakwater extensions and 

developments.  A U.S. Army Corps of Engineers study modeled the effects that the proposed 
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developments would have on the wave energy in the Kahului Harbor.  The study indicated that 

none of the configurations of the breakwater extensions were ideal for reducing the wave energy 

in the harbor.  The study especially argued against the landward extension of the west breakwater 

due to the likelihood that the structure would increase wave oscillations inside the harbor.  The 

updated 2030 Master Plan proposed similar breakwater extension configurations that are likely to 

also create surge problems inside the harbor.  The modernization plan will also have a significant 

impact on the marine habitat and recreational activates in the Kahului Harbor area.  A portion of 

the coral reef inside the harbor will be removed by the dredging of an expanded turning basin.  

This reef is of significant value to the Maui community because of its environmental and 

recreational value.  The reef forms three popular surfing waves that are within close proximity to 

large residential areas, schools, and the community college.  The destruction of the surfing 

resource is likely to cause negative social and cultural impacts in the community.  The 

modernization plan has been publicly protested by community organizations opposed to the 

removal of the reef.  

 This dissertation research introduces the concept of a multifunctional reef as a means to at 

least partially mitigate the significant impacts of the modernization of the Kahului Harbor.  A 

multifunctional reef is an engineered structure that alters the bathymetry of the sea floor to 

supplement the benefits that naturally occurring reefs provide to a coastal area or partially 

mitigate reef damage.  Benefits of building a multifunctional reef include coastal protection, 

marine habitat, and a venue for recreational activities such as surfing, fishing and diving.  The 

proposed multifunctional reef located on the ocean side of the Kahului Harbor’s east breakwater 

would serve two primary functions.  First, a sophisticated reef design would shoal and refract 

approaching waves before they enter the harbor, thereby reducing the amount of wave energy 
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that disturbs harbor operations.  In this sense, the multifunctional reef will function as a coastal 

engineering structure known as a submerged breakwater, so the terms are used interchangeably 

in this dissertation.  Second, the multifunctional reef would provide significant ecological value 

by being specifically designed to provide habitat for coral reef species.  This function is 

commonly known in marine biology as an artificial reef, so the multifunctional reef is also 

referred to as such in this document.    

A numerical modeling investigation was conducted to evaluate the installation of a 

submerged breakwater near the entrance of the Kahului Harbor.  The breakwater is intended to 

improve the harbor’s tranquility and, thereby, increase the harbor’s operational days. The 

objective of the numerical modeling investigation was to propose the optimal location, 

orientation and dimensions for the layout of a submerged breakwater outside the Kahului Harbor.  

To this end, the wave characteristics in the vicinity of the harbor were analyzed and the model 

was used to investigate the wave transformation as they propagate towards shore.  The 

tranquility conditions at various locations along the harbor approach channel and inside the 

harbor basin were evaluated using phase-resolved nearshore wave modeling.  The model results 

for tranquility inside the harbor and along the approach channel under existing conditions versus 

conditions in the presence of a submerged breakwater were compared. 

Based on a comprehensive wave data analysis, the numerical study used a predominant 

wave direction of 17.5° (east from north), wave height of 1 meter (m), and a wave period of 

range 4 to 18 seconds (s).  The study considered the orientations of a submerged breakwater with 

respect to the geographic north that varied from 105° to 150° in steps of 15°.  The length, breadth 

and depth of submergence of the proposed breakwater in the model was varied from 100m to 

150m, 7m to 21m, and 1m to 5m, respectively, and the results for the wave transmission 
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coefficient inside the harbor and along the approach channel were calculated for each case.  The 

investigation critically reviewed and compared the results obtained from all the combinations of 

orientation, length, breadth and depth of submergence of the breakwater structure.  The results of 

the numerical model investigation indicated that the optimal Kahului Harbor submerged 

breakwater will have a length of 100m, width of 15m, submergence depth of 1m, orientation of 

135°, and be placed 280m offshore from the existing eastern breakwater.  A submerged 

breakwater of this design was found to reduce the average wave diffraction coefficient (kD) by 

38% in the harbor basin and increase kD along the approach channel by 4% for long-period 

waves (T=11 to 18 seconds). For short-period waves (T= 4 to 10 seconds), the reduction in the 

average kD was found to be 0.9% and 16% along the approach channel and within the basin, 

respectively. 

A scale physical model study on the wave penetration into the Kahului Harbor was carried 

out in a 15m wide, 17m long and 1m deep wave basin at the Department of Ocean Engineering, 

IIT Madras, India.  The objective of the physical modeling exercise was to validate the results of 

the numerical modeling in terms of how the tranquility inside the Kahului Harbor is increased by 

placing a submerged breakwater structure offshore of the harbor entrance.  The submerged 

breakwater location, orientation and size defined by the results of the numerical model were 

reproduced in the physical model basin.  The bathymetry of the area was also carefully 

reproduced in the physical model.  The conclusions drawn from this physical model study 

showed that there was a statically significant agreement between the results of the physical and 

numerical models, and that construction of the submerged breakwater can be expected to cause 

an average reduction in wave transmissions of between 3% and 15% in the navigation channel 

and between 20% and 35% in the harbor basin.   
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Additional numerical modeling was carried out to determine how other options for the 

submerged breakwater design shape affect the ability of the structure to attenuate wave energy 

propagating into the harbor basin while simultaneously providing secondary functions of 

enhanced marine habitat and surfing recreation resources.  The wave response of the additional 

submerged breakwater concepts were investigated using the CGWAVE finite-element model 

interfaced with the Surface-water Modeling System (Version 11.1).  Three designs were 

investigated: the IIT Madras reef concept developed in a previous numerical modeling study, and 

two new concepts, reef alternative 1 and 2.  The reef alternative 1 concept consisted of a shore-

connected reef, linked by a sloping spur from the existing east breakwater head which descends 

to the reef crest elevation of -1m (MLLW).  The reef alternative 2 concept is completely 

submerged and located offshore of the existing east breakwater head like the IIT Madras reef.  

Unlike the Madras reef, reef alternative 2 has a chevron-shape footprint and shallow slope on the 

offshore face (4:1, horizontal to vertical).   

Based on the results of the calculated wave height responses, this numerical study found 

that out of the three alternative configurations, reef alternative 1 demonstrates the highest degree 

of effectiveness in reducing average wave heights within the harbor.  The model results also 

showed that the IIT Madras reef and concept reef alternative 2 each provided average wave 

height reductions within the central and eastern portions of the harbor, but in the vicinity of the 

harbor mouth, these two designs produced increased average wave heights.  These two designs 

also increased the wave heights at the tip of the existing east breakwater, while alternative 1 

showed a reduction in wave heights all along the breakwater.  The results of this analysis 

indicated that while alternative 1 is most beneficial, all three of the studied reef designs are 

effective at reducing average wave heights within the harbor area.   
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  This dissertation also reviewed and analyzed the design alternatives for the installation of 

the submerged breakwater at the Kahului Harbor.  The submerged breakwater size and location 

as defined by the results of the numerical and physical modeling studies informed how the 

structure should be constructed in the field.  The conceptual designs of rubble-mound, caisson, 

floating and geotextile-tube breakwater structures were considered in this analysis to develop 

perspective on the suitably of these various design options.  The analysis considered aspects of 

each option in terms of hydrodynamic performance, structural design stability, construction 

logistics and procedure, execution time, and rough cost.  The results of this exercise concluded 

that compared to other alternatives, using geotextile tubes seems to be the less attractive 

alternative, because it would result in extended execution time and significant increases to 

project costs.  For the given site-specific depth of installation (~15m) of the proposed breakwater 

layout, a caisson-type breakwater would be the most efficient alternative.  A prefabricated 

concrete caisson structure is easier to install and more cost-effective because it requires a smaller 

body width and less material.  The prefabricated caisson approach also fits the five-month 

window for installation dictated by the local wave climate.   

While the numerical and physical modeling studies showed how the structure can be 

expected to mitigate operational problems caused by wave energy entering the harbor, the 

question remained of how a large marine structure can be designed to provide coral reef habitat 

in order to increase recreational and environmental value of the project.  There is limited 

information on how the design of coastal structures can be manipulated to enhance the ecology 

of targeted coral communities.  The relationship between substrate characteristics and coral 

colonization was investigated through coral recruitment experiments and study of field 

conditions in order to develop the biological information needed in the ecological engineering of 
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the submerged breakwater.  Three concrete compositions that differed by the use of basalt, 

limestone, or recycled aggregates were tested in field and laboratory experiments to determine 

the impact of each substrate on the recruitment of juvenile hermatypic corals.  The concrete test 

plates were deployed in three environments for a period of about one year, after which the coral 

recruits on each plate were identified and counted.  The field trials at two sites of different depths 

showed no significant difference in the average number of coral recruits on the concrete mixed 

with basalt, limestone and recycled aggregate (60 ± 9, 83 ± 17 and 76 ± 14, respectively).  

However, the laboratory results versus field results showed significant differences in coral 

recruitment between the laboratory tanks, deep water, and shallow water field tests environments 

(86 ± 11, 135 ± 15 and 4 ± 1, respectively).  These results highlight the importance of 

environmental site conditions for the development of coral reef habitat.  When designing the 

submerged breakwater for coral reef ecology, effort should be spent on enhancing the 

environmental conditions at the site so that they are favorable for recruitment and growth of 

hermatypic corals. 

A field study was conducted in the vicinity of proposed artificial reef site at Kahului 

Harbor in order to relate the topographic features of the surrounding environment to the levels of 

live coral coverage.  These data provide information on what types of communities will develop 

on the proposed submerged breakwater.  The benthic zone was surveyed using a drop camera 

system and by SCUBA divers who recorded in-situ observations.  Of the area surveyed, the 

highest density of coral coverage (>90% cover on 60% of the area) was found on an adjacent 

natural reef area that was characterized by spur and groove geomorphology with a high degree of 

macro- and micro-topographic complexity.  In contrast, sparse coral cover was discovered on the 

concrete armor units of the existing east breakwater structure.  No live coral cover was observed 
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on the sand and carbonate rubble substrate at the proposed artificial reef location.  The high coral 

coverage on the adjacent natural reef suggests that the artificial coral reef design should emulate 

the natural spur and groove structure with regards to topographic complexity on multiple scales, 

orientation with wave direction, and water depth.   
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CHAPTER 1.  INTRODUCTION 

This research investigates the feasibility of utilizing a multifunctional reef as a means of 

protecting harbors and other coastal features from wave energy.  Wave energy is a concern for 

any structure placed in the coastal zone.  Ocean forces can damage piers and roads, cause 

operational problems in harbors, and erode coastal lands and recreational beaches.  Coastal 

engineers have often relied on emerging breakwaters, groins, and shoreline hardening to mitigate 

wave-induced problems.  These structures are not always effective and, in some cases, have 

induced further problems by changing the dynamics of costal circulation patterns.  

Multifunctional reefs provide another potential tool for coastal engineers tasked with designing 

solutions to the unique and complex problems of the coastal zone.  

1.1 Research Context 

The Kahului Commercial Harbor, located in Kahului Bay on the North facing shore of 

the Hawai‘ian island of Maui (Figure 1-1) is the only deep-draft commercial harbor on the island 

and is the third busiest harbor in the state.  The majority of Maui’s goods, including food, 

clothing, building materials, cars and fuel are imported through Kahului Harbor.  Maui’s exports, 

mainly sugar, molasses, pineapple, finished goods, sand and recycled materials, are shipped out 

from this harbor (Belt Collins Hawai‘i Ltd. 2007).  Kahului Harbor is seeing a growing demand 

on its waterways from cargo shipments.  The total weight of cargo passing through Kahului 

Harbor has currently exceeded 3.0 million short tons per year, compared to 2.1 million short tons 

in 1995 (Belt Collins Hawai‘i Ltd. 2007).  Passenger traffic from cruise ships is also adding 

strain to the harbor’s capacity.  In 2006, an estimated 263,000 passengers arrived from cruise 

ships at the Kahului Harbor, compared to 53,000 passengers in 2000 (Belt Collins Hawai‘i Ltd. 

2007).  
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 The State of Hawai‘i Department of Transportation Harbors Division (HDOT) is currently 

planning to expand the harbor facilities to meet the growing demand.  The developments, which 

are expected to cost $345.1 million, will include a new west harbor ferry/barge slip with a new 

terminal building, a new harbor cruise terminal, new breakwaters on the east and west sides of 

the harbor, acquisition of more land for expansion of the east end of harbor, and other paving and 

fencing improvements (Department of Transportation 2007).  The Kahului Commercial Harbor 

2030 Master Plan and Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) identified the impacts of the 

proposed harbor developments.  The significant impacts of the action include the removal of 

coral reefs during dredging of the west end of the harbor, affecting about 22 percent of the coral 

substrate within the Kahului Commercial Harbor, and changes in the dredge line that will lead to 

the “loss or relocation of recreational activities, such as surfing” (Belt Collins Hawai‘i Ltd. 

2007).  The draft EIS suggests that the loss of coral can be mitigated by avoiding highly 

productive areas of coral or through transplantation of the corals to areas outside the Kahului 

Commercial Harbor (Belt Collins Hawai‘i, 2007).  A review of previous coral transplanting 

efforts in the Pacific has demonstrated the futility of this approach (Jokiel et al. 2006).  

Preservation or creation of habitat is the recommended alternative.  As far as mitigating the 

impacts to the recreational surfing in the harbor, the draft EIS mentions that a replacement surf 

site could be created, but the EIS does not recommend this action due to high cost, the lack of a 

suitable location for development of a new surf site and “experimental” techniques of creating 

man-made breaks (Belt Collins Hawai‘i, 2007). 

 The surf sites in the Kahului Harbor are major social, cultural and economic resource for 

the people of Maui.  The destruction of such a resource should not be left unmitigated by the 

development of the Kahului Commercial Harbor 2030 Master Plan.  This dissertation research 
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provides a means for providing the Kahului Harbor with wave protection that may also be used 

to potentially mitigate the loss of some surfing resources.  A multifunctional reef could 

potentially provide the Kahului Commercial Harbor with wave protection while also providing 

marine habitat and a platform for recreational uses such as surfing, fishing, diving and 

windsurfing.  While the proposed multifunctional reef could potential provide a means to 

mitigate the loss of surf sites in the Kahului Harbor, this mitigation measure should not be 

considered appropriate until it is accepted by the community.  Ideally, the removal of the surf 

sites at Kahului Harbor should be avoided, but if this proves impossible, a multifunctional reef 

could be a viable option for the mitigation of a significant impact.  

1.2 Objectives and Scope 

This research explores an innovative solution to address problems facing the plan to 

modernize the Kahului Commercial Harbor.  The proposed solution to these problems is to 

construct a submerged breakwater to provide the harbor with the necessary wave protection and 

that also functions as a multifunctional reef by creating new coral reef habitat.  This dissertation 

provides details on the problems facing the Kahului Harbor Modernization Plan and gives a 

background on multifunctional reefs developed around the world.  There is a lack of available 

information regarding the design of multifunctional reef structures of this type.  To obtain 

additional information for the conceptual design of a reef at the Kahului harbor, this study was 

undertaken with the following objectives: 

 Determine the effectiveness of a submerged breakwater on reducing the wave heights 

inside the Kahului Harbor; 

 Investigate the suitability of various engineering designs for the construction of the 

breakwater/reef structure; 
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 Investigate the feasibility of using various concrete aggregate materials to provide a 

substrate suitable for colonization by stony coral recruits (using recycled materials where 

possible); 

To meet these objectives, the scope of this research includes the following: 

 Conduct a numerical wave study to demonstrate the effect of placing an submerged 

breakwater at the Kahului Harbor; 

 Conduct a scale physical wave response study to verify the validity of the numerical 

model; 

 Study coastal structure designs and construction methods to determine the most 

appropriate design with respect to costs, accuracy, durability, and ease of construction; 

 Construct, deploy and continuously monitor test units made from various concrete mixes  

to determine coral  recruitment on different concrete aggregates 

1.3 Kahului Harbor Background 

 The development of the Kahului Harbor facilities began when the first warehouse was 

constructed in Kahului Bay in 1863 (Belt Collins Hawai‘i Ltd. 2007).  In 1879, the first small 

landing was built in order to facilitate shipment of sugar from Maui.  The Kahului Harbor 

expanded rapidly as the sugar industry grew in the early part of the twentieth century.  A 40-foot 

tall lighthouse, a 200-foot pier, a 1,800-foot breakwater on the east side of the harbor and a 

dredged turning basin were all completed by 1910.  In 1917, construction of the western 

breakwater began.  A 1922 USGS map of Kahului Harbor shows the east and west breakwaters 

and the beginnings of Kahului town (Figure 1-2).  As cargo volumes and vessel sizes increased 

over the years, the harbor basin was increased in size and depth.  Currently, the harbor basin is 
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2,050 feet wide by 2,400 feet long and has a design depth of 35 feet (Figure 1-3).  The harbor’s 

entrance channel is 660 feet wide and 40 feet deep and the harbor is protected by breakwaters on 

its east and west sides (Figure 1-4). 

 

Figure 1-1: Kahului Harbor Location Map (Edward K. Noda and Associates 2005) 
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Figure 1-2: Map of the Kahului Harbor as it was in 1922 (Edward K. Noda and Associates 

2005) 

 

Figure 1-3: Current Layout of the Kahului Harbor (Belt Collins Hawai‘i Ltd. 2007)
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Figure 1-4: Kahului Harbor overview (Google, Inc. 2013).   
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1.4 Kahului Harbor Modernization Plan 

Population, visitor and business growth in Hawai‘i has caused a significant increase in 

the use of Hawai‘i’s harbors (Reyes 2007).  The demand on Hawai‘i’s harbors is expected to 

continue as cargo container volumes increase by “as much as 27 percent by 2010, by 66 percent 

in 2015 and by 93 percent in 2020” (Reyes 2007).  In response to this forecasted growth in 

harbor demand, Governor Linda Lingle said that “harbors are our lifeline” and the “lack of 

harbor capacity across the state will drive up the cost of living if left unattended and it will create 

a significant restraint on the state economy now and into the future” (Reyes 2007).  In December 

2007, the Lingle administration announced a plan to address shipping needs in Hawai‘i through 

2030.  The Harbor Modernization Plan proposes that “Six harbors on four islands will be 

renovated at a cost of $842 million over six years, in an effort to meet the growing demand on 

waterways posed by cargo shippers and passenger traffic” (Reyes 2007).  The plan gained the 

support of legislative leaders due to the public-private partnership used to develop the plan that 

included input from state and county agencies, harbor users and others (Reyes 2007).   

  The Harbor Modernization Plan slated the Kahului Harbor as the beneficiary of $345.1 

million due to a forecasted large increase in traffic volume at Maui’s only commercial harbor 

(Reyes 2007).  The forecasted requirements for harbor space show that future demand justifies 

expanding the harbor from the currently available six berths to provide a total of ten berths 

(Table 1-1), although due to community input, the State of Hawai‘i Department of 

Transportation Harbors Division (HDOT) decided to dedicate only one berth at Kahului Harbor 

for cruise ships (Belt Collins Hawai‘i Ltd. 2007).  In addition, additional storage space will also 

be required for containers (51.4 acres by 2030 compared to 25.2 acres currently available) and 

vehicles (14.2 acres compared to 8.8 acres available now) (Belt Collins Hawai‘i Ltd. 2007). 
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Table 1-1: Berth Requirements to meet Throughput Projections (Modified form Belt 

Collins Hawai‘i Ltd. 2007)  

Cargo/Use Category 

Fiscal Year 

FY05 FY10 FY20 FY30 

Containers and Vehicles 1.50 1.68 2.24 2.80 

Break-Bulk 0.82 0.77 0.81 0.84 

Dry-Bulk 1.25 1.01 1.08 1.14 

Liquid-Bulk 1.08 1.26 1.59 1.93 

Subtotal: Cargo Berths 4.65 4.72 5.71 6.71 

Cargo Berths, Round 5 5 6 7 

Cruise Passenger 1 1 2 2 

Inter-island Ferry 1 1 1 1 

Total Berths 7 7 9 10 

 

1.4.1 Kahului Harbor 2025 Master Plan 

In 2000, the State of Hawai‘i Department of Transportation Harbors Division (HDOT) 

completed the Kahului Harbor 2025 Master Plan, which served as a guide for the development 

maintenance and enhancement of the harbor.  The plan was designed to “ensure the efficient, 

safe, accessible and economical operations of the Kahului Commercial Harbor” (Edward K. 

Noda and Associates 2005).  The effort involved commercial harbor users, other stakeholders of 

the Kahului Harbor, and government agencies.  The objectives of the 2025 Master Plan were: 

1. “Plan the proper development of Kahului Commercial Harbor, thereby facilitating 

maritime shipments of the essential commodities required by Maui’s citizenry. 

2. Optimize the utilization of land and water resources committed to marine cargo and 

passenger operations in an economically responsible manner. 
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3. Provide terminals, other harbor resources, and access to these facilities in locations 

within Kahului Bay and other locations in a manner that best relates to and serves 

Maui in an efficient, safe, and secure manner. 

4. Minimize the impact on environmental quality and recreational opportunities 

contiguous with Maui’s port facilities”(Edward K. Noda and Associates 2005)  

 In accordance with these objectives, the 2025 Master Plan outlined improvements to the 

Kahului Commercial Harbor that would be necessary within the coming ten years.  These 

improvements, depicted in Figure 1-5, include:  

• Pier 1 extension (Pier 1D) 

• Pier 1 comfort stations and sewer line 

• Pier 1 waterline 

• Pier 3 expansion (including dredging between Piers 1 and 2) 

• New Pier 4; and 

• Structural pavement, access bridge and utilities at “Pu‘unene Yard” (Edward K. Noda 

and Associates 2005).  
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Figure 1-5: Kahului Harbor 2025 Master Plan proposed improvements (Edward K. Noda 

and Associates 2005) 

1.4.2 Wave Climate and Wave Response Study 

 In support of the Kahului Commercial Harbor 2025 planning effort, the U.S. Army 

Engineer Research and Development Center, Coastal and Hydraulics Laboratory, conducted a 

wave climate and wave response study on the proposed harbor improvements.  This study 

evaluated the technical feasibility of the planned expansion of the harbor operations into areas 

not presently used for commercial operations, particularly into the western side of the harbor, 

which is more exposed to wave energy passing through the harbor’s entrance channel 

(Thompson 2002).  Previously, from 1993 to 1996, field wave measurements and numerical 

model studies were conducted by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) to evaluate the 

technical feasibility of expanding the harbor based on eleven alternative harbor plans.  This 
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previous work was extended in the current study to include design alternatives presented in the 

Kahului Harbor 2025 Master Plan (Thompson 2002).  

 There were three alternative plans presented in the Kahului Harbor 2025 Master Plan.  

Each of these three alternatives were along with the existing harbor layout were modeled in the 

wave response study.  These plans differ only in the length and the placement of the breakwater 

extensions on the tips of the existing structures and the orientation of the entrance channel 

(Figure 1-6).  The special features of the three plans are:  

• 2025 master plan: “Realigned entrance channel to approximately 6 degree azimuth; 

900-ft stub extending seaward from tip of east breakwater, oriented parallel to 

realigned entrance channel.  

• Plan B: 900-ft stub extending seaward from tip of east breakwater, oriented parallel to 

existing entrance channel.  

• Plan C: 450-ft stub extending seaward from tip of east breakwater, oriented parallel to 

existing entrance channel; 600-ft stub extending landward from tip of west 

breakwater, oriented parallel to existing entrance channel” (Thompson 2002).  

 The numerical model of the Kahului Harbor was developed using wave data collected by 

an array of directional wave gages located just outside the Kahului Harbor entrance and by a 

directional buoy north of Molokai (NDBC buoy 51026) (Thompson 2002).  The model geometry 

was created using bathymetry data on the Kahului Harbor and the surrounding areas taken from 

the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), National Ocean Service (NOS) 

hydrographic chart 19342 and from Scanning Hydrographic Operational Airborne Lidar Survey 

(SHOALS) data (Figure 1-7). 
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Figure 1-6: Kahului Harbor breakwater extension plans as modeled in the 2025 plan wave 

response study (Thompson 2002). 

 

Figure 1-7: Model bathymetry of the Existing Kahului Harbor and surrounding area 

(Thompson 2002) 
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 In order to predict the wave responses to the planned harbor developments, the model 

bathymetry was modified to reflect the proposed changes (Thompson 2002).  The shallow area 

inside the harbor was modified according to the planned new dredge-line and the geometry of the 

west and east breakwaters were modified to reflect each plan’s proposed changes including the 

addition on pier 5 on the west breakwater (Figure 1-8).  The numerical model was calibrated 

such that it was able to reproduce observed conditions recorded by field gages deployed in the 

harbor.  The final model was used to calculate the wave amplification factors for a variety of 

wave conditions in Kahului Harbor.  The model results on the spatial variation of the short wave 

amplification factors (Figure 1-9) illustrate that the extending the east breakwater seaward will 

provide the proposed Pier 5 location with a small amount of short wave protection.  The 

landward extension of the west breakwater proposed by Plan C, however, provides the Pier 5 

location with substantial short wave protection (Thompson 2002).       

  

Figure 1-8: Model bathymetry reflecting the 2025 Plan changes to the Kahului Harbor 

(Thompson 2002) 
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Figure 1-9: Model results indicating the effects of the proposed changes on short wave 

amplification factors (Thompson 2002) 

 The model was also used to determine how the proposed harbor changes would affect the 

oscillations of long waves entering the harbor (Thompson 2002).  Long waves can form standing 

wave patterns in a harbor due to their length relative to harbor dimensions and their reflectivity 

off harbor boundaries.  These standing waves can cause operational problems in the harbor.  The 

model results showed that the landward extension of the west breakwater proposed in Plan C 

would cause strong oscillation velocities in much of the harbor and a significantly increase in 

velocity magnitude along piers 1 and 2 (Figure 1-10).  The potential for increased harbor 

oscillations at the main existing piers as well as proposed Pier 5 led the study to recommend that 

Plan C not be considered as a viable harbor configuration (Thompson 2002).   

 The wave response study concluded that an extension to the east breakwater is able to 

decrease wave energy entering the harbor, but does not have an appreciable impact on harbor 
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oscillations.  For both the 2025 Plan and Plan B, the study concluded that wave energy may still 

be of concern at pier 5 (Thompson 2002).  The results of the wave response study indicate that 

the harbor changes outlined in the 2025 plan may not be sufficient at protecting the Kahului 

Harbor from wave energy. 

 

Figure 1-10: Resonant long wave velocity contours of the existing harbor compared to 

those resulting from the Plan C extensions to both breakwaters (Thompson 2002)  

1.4.3 Kahului Commercial Harbor 2030 Master Plan 

 In December 2007, the Kahului Commercial Harbor 2030 Master Plan and Draft 

Environmental Impact Statement were published as an update to the Kahului Harbor 2025 

Master Plan.  The 2030 Master Plan presents short- and long-term improvements to the harbor 

facilities and serves as a guide for development, enhancement, and maintenance of the harbor 

through 2030 (Belt Collins Hawai‘i Ltd. 2007).  The primary objectives of the 2030 Master Plan 

are:  

1. “Provide space and facilities to meet current and anticipated future demand associated 

with movement of cargo to and from Maui, while encouraging efficient, space-saving 

operations.   

2. Implement in the near future steps to decrease congestion within the harbor. 
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3. Make space for operations of an inter-island ferry and cruise ships within the harbor. 

4. Continue to respect recreational uses in the Kahului Commercial Harbor area” (Ibid). 

To meet these objectives, three alternatives were developed and evaluated: 

• “Alternative A – Develop cruise and inter-island ferry facilities at the West 

Breakwater Harbor Development; expand Piers 1 and 2 for cargo operations, and 

build new fuel facility at Pier 3 or 4 (Figure 1-11). 

• Alternative B- Develop cruise and inter-island ferry facilities at Pier 2; expand cargo 

facilities at Piers 1 and 3 and at the West Breakwater Harbor Development (Figure 

1-12). 

• No Action Alternative” (Ibid). 

 Of the three options, Alternative A was selected as the preferred alternative because it 

separates passenger operations from cargo operations at the harbor.  Although Alternative A and 

Alternative B both plan for the West Breakwater Harbor Development, which requires the 

dredging of an expanded turning basin and the construction of extensions to the west and east 

breakwaters to allow vessels to berth without risk of surge (Figure 1-13), Alternative B was not 

preferred because it separates cargo operations between the existing harbor and the West 

Breakwater Harbor Development.  Such a separation would make it difficult for container 

operators to work together to transfer cargo between their operations (Belt Collins Hawai‘i Ltd. 

2007). 
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Figure 1-11: Alternative A1 at the Kahului Harbor (Belt Collins Hawai‘i Ltd. 2007) 

 

 Figure 1-12: Alternative B at the Kahului Harbor (Belt Collins Hawai‘i Ltd. 2007) 
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 Figure 1-13: Proposed 2030 Plan breakwater extensions at the Kahului Harbor (Belt 

Collins Hawai‘i Ltd. 2007) 

1.5 Impacts of the Kahului Harbor Modernization Plan 

 The impacts of the action alternatives proposed by the Kahului Commercial Harbor 2030 

Master Plan were evaluated to develop a detailed account of existing conditions, impacts of the 

planned development, management measures and mitigation measures (Belt Collins Hawai‘i Ltd. 

2007).  The report identified the direct and indirect impacts that the proposed actions would have 

to a broad range of resources.  The project impacts on the coastal environment are identified in 

Table 1-2.  Two of these impacts were identified as being significant impacts.  One significant 

impact is the effect on the marine biota.  The dredging of an expanded turning basin and filling 

of reclaimed land will remove about 22 percent of the coral substrate within the Kahului Harbor 

(Ibid).  The remaining coral could be affected by sediment from the construction.  The draft EIS 

suggest that to minimize the impacts on coral, silt curtains could be used during construction 
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activities, construction can be timed to avoid periods when coral is reproducing, and removed 

coral could be transplanted to other locations if feasible (Ibid).   

 The other significant impact identified in the draft EIS is the effect that the Harbor 

Modernization Plan will have on recreational resources.  The recreational resources of concern 

include shoreline fishing, surfing and outrigger canoe paddling.  Of these resources, the impacts 

on fishing and outrigger canoeing were not considered significant because the sites for these 

activities would not be substantially affected besides potentially altering the canoe race area.  

The effect of the Modernization Plan on surfing, however, is considered a significant impact due 

to the potential extent of damage to the surf sites located in the Kahului Harbor.  By dredging the 

reef, these surf areas will be permanently altered if not destroyed.   
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Table 1-2: Impacts of the Kahului Harbor 2030 Plan (Modified from Belt Collins Hawai‘i 

Ltd. 2007) 

Impacts to 
Resource 
Areas 

Proposed Action (Alternative A) Alternative B 

Direct Indirect SI?* Direct Indirect SI?* 

Physical 
Oceanography 

Potential 
changes to 
longshore 
currents from 
breakwater 
construction 

None No Potential 
changes to 
longshore 
currents from 
breakwater 
construction 

Potential 
contribution 
to changes 
in shoreline 
erosion 
patterns 

No 

Marine Biota Loss of coral 
habitat 
through 
dredging, 
filling; 
temporary 
increase in 
sedimentation 
in area of 
dredging  

Additional 
habitat for 
coral growth 
from 
breakwater; 
potential for 
sedimentation 

Yes/ 
Mitig 

Loss of coral 
habitat 
through 
dredging, 
filling; 
temporary 
increase in 
sedimentation 
in area of 
dredging 

Additional 
habitat for 
coral growth 
from 
breakwater 
(beneficial) 

Yes/ 
Mitig 

Sensitive 
Environments 

Loss of beach 
area, increase 
in winter wave 
impact 

None No Loss of beach 
area, increase 
in winter wave 
impact 

None No 

Recreational 
Resources 

Shoreline use, 
surf sites 
eliminated 

None Yes Shoreline 
used, surf 
sites 
eliminated, 
canoe regatta 
disrupted 

None Yes 

Notes: SI? = Significant Impact; Yes/Mitig = significant but can be mitigated to less than 
significant 

 

There are five surfing sites located in the vicinity of the Kahului Commercial Harbor, four 

of which are located inside the harbor (Figure 1-14).  These sites, known as Jetties, Old Mans, 

Harbor Lights, Charthouse and Ledges, break best on days with light to no winds and large north 

swells.  The waves at these sites are utilized by body-boarders, long-board and short-board 

surfers, stand-up surfers (SUP), outrigger canoe surfers, kayak surfers, and wave-ski surfers (Belt 
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Collins Hawai‘i Ltd. 2007).  Surfers usually access the surfing spots near the boat-launch ramp 

on the west side of the harbor. Spectators also watch the surfing in the harbor from the same 

area.  The surf spots at the Kahului Harbor are of considerable quality when the conditions are 

right.  “During ideal conditions, Harbor Lights is regarded as one of the best left-breaking 

locations on Maui” (Belt Collins Hawai‘i Ltd. 2007).  Besides providing some of the best surfing 

on the island, the surf in Kahului Harbor also provides significant economic benefits to the 

community.  The United States Bodyboarding Association holds national contests at Jetties and 

Ledges that attract crowds of participants and spectators to the community (Belt Collins Hawai‘i 

Ltd. 2007).   

  

Figure 1-14: Recreational resources at the Kahului Harbor (Belt Collins Hawai‘i Ltd. 2007) 

The draft EIS states that the development of a commercial shipping pier along the west 

breakwater as proposed by Alternative A and Alternative B would directly impact the primary 
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surf sites in the harbor (Figure 1-15 and Figure 1-16). Reclaiming land, dredging to a depth of 

about minus 35 feet, and constructing a pier in the west harbor area, will have the following 

impacts on the recreational surfing: 

• “The surf site known as Jetties would be eliminated by the dredging of the berth and 

construction of the breakwater to protect the berth. 

• The surf site known as Old Mans and Harbor Lights would be eliminated by the 

dredging of the turning basin. 

• The construction of the 900-foot breakwater extension off of the east Breakwater 

could impact surf conditions at the surf site know as Ledges during certain times of 

the year, dependent on the final configuration, location, and length of the breakwater 

extension. 

• Some surf sites on the opposite side of the channel from the boat ramp may be 

affected by the refraction of waves off the new pier and its breakwater” (Belt Collins 

Hawai‘i Ltd. 2007).  

 The loss of the surf sites at the Kahului Harbor will have a significant impact on the 

community.  The demand for surfing on Maui is already high enough to cause congestion 

problems at surf breaks that lead to conflicts among users.  Since there are only a couple of 

surfing sites that are as conveniently located, the loss of the surf at Kahului Harbor will increase 

the distance that many Kahului residents will have to travel for surfing and will lead to increased 

congestion at other surf breaks on Maui (Belt Collins Hawai‘i Ltd. 2007).  Two organizations, 

the Surfrider Foundation and Save Kahului Harbor, have opposed the plan to remove the Kahului 
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Harbor surf sites and have formed public demonstrations to protest the Harbor Modernization 

Plan (Kubota 2008). 

The loss of the surfing at Kahului Harbor will be significant for the youths in the Kahului 

and Wailuku area.   The surf breaks at Kahului Harbor are only one mile from H.P. Baldwin 

High School and three miles from Maui High School.  Many of the youths in the Kahului area 

are  from low-income residential areas and lack transportation to alternative surfing locations 

(Kubota 2008).  Students attending college courses at Maui Community College (MCC) will also 

be affected by the loss of the Kahului Harbor surf breaks.  The MCC website touts the breaks as 

being within walking distance of the campus (Maui Community College 2008).  The loss of 

convenient access to surfing is likely to be an issue to students at MCC who may also be limited 

by transportation.   

 In addition to the immediate impacts on the availability of surf spots, the loss of the 

Kahului Harbor surf breaks can lead to significant long-term social and cultural consequences for 

the community.  A study on the socioeconomic impact of surfing suggested that several socio-

cultural consequences could result from the loss of a surf break: 

• “Decrease in trust in government and loss of local sovereignty 

• Increased negative social impacts on other already crowded surf breaks 

• Increase in criminal behavior with bored youths 

• People may turn away from surfing and aspects of a healthy lifestyle, which would 

mean increased longer-term health costs for the community 

• Surfing provides a significant mentoring and intergenerational co-learning experience 

• Loss of self-worth and potential opportunities 
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• Negative impact on local and visitor perceptions 

• A local surf break may be the only recreational amenity facility that youth can access 

quickly and safely 

• Beaches and surf breaks often present the only access to “public space” in highly 

urbanized areas” (Lazarow 2007)  

 Since the destruction of the surf sites at the Kahului Harbor will likely lead to significant 

harm to Maui’s communities, the impacts of the loss of the surf sites needs to be properly 

mitigated if the Kahului Modernization Plan is to go forward.  The draft EIS states that the 

mitigation of the lost surfing sites in the Kahului Harbor will likely be limited to the creation of 

new surf sites closer to the shoreline.  These new surf sites are expected to be created by the 

dredging of the new turning basin boundaries.  The EIS acknowledges that the surf produced at 

these sites will be different from the existing surf, but notes that the quality of the surf breaks 

cannot be forecast besides knowing that the rides will be shorter since the dredge line will begin 

closer to shore (Belt Collins Hawai‘i Ltd. 2007).  The EIS mentions that, as a more proper 

mitigation for the lost surfing resource, a new surfing site could be created at another location.  

The EIS quickly dismisses this option, however, stating, “Mitigation of the impact on surfing is 

viewed here as impractical not just because of cost but because Maui has no empty but 

convenient site where experimental mitigations could be attempted without harm to important 

resources” (Ibid) .  The research presented in this dissertation aims to change this view. 
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Figure 1-15: Effects of Alternative A1 on the recreational areas of Kahului Harbor (Belt 

Collins Hawai‘i Ltd. 2007) 

  

Figure 1-16: Effects of Alternative B on the recreational areas of Kahului Harbor (Belt 

Collins Hawai‘i Ltd. 2007) 
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1.6  The Kahului Harbor Multifunctional Reef 

This dissertation research explores how the development of a multifunctional reef structure 

offshore of the Kahului Commercial Harbor could address the significant impacts posed by the 

2030 Master Plan.  The partial removal of the natural reef within the harbor basin might be 

partiality mitigated with the creation of an artificial reef structure located seaward of the harbor’s 

east breakwater.  A multifunctional reef in this location would provide the Kahului Harbor with 

protection from wave energy, increased habitat for marine biota, and a new platform for 

recreational activities such as surfing, fishing and diving.  The following sections will provide an 

introduction to multifunctional reefs, a conceptual design for a multifunctional reef at the 

Kahului Harbor, and a discussion on the techniques and materials that could be used to construct 

the reef structure. 

1.6.1 Background on Multifunctional Reefs 

 Naturally occurring submerged near-shore reefs provide coastal areas with protection from 

ocean energy.  A reef dissipates the energy of incoming waves by causing them to break before 

they reach the shore.  The abrupt transition in bathymetry at the reef can also reflect a significant 

portion of the wave energy offshore before it reaches the coastline.  Submerged reefs can also 

refract the incoming waves and cause them to rotate normal to the contours of the reef structure.  

This wave rotation can reduce beach erosion by decreasing the angle between the wave front and 

the shoreline, thus reducing the erosion of the beach (Figure 1-17).  A reef can also reduce wave 

energy in the surrounding area by focusing wave energy (West 2002).  Wave focusing draws 

energy from a wide area and pulls it toward a single point (Figure 1-18).  The world’s best 

surfing waves are usually formed by natural reefs with wave focusing or wave rotating 

characteristics (Figure 1-19).  The shoreline protection capability of a near-shore submerged reef 
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can be seen by observing the salient formations that develop in the lee of the submerged reefs, 

resulting in wider and more stable shorelines (Figure 1-17). 

 

Figure 1-17: The natural reef at Sunset Beach, Hawai‘i rotates waves more than 40 degrees 

as they refract to become normal to the shoreline contours.   Waves shoal and break over 

the reef surface, dissipating energy and leading to a salient formation onshore (Google, Inc. 

2013)  

 

Figure 1-18: Shadow graph of waves focusing as they travel over a shoal (West 2002) 

Incoming  
Wave 
Direction  

Rotated 
Wave 
Direction  Salient 

Formation 
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Figure 1-19: Waves focus as they travel over one of the world's most renowned surfing 

reefs at Pipeline, Hawai‘i (West 2002) 

Traditional shoreline protection structures such as seawalls, breakwaters, and groins, are 

engineered to provide the same sort of shoreline protection that submerged reefs provide 

naturally.  These engineered structures can be inferior to natural submerged reefs, however, 

because they can detract from the natural beauty of the shoreline and they can cause detrimental 

effects on downstream beaches due to the changes that the structures cause to an area’s coastal 

hydraulics (ASR America 2008).  The negative effects that traditional coastal protection 

structures have on the natural shoreline have led to negative public opinion about proposals to 

install such structures.  These structures are now being regarded as treatments for the symptoms 

of beach erosion, rather than solutions to address the incoming wave energy that is the cause of 

erosion (ASR America 2008). 

 To better protect a coastline from the erosion caused by wave energy, a manmade artificial 

reef can be installed near-shore to mimic the beneficial properties of a natural reef.  A properly 
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designed artificial reef will provide coastal protection without affecting the natural scenery of the 

shoreline.  Artificial reefs can be designed to provide other benefits in addition to wave 

protection.  A multifunctional reef is an engineered structure that is designed to maximize the 

benefits that natural reefs have traditionally provided to coastal communities.  In addition to 

shoreline protection, the functions provided by a multifunctional reef include environmental 

benefits, such as increased habitat for marine life and the promotion of greater marine 

biodiversity, and recreational benefits, such as enhanced surfing, snorkeling, SCUBA and fishing 

conditions.  Due to the submerged nature of a multifunctional reef and the multiple benefits that 

the reef can provide to a community, a proposal to install a multifunctional reef instead of a 

traditional shoreline protection structure is likely to receive more public support.  The increased 

public support for the coastal project can be considered as another benefit of installing a 

multifunctional reef.   

 In 1995, the Artificial Reefs Program (ARP) at Waikato University in New Zealand began 

research into the design of multifunctional reefs for coastal protection and the enhancement of 

surfing and other recreational activities (ASR America 2008).  The research by the ARP and the 

work by others, most notably ASR Limited of New Zealand, have led to a wide body of 

knowledge on the many aspects of multifunctional reef design and construction.  This 

information has been applied in the construction of the world’s first four multifunctional reefs.  

The lessons learned through the creation of each of these reefs have led to leaps and bounds in 

artificial reef development technologies.  Multifunctional reefs are quickly becoming recognized 

by governments and privet developers as options to create and protect valuable coastal resources 

(ASR Marine Consulting and Research 2002).  In addition to the four MPASRs that have already 
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been constructed, eight multifunctional reefs are in their early construction phases or late design 

phase (Table 1-3). 

Table 1-3: Multi-Purpose Artificial Surfing Reefs  

Name Location Status Primary Purpose 

Cables Reef  Cables Station, 
Western Australia  

Construction completed 
1999  

Surfing Enhancement  

Narrowneck Reef  Gold Coast, 
Australia  

Construction completed 
2000  

Coastal Protection  

Pratte’s Reef  El Segundo,  

California  

Construction completed 
2001  

Surfing Enhancement  

Mount Reef  Mount Maunganui, 
New Zealand  

Construction completed 
2008  

Surfing Enhancement  

Opunake Reef  Opunake,  

New Zealand  

Construction abandoned 
2009  

Surfing Enhancement  

Boscombe Reef  Bournemouth, 
England  

Construction completed 
2009 

Surfing Enhancement  

Kovalam Reef  Kerala,  

India  

Construction completed 
2010 

Surfing Enhancement  

 

1.6.2 Conceptual Design of the Kahului Harbor Multipurpose Artificial Surfing Reef  

 This section describes a conceptual design for a multifunctional reef at the Kahului Harbor.  

The multifunctional reef is designed to provide one primary function.  The main function of the 

reef is to provide the Kahului Harbor with wave protection needed to expand commercial 

operations into the west breakwater area.  The multifunctional reef will also provide many 

secondary benefits including increased marine habitat and other recreational opportunities such 

as surfing, fishing, diving, and windsurfing.   

1.6.2.1 Initial Conceptual Design of the Kahului Harbor Multifunctional Reef  

 An initial conceptual design for a multifunctional reef at the Kahului Harbor was proposed 

by the author in conjunction with fellow engineers at Oceanit Laboratories, Inc. of Honolulu, 

Hawai‘i to the State of Hawai‘i, Department of Transportation, Harbors Division in March 2008.  
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Pending the completion of a detailed engineering study (this research dissertation), the initial 

location for the multifunctional reef was selected as the seaward side of the east breakwater tip 

(Figure 1-20).  This location was chosen for a number of reasons.  First, based on first-hand 

experience of the wave environment on Maui’s north shore, waves primarily approach the 

Kahului Harbor region from a northeasterly direction.  A reef at the indicated location would 

have the greatest impact on waves before they enter the harbor basin, while avoiding the direct 

path of the navigation channel used by mariners entering and exiting the harbor. The chosen reef 

location is in about the same spot as the planned 900-foot extension of the east breakwater 

proposed in the Harbor Modernization Plan, indicating that it is likely to have a similar impact 

on the waves inside the harbor.  Third, aerial images of the area indicate that the seafloor at the 

site is likely free of natural reef and appears instead to consist of a sandy bottom.  The 

construction of a multifunctional structure in this area would, therefore, avoid the destruction of 

natural coral reef habitat. There are also no surf breaks in the immediate vicinity of the location, 

so the multifunctional reef would not destroy established surfing waves.  These assumptions are 

explored further in this dissertation research.  

 Three conceptual designs of the multifunctional reefs were created with the goal of 

illustrating how the structure can be applied to rotate and focus wave energy away from the 

harbor entrance channel and dissipate this energy on the reef surface.  By dissipating the wave 

energy on the reef crest, the reef multifunctional protects the harbor and could create a site for 

recreational activities like for surfing.  Of the three concepts illustrated for the proposed 

multifunctional reef, the design denoted “End” is expected to provide the greatest capacity to 

prevent wave energy from entering the Kahului Harbor.  The design places the reef directly 

offshore of the end of the east breakwater (Figure 1-21).  This design is expected to produce long 
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left and right breaking rides for surfers.  The two other designs are presented as alternative 

options.  The design denoted “Offset” (Figure 1-22) is intended to keep the breaking wave away 

from the harbor entrance channel.  For this reason, the “Offset” layout may be the most attractive 

from a safety perspective.  The “Island” design (Figure 1-23) moves the multifunctional reef 

further offshore and creates an area of deeper water directly off of the east breakwater.  This 

deep area is intended to provide a calm area that may provide more protection to the breakwater 

structure and provide surfers with a channel to paddle through. Note that each of these 

illustrations show the reef structure emerging from the water, but the reef could be designed to 

be entirely submerged.  

 

Figure 1-20: Image of the Kahului Harbor showing the approximate location of the 

submerged breakwater denoted with a circle (Google, Inc. 2013).   
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Figure 1-21: Conceptual image of a redeveloped Kahului Harbor showing the approximate 

size and location of the multifunctional reef with the “End” Design (Modified from Google, 

Inc. 2013) 

 

Figure 1-22: Kahului Multifunctional Reef “Offset” Design (Modified from Google, Inc. 

2013) 
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Figure 1-23: Kahului Multifunctional Reef “Island” Design (Modified from Google, Inc. 

2013) 

 In addition to the placement of the multifunctional reef, the bathymetry of the reef shape is 

also of great importance to its design and properly functioning.  The bathymetry of the 

multifunctional reef determines how well the reef is able to focus and dissipate wave energy as 

well as its ability to produce quality surfing waves on a consistent basis.  An advanced analytical 

model that takes into account the specific environmental conditions of the location outside the 

Kahului Harbor has been developed to determine the design of the multifunctional reef and is 

described in Chapter 2.  Multifunctional reefs generally require sophisticated shapes in order to 

produce high quality waves for surfing (Black 2005).  By changing the shape of the ASR, 

different types of surfing waves can be produced (Black 2005).  Numerical and physical models 

will be vitally important in the design of the multifunctional reef shape that maximizes the ability 

of the reef to protect the harbor from wave energy while also providing high quality surfing 
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waves.  A conceptual design of the bathymetry of the Kahului Harbor multifunctional reef is 

present here for demonstrational purposes. 

 The sea floor on the ocean side of the east breakwater tip drops in depth very rapidly.  

According to bathometric data of the Kahului Harbor area (Figure 1-24), the ocean floor in the 

proposed location for the development of the multifunctional reef ranges from 10 feet to 50 feet 

deep (Thompson 2002).  The construction of a multifunctional reef will require large volumes of 

fill to raise the sea floor and create the proper reef substrate (Figure 1-25 and Figure 1-26).   

 

Figure 1-24: Proposed area of the multifunctional reef (black outline) overlaid on the 

existing bathymetry of the Kahului Harbor area 
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Figure 1-25: Conceptual depth contours of the proposed Kahului Harbor multifunctional 

reef 

 

Figure 1-26: Conceptual section view of proposed multifunctional reef at Kahului Harbor 

1.6.2.2  Construction Materials and Methods 

 The materials and methods used to construct a multifunctional reef are an important 

consideration in the design of the reef.  The core of the reef should be constructed using 

construction materials that are durable in the marine environment, economical, and readily 

available.  The reef materials should provide suitable substrate for coral reef marine organisms 

Conceptual 
Multifunctional 

Reef 
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such that they allow the development of a thriving reef ecosystem.  It is important that the 

methods used to construct the reef allow for a high degree of spatial accuracy to insure that the 

design contours are actualized when the reef is installed.  Inaccurate construction methods can 

lead to unexpected shapes and surface irregularities in the installed multifunctional reef (ASR 

Limited). 

 The requirement for accurate and affordable placement of the reef, combined with the 

limited available ocean construction materials and techniques, provides engineers with a 

challenge when deciding what materials and methods to use for the construction of a 

multifunctional reef.  One technique used to maximize the quality of the reef is to build the 

structure in two separate layers (ASR Limited).  The first layer is the reef core, which contains 

the majority of the reef volume constructed to achieve the proper design contours but below the 

final reef elevation.  The second layer can then be placed over the reef core to create the final 

design profile and reef surface.  The material used to construct the core of the reef must be 

readily available to the construction area and should be conducive to rapid and accurate 

construction techniques (Ibid).  Materials suitable for the core include rock, prefabricated caisson 

units constructed from concrete, steel or plastic, and sand-filled geotextile containers. Suggested 

construction materials for the surface layer of a reef include small geotextile containers, sand-

filled geotextile mattresses, frond scour protection mattresses, and custom made one piece 

geotextile reef units (Ibid). 

  Of the multifunctional reefs constructed to date, only rock and geotextile containers have 

been used as the construction material (Table 1-4).  There are advantages and disadvantages to 

the use of any material.  Sand-filled geotextile containers are desirable for the construction of 

ASRs because the containers can be placed to form an accurate, smooth and soft reef surface.  A 
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soft surface has safety benefits for surfing reefs.  Geotextiles are limited in their lifetimes, 

however, as modern geotextile materials are commonly supplied with a guaranteed service life of 

only 20 to 30 years, although it is unknown how long they can be expected to last in the marine 

environment (ASR Limited).  Geotextile containers are also vulnerable to puncture and abrasion 

during construction and from day-to-day marine forces, but repairs can be made easily (Ibid).  

Appropriately sized rock is more durable than geotextile containers and can have a much longer 

lifetime.  Rock fill can also be accurately and rapidly placed, but the hard angular surface of the 

material does not provide the desirable smooth and soft reef surface.  If rock fill is used to 

construct the core of the reef, another material will be required to construct the reef’s surface.  

Depending on specific site availability, a rock structure could potentially cost twice as much as 

the same structure made with large sand-filled geotextile containers (Ibid). 

Table 1-4: Comparison of Existing Multifunctional Reefs (Modified from ASR America 

2008) 

Reef  Cables  Narrowneck  Pratte’s  
Mt. 
Maunganui  

Location  
Western, 
Australia  

Queensland, 
Australia  California, USA  

North Island, 
New Zealand  

Status 
Completed 
1999 

Completed 
2000 

Completed 
2001 

70% 
Complete 

Primary  
Function(s)  

Surfing 
Enhancement  

Coastal protection, 
surfing and 
ecological 
enhancement  

Surfing 
enhancement 
and mitigation  

Surfing and 
ecological 
enhancement  

Construction  
Material  Granite rocks  

Geotextile sand 
filled containers  

Geotextile sand 
filled containers  

Geotextile 
sand filled 
containers  

Construction  
Method  

Barge and 
crane  Split-hull barge  

Barge and 
crane  

Rapid 
Accurate 
Deployment  

Total  

Volume (m
3

)  5000  60,000  1600  6500  
Cost per unit volume 

(US$/m
3

)  303  50  312  160  
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Effectiveness  
For Coastal 
Protection  Not applicable  Very good  Not applicable  

Moderate 
(not primary 
function)  

Effectiveness  
For Surfing  Good  Moderate  Poor  Good  

Wave Description  
Low intensity 
mellow wave  

Low intensity 
mellow wave 
during mean swell 
conditions.  
Needs large swell 
to break well.  

Mushy to  
non-existent  

Hollow 
challenging 
wave during 
clean mean 
swell 
conditions  

Effectiveness  
For Ecology  unknown  Very good  

Good while reef 
existed  Very good  

Comments  

Satisfied all 
design 
requirements  

Imprecise 
construction 
method reduced 
surfing potential  

Inadequate 
design and 
materials  

Construction 
delays have 
prevented 
reaching full 
potential  

  
 Cables Station Reef in Western Australia is the only artificial surfing reef constructed with 

rock fill.  The reef was built using a crane to place granite rocks from a barge onto the existing 

limestone seabed (Figure 1-27).  The total cost of construction was approximately US$1.5 

million or US$303 per cubic meter of the reef’s estimated 5000 m
3
 reef volume.  The Cables 

Station reef is considered a success, producing surfable waves on average 155 days a year (ASR 

Limited).   

 

Figure 1-27: Rock was used in the construction of the Cables Station Reef (ASR Limited) 
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 The construction techniques used to build multifunctional reefs from sand filled geotextile 

containers have improved with each new reef.  Pratt’s Reef was built using 200 geotextile sand 

filled bags deployed from a barge using a barge mounted crane (Figure 1-28).  The bags were of 

relatively small volume (7.9 m
3
) and were of two types: white polyester or black polypropylene.  

The reef cost about US $500,000 to construct or about $312/m
3
.   Upon completion of the reef, 

dive surveys revealed that the black polypropylene bags were rapidly deteriorating; while the 

white polyester bags remained intact but had been moved by ocean forces.  Due to both the size 

and material of the geotextile containers used to construct Pratt’s Reef, within a couple years of 

completion, the reef “ceased to exist as a viable structure” (ASR Limited). 

 

Figure 1-28: Sand-filled Small geotextile containers were used to construct Pratt's Reef 

(ASR Limited) 

 Narrowneck Reef was built using 408 large geotextile sand filled containers.  Each 

container was individually placed on the seabed using the following procedure:  

 “An empty bag was placed into a split-hull hopper barge 

 The bag was pumped full of sand while in the barge 

 The barge carried the filled bag to the reef site 
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 The barge hull would split open and the bag was dropped into position” (Figure 2 -16) 

(ASR Limited). 

 This construction method was very cost effective, allowing the reef to be constructed for 

about US $3.0 million or $50/m
3
.  The method was comparatively cheap to other multifunctional 

reef construction techniques due to the large size of the geotextile containers.  The large 

containers also decreased the likelihood that ocean forces would be able to shift the reef since 

each container weighed 300 to 400 metric tons.  The method was not very precise, however, so 

the reef shape was not built to meet the sophisticated design requirements (Figure 1-30).  An 

aerial photograph of the multifunctional reef shows the large size of the artificial reef on the 

ocean floor and also reveals the large gaps between geotextile containers (Figure 1-31).  Such 

large gaps in the reef face should be avoided because these irregularities will diminish the quality 

of the surf site produced by the reef (ASR Limited). 

 

Figure 1-29: Construction of the Narrowneck Reef using geotextile containers (ASR 

Limited; ASR Marine Consulting and Research 2002) 
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Figure 1-30: Comparison between Narrowneck Reef design and the reef as it was 

constructed (ASR Limited) 

 

Figure 1-31: Aerial Photograph of Narrowneck Reef revealing large gaps between 

geotextile containers due to inaccurate construction technique (ASR Marine Consulting 

and Research 2002) 
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 Mount Reef was built using a technique developed by ASR Limited to increase the 

precision of constructing multifunctional reefs.  This technique, called the Rapid Accurate 

Deployment (RAD) method, allows the geotextile containers to be quickly installed on the 

seabed and then pumped full of sand in situ (ASR Limited).  The primary steps to the RAD 

method are as follows: 

1. A geotextile bag layout is developed to replicate the design configuration of the reef 

(Figure 1-32). 

2. Underlying webbing made from customized materials is assembled to form the 

framework for the reef bags. This webbing is staked out on shore at a site convenient to 

the reef construction location. A geomat is attached to the bottom of the webbing to 

prevent bag settlement into the seabed. 

3. The empty geotextile bags are secured to the webbing. As was the case with the Mount 

Reef, the assembly can be done in phases.  The Mount Reef was assembled in halves. 

4. The webbing/bag assembly is folded up and placed onto a barge using a crane. 

5. Prior to bag deployment, anchors are positioned on the seabed at precise locations using 

Real Time Kinematic (RTK) Global Positioning System (GPS) survey techniques. 

6. The webbing/bag assembly is transported to the reef site via the barge during a calm 

weather window. 

7. Leader lines from the webbing are fed through the seabed anchors and the entire 

assembly is winched to the seabed.  

8. The geotextile bags are filled in place on the seafloor.  A barge mounted submersible 

pump can be used to extract sand from a seabed source close to the reef site (ASR 

Limited). 
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Figure 1-32: The Rapid Accurate Deployment (RAD) method of installing a geotextile 

multifunctional reef (ASR Limited) 

This dissertation provides engineering and environmental analyses to determine the 

construction material and method that is most suitable for the installation of a multifunctional 
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reef at the Kahului Harbor.  The Kahului Harbor 2030 Plan proposes to dredge a large area of the 

harbor.  The dredged material could potentially be used to fill geotextile containers or concrete 

caissons for the multifunctional reef pending a proper environmental analysis.  The draft EIS 

prepared for the Kahului Harbor 2030 Plan also proposes to relocate the coral reef that is 

currently located in the area of the proposed dredge line expansion  in order to mitigate the 

environmental impacts of the project (Belt Collins Hawai‘i Ltd. 2007).  The removed material 

could potentially be anchored to the core of the multifunctional reef to provide part of the reef 

surface.  Reusing dredged material or sections of the existing reef in the construction of a 

multifunctional reef at Kahului Harbor may reduce the cost of installing a multifunctional reef 

and could also lead to environmental benefits. 

1.7 Research Methodology 

The methodology in this dissertation research is outlined in Figure 1-33.  There were 

multiple steps taken in this project to determine how to design a submerged breakwater/ 

multifunctional reef to protect the Kahului Harbor while simultaneously providing ecological 

value as coral reef habitat.  Numerical modeling was first undertaken to size the structure and to 

determine the proper position and orientation to most effectively reduce the wave heights in the 

harbor.  The final result of the numerical model was validated with a physical scale model where 

the wave response of the harbor area was studied with and without the submerged breakwater.  

Further numerical modeling was completed to determine how various reef shapes impact the 

wave response.  The method that is most appropriate for the design and construction of the reef 

structure was also explored in this research.  Coral recruitment experimental results were used to 

determine how coral colonization on the reef will be influenced by the type of concrete 

aggregates used to build the structure.  Finally, a field investigation in Kahului Bay was 
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completed to inform how the multi-scale topography of the reef substrate design could enhance 

the development of coral biology on the structure.  

 

Figure 1-33: Dissertation research methodology flow chart. 

  

Biological information needed in the ecological engineering of the artificial reef substrate was 
collected in study of the field conditions at Kahului Bay.   

To collect information on how coral colonization on the reef will be influenced by the type of 
concrete used to construct the structure, laboratory and field experiments were undertaken. 

Various methods for the design and construction of the breakwater structure are evaluated. 

The effect of various reef shapes are assessed using a numerical wave response model. 

The numerical model results are validated with a physical scale wave response model. 

Reef position, dimensions and orientation optimal for reducing wave heights inside harbor 
optimized with numerical wave response model. 

Can a submerged breakwater/ multifunctional reef be designed to protect the Kahului Harbor 
while simultaneously providing ecological value as coral reef habitat? 
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CHAPTER 2. NUMERICAL MODELING TO SIZE THE DIMENSIONS OF THE 

KAHULUI HARBOR SUBMERGED BREAKWATER  

2.1 Introduction 

 Located in Kahului Bay on the north shore of the island of Maui, Hawai‘i, Kahului Harbor 

serves as the island’s only deep-draft commercial harbor (20
o
53’44.44’’ N, 156

o
28’20.22” W).  

The Kahului Harbor has been facing operational challenges due to the wave energy penetrating 

inside the harbor, particularly the large swells during winter.  A multifunctional reef structure has 

been proposed to increase the tranquility within the harbor basin by acting as a submerged 

breakwater offshore of the harbor.  Figure 2-1 shows the study area with the layout of the 

existing harbor and the proposed reef location.  The oblong shape of the island of Maui (Figure 

1-1) partially dissipates the waves approaching the harbor from the northwest.  In addition, an 

existing 706 meter-long breakwater on the west provides additional tranquility inside the harbor.  

A breakwater on the east of length 843 meters (m) protects against waves approaching from the 

north and north east.  The entrance channel is about 12 m deep, and the distance between the two 

breakwater tips is 183 m.  Nevertheless, conditions within the harbor are disrupted by waves 

approaching from northerly directions.  

 A preliminary investigation has been conducted for the installation of a submerged 

breakwater near Kahului Harbor’s entrance.  This installation will enhance the damping of waves 

and thus the harbor’s tranquility.  The proper design of the submerged breakwater can be 

developed through numerical and physical modeling.  The mild slope equation-based model can 

be adopted to reproduce nearshore wave propagation features along with the diffraction effects 

due to breakwaters and coastal landforms.  By applying the model, the size and alignment of the 

submerged breakwater can be optimized to achieve the desired tranquility in the harbor.  This 
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numerical model study aimed to optimize the depth of the submergence, length and top width of 

the submerged breakwater.  Figure 2-2 depicts the locations where the wave diffraction 

coefficients were extracted from the model results along the approach channel and within the 

harbor basin.  The decision-making process for the proposed alignment of the submerged 

breakwater relied on the prediction of improved tranquility along the approach channel and 

inside the harbor. 

 

Figure 2-1: Layout of the existing harbor and the proposed submerged breakwater. 
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Figure 2-2: Locations of the extraction of wave diffraction coefficient along the approach 

channel and within the harbor basin. 

2.2 Wave Characteristics and Bathymetry 

A directional wave buoy (CDIP Gauge 077) measured the wave characteristics offshore of 

the Kahului Harbor from November 1993 to April 1995.  These data were analyzed in detail for 

this study.  Figure 2-3 shows the location of gage CDIP 077 (20
0
 54’ 11.88’’ N, 156

0
 28’ 12’’ W) 

in 14-meter water depth at a distance of 1 mile NE of the Kahului Harbor entrance.  This buoy 

was commissioned as part of the Coastal Data Information Program (CDIP) with a joint effort of 

U.S. Army Corps of the Engineers (USACE) and the California Department of Boating and 

Waterways.  The investigation statistically analyzed in detail 17 months of buoy data.  In the 

analysis, wave height, Hi varied up to a maximum of about 4 meters (m), and the wave period 

ranged between 4 and 18 seconds.  The wave direction, i with respect to north, ranged between 
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0
0
 and 45

0 
east with respect to the north.  Herein, waves with the period from 4 to 10 seconds and 

11 to 18 seconds are referred to as short and long waves, respectively for the analysis.  

 

Figure 2-3: The locations of directional buoy 077 (CDIP Gauge 77) and wave buoy array 

079 (CDIP, 2014). 

 Figure 2-4 illustrates the wave data collected by gage CDIP 077.  The three rose diagrams 

provide a summary of the wave occurrence, wave heights and wave periods.  In the wave 

occurrence rose diagram, the length of the bars indicate the number of occurrences of events 

077 

079 p1 

079 p3 

079 p2 
079 p4 
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along the particular direction.  The wave height rose diagram presents each wave direction of the 

average wave characteristics for the significant wave height.  The wave period rose diagram 

presents each wave direction of the average wave characteristics for the peak-wave period. 

 Figure 2-5 presents the percentage of occurrence of waves of various heights recorded by 

gage CDIP 077.  Analysis of this data on a monthly basis shows that during the months of June 

to September, the sea was relatively calm with wave heights not exceeding 1 m.  During January 

and December, the sea was rough with waves of heights of up to 3.5 m, whereas, during March 

to May and November, the sea’s condition was moderate with waves of heights up to 2.5 m.  

During January to April, November and December, the study area was exposed to the longest-

period waves of up to 18 seconds.  The months of May and September had relatively medium 

waves of up to 16 seconds, whereas, during August, shorter waves of up to 10 seconds 

dominated the sea.  In the observation, about 90% of the waves propagated with directions 

ranging between 0
0
 and 45

0
 with over 50% of the waves of heights less than 1m.  The median 

offshore wave height and wave direction were found to be 1 m and 17.5
o 

with respect to the 

north, respectively.  Overall, the dominant wave height was in the bandwidth of 0.5 m to 1 m.  

This study, therefore, considered the 1 m wave as representing a typical operational offshore 

condition for the Kahului Harbor, and this wave height was used to estimate the wave heights in 

the harbor’s vicinity. 
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2.2.1.1.1 (a) Wave occurrence rose diagram (b) Wave height rose diagram 

 

 
 
 
 
(c) Wave period rose diagram  

Figure 2-4: Wave data collected by gage CDIP 077 for during the deployment period from 

November 1993 to April 1995: (a) Wave occurrence rose diagram; (b) Wave height rose 

diagram; (c) Wave period rose diagram. 
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Figure 2-5: Percentage of occurrence of wave height and wave period for November 1993 

to April 1995 

2.3 Bathymetry 

 The near shore bathymetric contours in the study area (Figure 2-6) were discretized from 

the naval hydrographic chart in addition to the measured bathymetry data.  The data shows the 

varying nature of the seabed in the vicinity of the harbor.  Seaward of the harbor, between the tip 

of eastern breakwater and the 15 m contour, the bathymetry was quite steep with an average 

slope of 1:10.  The seabed slope between the 15 m and 25 m contour varied gradually with an 

average slope of 1:135. 

2.4 Numerical Model 

The Department of Ocean Engineering, IIT-Madras (IITM), has developed a numerical 

two-dimensional (2D) model to investigate the transformation of waves as they propagate from 

deep water towards the shore (Ganesh and Sundar 2001).  The model is developed using the mild 

slope equation because of its generality in dealing with complex wave fields.  The mild slope 

equation is solved by the generalized conjugate gradient (GCG) method due to its faster 

convergence rate. 
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Figure 2-6: Contour plot of Kahului Harbor (elevations in meters) 

 

2.4.1 Mathematical formulation 

 The combined refraction-diffraction equation derived by Berkhoff (1972) describes the 

propagation of periodic, small amplitude, surface gravity waves over an arbitrarily varying mild-

sloped seabed.  The equation is of the form, 
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where  is the wave potential,  is the wave angular frequency, C is the wave celerity and Cg is 

the group celerity.  The above equation is transformed into the Helmholtz equation of the form, 
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In this formulation, “ ” is the modified wave potential function, and “K” is the modified wave 

number. 

2.4.2 Boundary Conditions 

 The study domain is idealized into a rectangular domain and is divided into N × M cells 

with a grid spacing of Δx × Δy with the direction of x-axis towards offshore and y-axis along the 

shoreline.  Figure 2-7 shows the domain, co-ordinate axes and incident wave direction. 

 

Figure 2-7: Scheme of discretization used in the numerical model, Ganesh, G. et al. (2001). 

 Boundary conditions have to be imposed all along the boundary including land, 

breakwaters and open boundaries.  On the offshore boundary, the radiation boundary condition is 

used to ensure that the reflected waves are outgoing. 
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The other boundaries represent a structure such as breakwaters or groins, an open boundary, or a 

coastline.  In such conditions, the boundary condition is, 

0iK
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           (5) 

Where “n” is the direction normal to the boundary, and “” is a reflection coefficient that varies 

with the type of boundary and may have to be determined empirically.  “” varies from 0 to 1 

(=0 for full reflection and  = 1 for full absorption).  Figure 2-8 shows the angle conventions 

for the seabed contours as well as for the wave direction.  The deep-water wave angle was 

converted to shallow-water wave angles by applying the well-known Snell’s law, considering the 

inclination of shoreline with respect to the geographic north.  These shallow-water wave angles 

were expressed with reference to the shore normal according to the present numerical model’s 

convention. 

 

Figure 2-8: Angle conventions used in the numerical model, Ganesh, G. et al. (2001). 
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 The underlying assumptions for these boundary conditions are that the water depth acts a 

constant locally, and that the waves approach normal to the boundary.  Thus, the component of 

“K” in a direction normal to the boundary should be considered.  Therefore, the boundary 

condition works properly only for a full reflection.  Since the resulting variation is expected to 

gradually die out with the increase of radial distance from the boundary, the lateral boundaries 

have to be fixed sufficiently away from the region of interest. 

2.4.3 Numerical Modeling 

The finite difference scheme is employed for the numerical discretization of the Helmholtz 

equation.  The derivatives are approximated using the centered difference scheme.  From writing 

the discretized form of the above equation for each grid in the domain and applying suitable 

boundary conditions, the resulting system of algebraic equations can be written in a matrix form 

as, 

 [A]{  } = {f}           (6) 

Where [A] is the coefficient matrix, { } is the nodal value of velocity potential and {f} is a 

vector obtained from the boundary conditions.  The numerical solution of the above system of 

equations is arrived using the generalized conjugate gradient method.  

 The present numerical model incorporates the combined refraction and diffraction of waves 

together with the shoaling, reflection, and backscattering effects, due to the presence of 

structures.  The numerical model employs an iterative solution method, which yields accurate 

results in less computational time and memory requirements.  The model incorporates the 

diffractive effect in both the directions of normal to wave approach and along the direction of 

wave approach and simulates the “in-line diffraction” effect.  The model can be applied to 
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computational domains of both rectangular and non-rectangular computational domains.  The 

model source code is written in FORTRAN 77.  

The offshore boundary is modeled as an open boundary that allows only incident waves 

and reflected waves to propagate.  The lateral boundaries as well as the shore are considered to 

absorb the wave energy partially.  The groins, breakwaters and any other obstructions are treated 

as partially reflecting boundaries by prescribing the reflecting coefficients.  The model requires 

the wave characteristics (wave height, wave period and its direction) at the offshore boundary, 

the water depths at all the grid points, the location of the breakwaters and harbor alignment.  The 

model gives the waves characteristics inside the harbor basin. 

2.5 Validation of the Numerical Model 

The numerical model prediction was validated with experimental data and other 

mathematical solutions.  The experimental data served as the measurements over an elliptical 

shoal configuration, whereas, the numerical solution through the finite element solution of 

Berkhoff et al. (1972).  Berkhoff et al. (1972) tested the hydraulic scale model of an elliptic shoal 

resting over a gradually sloping bathymetry in a wave tank in which they measured the wave 

transformation from the propagation of a monochromatic plane wave train over complex 

bathymetry.  The bathymetry consisted of an elliptical shoal superimposed on a plane beach.  

Figure 2-9 shows the details of the experimental setup.  The shoal acted as lens and focuses the 

incoming wave energy into a strong convergence zone.  The wave height data were recorded 

along eight cross-sections, as shown in the figure.   
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Plan of the model in the wave flume Sectional view of the model in the wave flume 

Figure 2-9: Hydraulic experimental setup of the elliptical shoal model, Berkhoff (1972). 

The numerical model simulated the same experimental conditions, and the computed wave 

heights were compared with the observed experimental data.  A finite difference grid mesh, 

which measured 25 meters (m) in the x-direction and 20 m in the y-direction, was constructed.  

Square grid cells of size 0.1 m in both directions of x and y were adopted for simulation, 

resulting in 250 x 200 nodes.  The center of the shoal was located at the point with x and y 

coordinates of 15 m and 10 m, respectively.  The equation describing the outer extent of the 

shoal is as follows: 

1
4

'

3

'
22

















 xY
           (7) 

where, “x” and “y” denote a local coordinate system whose origin was located at the center of 

the shoal.  Also the coordinate system was rotated 20
0
 in the clockwise direction relative to the x- 

and y coordinate system.  All length scales for both coordinate systems were measured in meters.  

Water depths (h) were calculated from the following equations: 

h = 0.45 for  84.5'y            (8) 
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h = 0.45 – 0.02 (5.84-y’) [outside the shoal boundary]     (9) 
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     [Inside the shoal boundary] 

The incident wave characteristics adopted for this comparison were H=0.01058m, T=1.0 

second and the direction of wave approach was parallel to the x-axis.  Figure 2-10 presents the 

model results on eight sections for comparison with the experimental measurements and finite 

element model prediction.  The numerically simulated results were presented as profiles of 

relative wave height (ratio of observed wave height to incident wave height) along each section.  

The present numerical model prediction agrees well with the experimental measurements and 

finite element model prediction of Berkhoff et al. (1972).  The present model is based on the 

linear dispersion relationship and is capable of incorporating only the linear wave effects.  The 

inclusion of non-linear dispersion relationships would improve the results and the comparison 

shown in Figure 2-9 is expected to have a better fit.  Although it is possible to simulate the wave 

propagation for the above case using simpler models such as the forward marching algorithm, 

the simple models cannot be used in the presence of strong reflection zones or lateral scattering.  

The present model has no such limitations and can be easily applied even in the case offshore 

structures, such as a pair of breakwaters.  Figure 2-11 present the wave phase and wave 

amplitude plots obtained from the present numerical model in the case of elliptical shoal, which 

is used to validate the numerical model, respectively. 
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Figure 2-10: Validation of the numerical model with experimental values and FEM results, 

Berkhoff (1972). 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 2-11: (a) Wave phase plot and (b) wave amplitude plot for the elliptical shoal 

validation model, Ganesh, G. et al. (2001). 

The numerical model simulation of wave propagation was validated with the harbor 

resonance conditions.  The coastal area considered for the harbor resonance study is a 

rectangular harbor with a constant water depth of 25.93 m connected to the open ocean, as shown 

in Figure 2-12.  The grid spacing considered for the numerical model study is 25 m in both x and 

y directions.  This model validation has been done by comparing the amplification factor “R” at 

the center of the back wall (point “A”) of the harbor with k*L (k is the wave number, and L is 

the length of the harbor).  The numerical model was applied for different incident wavelengths 

(harbor resonance).  In this validation, the numerical model is simulated for the normally 

incident wave height of 3.0 m and for different wave periods starting from 5 seconds with an 

increment of 0.1 second.  The adopted boundary conditions (Eq.9) comprise of the incoming 

boundary and the artificial boundaries (eq.10) with  = 0.0.  The amplification factor R [=wave 

amplitude at the center of the back wall, (a) / incident wave amplitude, (ai)] for different 

wavelengths at center of back wall of the harbor (point “A”) was computed, and Figure 2-13 
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presents the comparison with the theoretical and experimental solutions of Lee (1971).  The 

agreement between the present numerical results and the experimental results is found to be 

good.  The comparison of the above results with that of the theoretical solution of Lee (1971) is 

in general found to be good, but the latter underestimates the peak value. 

 

Figure 2-12: Non-rectangular model for the harbor resonance studies, Ganesh, G. et al. 

(2001). 

 

Figure 2-13: Validation of the numerical model for the harbor oscillation problem, Lee 

(1971). 
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A sensitivity analysis studied the influence of grid size with the wave amplitude.  The grid 

spacing adopted in the present numerical model should satisfy the condition, in which the grid 

spacing should lie in between one-tenth and one-twentieth of a wavelength [L/10 > Δx > L/20, 

where “L” is the wave length].  A typical problem of a single plane wave train propagating over 

a parallel seabed contours is considered.  Grid size varying from 1 m to 8 m, expressed as a 

function of wavelength “L” was considered.  Amplitudes along the section parallel to the x-axis 

through the center of the domain are compared for different grid spacing.  For a normally 

incident wave height of 2.5 m and wave period of 8 seconds, the variation of amplitudes was 

plotted for different grid spacing as shown in Figure 2-14.  For grid spacing more than 4 m, 

numerical instability occurs.  At least 8 to 10 grid points per wavelength are required for 

achieving numerical stability.   

 

Figure 2-14: Graph showing the variation of wave amplitude with grid spacing, Ganesh, G. 

et al. (2001). 
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2.6 Numerical Model Description 

 The numerical modeling was conducted for five cases, including orientation (β), breadth 

(B), length (L), distance of the submerged breakwater from the existing breakwater (D), and 

depth of the submergence (Rc).  The wave characteristics considered for all the above said 

models were incident wave height, Hi=1m, wave direction with respect to north, Өi =17.5° for 

the wave period (T) varying between 4 and 18 seconds in steps of 1 second.  Table 2-1 shows the 

details of the models run for various cases, cases 1 to 5 and the wave characteristics considered 

for detailed investigations.  In total, 48 numbers of runs were executed to explore  effect of the 

orientation of the submerged breakwater of 105°, 120°, 135° and 150° subjected to the above 

mentioned wave characteristics.  Similarly, for each of the case-2, case-3 and case-4 by varying 

the breadth as 7 m, 15 m, and 21 m; length as 100 m, 150 m, and 200 m; and the distance of the 

submerged breakwater from the existing breakwater as 230 m, 280 m, and 330 m, a total of 36 

runs were executed.  Finally, a total number of 60 runs for the case-5 varying the depth of 

submergence of the breakwater as 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 m were executed. 

2.7 Results and Discussion 

The following sections summarize the results of the numerical modeling analyses.  The 

effects that changes in the submerged breakwater alignment, orientation, length, breadth and 

distance offshore from the existing breakwater have on the wave tranquility within the harbor are 

discussed in detail.  The results of these analyses were used to make the selection of the final 

breakwater dimensions.  
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Table 2-1: Dimensions of the submerged breakwater characteristics considered in this 

numerical model study including size, orientation and depth of submergence 

Case 

Orientation  

β 

Breadth  

B(m) 

Length  

L(m) 

Distance 

 D(m) 

Depth  

Rc(m) 

1 
 

105° 

15 150 280 1 
120° 

135° 

150° 

2 135° 

7 

150 280 1 15 

21 

3 135° 150 
100 

280 1 150 
200 

4 135° 150 150 

230 

1 280 

330 

5 135° 150 150 280 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

 

2.7.1 Alignment of the Submerged Breakwater 

From the offshore wave characteristics, it has been observed that the waves approach 

near the study area predominantly from the northeast, which indicates that the wave energy is 

more concentrated near the entrance and penetrates into the harbor basin.  A potential option for 

improving the tranquility inside the harbor includes constructing a submerged breakwater 

perpendicular to the predominant wave direction to dissipate the wave energy near the harbor’s 

entrance.  A well-designed submerged breakwater will attenuate incident wave energy.  The 

edges of the obstruction, particularly the one closer to the approach channel, however, are likely 

to diffract wave energy towards the approach channel.  Hence, a great deal of attention is 

required for the conceptual design of the submerged breakwater.  With the above objective, the 

present study considers a submerged breakwater with the initial dimensions of length (parallel to 
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the wave front) – 150 meters (m) – and breadth (in the direction of wave propagation) – 15 m.  

The submerged breakwater is positioned in a water depth of 14 m at a distance (D) of 280 m, 

running parallel to the approaching channel from the existing east-side breakwater.  As waves 

propagate towards the harbor, the presence of the submerged breakwater causes diffraction to 

occur.  The initial length and distance (D) of the submerged breakwater from the existing 

breakwater were chosen, so the predominant wave direction shadow region will cover the 

entrance of the harbor.  The breadth of the submerged breakwater is a function of the design 

wavelength.  It is advantageous if the breadth is of the order of one-fourth of the wave length.  

However, this study considered it uneconomical to construct a reef with such a wide cross-

section and, hence, chose the 15 m width mentioned above. 

 The initial configuration of the submerged breakwater was chosen such that the 183-m 

wide harbor mouth is virtually covered by the breakwater’s shadow region (without considering 

the bending of the wave due to diffraction).  The variation in the length of the submerged 

breakwater in the latter section has also been tested based on this fact.  The width (parallel to 

wave direction) of the submerged breakwater is decided under the requirement of at least 50% 

tranquility on its leeside while the waves propagate over the submerged breakwater.  To achieve 

this requirement, the preferred ratio between the length and width is of the order of 5 to 8 if the 

submerged breakwater is emerged up to still-water level (Dhinakaran at al., 2012).  Hence, the 

operational wave periods between 4 and 12 seconds have served as the basis to fix up the width 

of the submerged breakwater.  Evidentially, for long waves, the said 50% transmission could not 

be achieved because such waves pass through the submerged breakwater without attenuation, 

and the submergence’s depth plays a role in dictating the wave transmission.  
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2.7.2 Effect of the Submerged Breakwater Orientation 

        This study considered the dimensions of the submerged breakwater, which had a length of 

150 meters (m) and breadth of 15 m, and the distance (D) of submerged breakwater was 280 m 

from the existing east-side breakwater.  The depth of the submergence of the breakwater, 1 m, 

was used to investigate the effect of the orientation of the submerged breakwater.  The 

orientation of the submerged breakwater with respect to the geographic north, β was varied from 

105
o
 to 150

o
 in steps of 15

o
 as shown in Figure 2-15.  Here, the submerged breakwater 

configuration went along a straight line instead of one with curvature because of the required 

wave tranquility inside the harbor and near the harbor mouth vicinity.  Furthermore, the lee side 

of the submerged breakwater had no requirement.  Hence, a simple straight configuration under 

consideration was very economical.  The numerical model was executed in the presence of the 

submerged breakwater with the incident wave characteristics, Hi=1 m, Өi=17.5° for T varying 

between 4 and 18 seconds in steps of 1 second.  By doing so, the study covered the substantive 

wave climate.  The wave diffraction coefficient, kD, i.e., the ratio of wave height in the diffracted 

region, HD and Hi, was calculated from the numerical results along the approach channel and 

within the harbor basin (i.e., kD= HD/ Hi).  This calculation was executed for the existing 

conditions and with the proposed submerged breakwater in the positions as discussed above.  

The results for the various orientations of the submerged breakwater on the kD along the 

approach channel and harbor basin for short period waves (4 to 10 seconds) and long period 

waves (11 to 18 seconds) are provided in Table 2-2 and Table 2-3, respectively.   
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Figure 2-15: Layout of the orientation of the submerged breakwater with respect to the 

geographic north varied from 105° to 150° in steps of 15°. 

The results are summarized in Table 2-4, which shows the percentage reduction in the 

average kD of short-wave periods (4 to 10 seconds) and long-wave periods (11 to 18 seconds) 

along the approach channel and within the basin for the four different orientations of the 

submerged breakwater.  The results clearly show that the submerged breakwater with orientation 

135° exposed to long-period waves (T=11 to 18 seconds) showed a reduction in the average kD 

on the order of -3.6% and 38% along the approach channel and within the basin, respectively.  

Even though a reduction in the average kD along the approach channel was -3.6% (i.e., 

amplification of wave height along the approach channel), the primary need was to increase 

tranquility inside the harbor through reducing the wave heights was achieved.  When the 

submerged breakwater with orientation 135° was exposed to short-period waves (T= 4 to 10 
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seconds), the reduction in the average kD for incident wave periods was found to be 0.9% and 

16% along the approach channel and within the basin, respectively.  From the results, the 

submerged breakwater with orientation 135° was found to have the most favorable balance 

between reducing wave heights in the basin and while causing only a slight increase in the wave 

heights in the channel.  An orientation of 135° was, therefore, kept constant for the remainder of 

the submerged breakwater designs analyzed in this study.   

Table 2-2: Average kD along the approach channel and harbor basin for waves with period 

(4 to 10 seconds) for the submerged breakwater (β=105° N to 150° N) exposed to waves 

(Hi=1 meter, Өi=17.5°).  [Submerged breakwater, L=150 meters, B=15 meters, and Rc=1 

meter with its distance from the existing eastern BW (D=280 meters)]. 

Short 
Waves 

 
kD at Approach channel     

 Locations 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Mean Reduction 

Existing 0.95 0.91 1.05 0.98 0.98 1.00 1.05 0.99 - 

β=105° N 0.95 0.91 1.05 0.98 1.02 0.98 0.86 0.96 2.6% 

β=120° N 0.95 0.91 1.05 1.20 1.12 1.09 0.88 1.03 -3.9% 

β=135° N 0.95 0.91 1.05 1.04 1.09 0.98 0.85 0.98 0.9% 

β=150° N 0.95 0.91 1.05 1.03 1.17 0.95 0.87 0.99 0.0% 

Short 
Waves 

 
kD at Harbor Basin     

 Locations 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 Mean Reduction 

Existing 0.27 0.13 0.23 0.18 0.24 0.17 0.34 0.22 - 

β=105° N 0.28 0.13 0.19 0.16 0.24 0.15 0.27 0.20 9.8% 

β=120° N 0.28 0.13 0.16 0.15 0.24 0.15 0.27 0.20 11.8% 

β=135° N 0.26 0.13 0.16 0.16 0.19 0.12 0.30 0.19 15.6% 

β=150° N 0.27 0.12 0.19 0.15 0.23 0.15 0.26 0.20 13.1% 
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Table 2-3: Average kD along the approach channel and harbor basin for waves with period 

(11 to 18 seconds) for the submerged breakwater (β=105° N to 150° N) exposed to waves 

(Hi=1 meter, Өi=17.5°). [Submerged breakwater, L=150 meters, B=15 meters, and Rc=1 

meter with its distance from the existing eastern BW (D=280 meters)]. 

Long 
Waves 

 
kD at Approach channel     

 Locations 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Mean Reduction 

Existing 1.60 1.36 1.46 1.00 0.99 1.10 2.13 1.38 - 

β=105° N 1.60 1.36 1.46 - 1.72 1.40 1.64 1.53 -11.1% 

β=120° N 1.60 1.36 1.46 - 2.83 1.42 2.13 1.80 -30.8% 

β=135° N 1.60 1.36 1.46 - - 1.56 1.16 1.43 -3.6% 

β=150° N 1.60 1.36 1.46 - - - 2.18 1.65 -19.8% 

Long 
Waves 

 
kD at Harbor Basin     

 Locations 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 Mean Reduction 

Existing 0.33 0.21 0.29 0.33 0.43 0.33 0.28 0.32 - 

β=105° N 0.30 0.19 0.20 0.33 0.42 0.33 0.32 0.30 5.3% 

β=120° N 0.25 0.17 0.26 0.28 0.37 0.24 0.33 0.27 13.3% 

β=135° N 0.16 0.16 0.19 0.15 0.21 0.22 0.26 0.20 38.3% 

β=150° N 0.31 0.23 0.27 0.21 0.34 0.30 0.32 0.28 10.7% 

*Note: Dashes indicate that the results were non-representative. 

 

Table 2-4: Percentage of reduction in average kD along the approach channel and harbor 

basin for short- and long-period waves for the submerged breakwater (β=105° N to 150° N) 

exposed to waves (Hi=1 meter, Өi=17.5°). [Submerged breakwater, L=150 meters, B=15 

meters, and Rc=1 meter with its distance from the existing eastern BW (D=280 meters)]. 

 
Approach Channel Harbor Basin 

Reef angle 
Short-period 
waves 

Long-period 
waves 

Short-period 
waves 

Long-period 
waves 

β=105° N 2.6% -11.1% 9.8% 5.3% 

β=120° N -3.9% -30.8% 11.8% 13.3% 

β=135° N 0.9% -3.6% 15.6% 38.3% 

β=150° N 0.0% -19.8% 13.1% 10.7% 

 

2.7.3 Effect of Length and Breadth of Submerged Breakwater 

For an orientation of the submerged breakwater, β=135°, and the distance of reef, D=280 meters 

(m) from the existing east-side breakwater, finding the optimal length and breadth was the next 
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step.  The lengths of the submerged breakwater considered included 100 m, 150 m and 200 m.  

For each of them, three different breadths of 7 m, 15 m and 21 m were taken up for the 

investigation to verify how the dimensions of the submerged breakwater affected the tranquility 

as projected in Figure 2-16.  This investigation executed the numerical model in the presence of 

the submerged breakwater with orientation 135
0
 and depth of the submergence of the breakwater 

1 meter (m) for the incident wave characteristics Hi=1 m, Өi=17.5° for T varying between 4 and 

18 seconds in steps of 1 second.  The submerged breakwater was configured along a straight line 

instead of a curved one because of the required wave tranquility inside the harbor and the 

vicinity near the harbor mouth, whereas, the lee side of the submerged breakwater alone does not 

have such requirement.  Hence, constructing a simple straight configuration served as the 

economical choice.  The wave diffraction coefficient, kD was calculated from the numerical 

results executed for the existing conditions.  With the proposed submerged breakwater and from 

the plots on the variation in wave height and phase distributions, the tranquility along the 

approach channel at selected locations within the harbor basin was ascertained through critiquing 

the variation in the numerical results on kD.  Table 2-5 and  

Table 2-6 provide the data in terms of the average kD of short-wave periods (4 to 10 seconds) and 

long-wave periods (11 to 18 seconds) for the various breadth of submerged breakwater along the 

approach channel and harbor basin, respectively.  

Table 2-7 shows the effect of the submerged breakwater’s breadth (7 m, 15 m and 21 m) by 

maintaining a constant submerged breakwater length of 150 m on the percent reduction in the 

average kD along the approach channel and within the basin.  The results show that for the 

smallest breadth investigated, 7 m, causes the undesirable amplification of wave energy in the 

approach channel for both short- and long-period waves, mainly due to the phenomena of 
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diffraction and the sudden change in water depths.  The maximum width investigated, 21 m, also 

caused increased wave heights in approach channel for long-period waves.  Of the three options 

studied, the width of 15 m was found to result in the greatest reduction in kD within the harbor 

basin for both short- and long-period waves.  propagation of short waves, whereas, in the event 

of long waves, the attenuation was found as ineffective.  Hence, a width of 15 m was finalized, 

and effort was now focused on the fixing the length of the submerged breakwater.  

 

Figure 2-16: Layout of the breadth of the submerged breakwater varied with 7, 15 and 21 

meters. 
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Table 2-5: Average kD along the approach channel and harbor basin for waves with period 

(4 to 10 seconds) for various submerged breakwater breadths (B=7 to 21 meters) exposed 

to waves (Hi=1 meter, Өi=17.5°). [Submerged breakwater, L=150 meters, Rc=1 meter and 

β=135° N with its distance from the existing eastern BW (D=280 meters)]. 

Short 
Waves 

 
kD at Approach Channel     

 Locations 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Mean Reduction 

Existing 0.95 0.91 1.05 0.98 0.98 1.00 1.05 0.99 - 

B=7 m 0.95 0.91 1.05 1.83 2.5 1.15 0.95 1.33 -34.8% 

B=15 m 0.95 0.91 1.05 1.04 1.09 0.98 0.85 0.98 0.9% 

B=21 m 0.95 0.91 1.05 1.01 1.00 1.00 0.72 0.95 4.2% 
 

Short 
Waves 

 
kD at Harbor Basin     

 Locations 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 Mean Reduction 

Existing 0.27 0.13 0.23 0.18 0.24 0.17 0.34 0.22 - 

B=7 m 0.27 0.13 0.22 0.16 0.15 0.15 0.31 0.20 10.9% 

B=15 m 0.26 0.13 0.16 0.16 0.19 0.12 0.30 0.19 15.6% 

B=21 m 0.26 0.12 0.17 0.13 0.23 0.16 0.31 0.20 12.5% 

 

Table 2-6: Average kD along the approach channel and harbor basin for waves with period 

(11 to 18 seconds) for various submerged breakwater breadths (B=7 to 21 meters) exposed 

to waves (Hi=1 meter, Өi=17.5°). [Submerged breakwater, L=150 meters, Rc=1 meter and 

β=135° N with its distance from the existing eastern BW (D=280 meters)]. 

Long 
Waves 

 
kD at Approach Channel     

 Locations 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Mean Reduction 

Existing 1.6 1.36 1.46 1.00 0.99 1.10 2.13 1.38 - 

B=7 m 1.6 1.36 1.46 - - 1.88 1.85 1.63 -18.4% 

B=15 m 1.6 1.36 1.46 - - 1.56 1.16 1.43 -3.6% 

B=21 m 1.6 1.36 1.46 2.89 2.89 1.18 1.49 1.84 -33.6% 
 

Long 
Waves 

 
kD at Harbor Basin     

 Locations 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 Mean Reduction 

Existing 0.33 0.21 0.29 0.33 0.43 0.33 0.28 0.32 - 

B=7 m 0.25 0.16 0.20 0.18 0.29 0.28 0.22 0.23 28.7% 

B=15 m 0.16 0.16 0.19 0.15 0.21 0.22 0.26 0.20 38.3% 

B=21 m 0.26 0.15 0.18 0.20 0.43 0.32 0.31 0.26 16.7% 

*Note: Dashes indicate that the results were non-representative. 
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Table 2-7: Percentage reduction in average kD along the approach channel and harbor 

basin for short- and long-period waves for various submerged breakwater breadths (B=7 

to 21 meters) exposed to waves (Hi=1 meter, Өi=17.5°). [Submerged breakwater, L=150 

meters, Rc=1 m and β=135° N with its distance from the existing eastern BW (D=280 

meters)]. 

 
Approach Channel Harbor Basin 

Submerged 
breakwater 
breadth 

Short-period 
waves 

Long-period 
waves 

Short-period 
waves 

Long-period 
waves 

7 m -34.8% -18.4% 10.9% 28.7% 

15 m 0.9% -3.6% 15.6% 38.3% 

21 m 4.2% -33.6% 12.5% 16.7% 

 

The length of the submerged breakwater was also varied (100 m, 150 m and 200 m) within the 

numerical model while maintaining a constant submerged breakwater width of 15 m as shown in 

Figure 2-17.  Table 2-8 and Table 2-9 provide the results for the average kD along the approach 

channel and within the harbor basin for short-wave periods (4 to 10 seconds) and long-wave 

periods (11 to 18 seconds), respectively.  Table 2-10 summaries the percentage of the reduction 

in average kD for the various submerged breakwater lengths studied.  The results show that all 

three designs produce comparable reductions in wave heights within the harbor basin.  The 

maximum length of 200 m, however, causes 25% increase in the approach channel wave heights 

for long-period waves.  The lengths of 150 m and 100 m, were found to result in more tranquil 

conditions in the approach channel.  The smallest length of 100 m was decided up for the final 

design to reduce project costs. 
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Figure 2-17: Layout of the submerged breakwater for lengths varying from 100, 150 and 

200 meters. 

Table 2-8: Average kD along the approach channel and harbor basin for short-period 

waves (4 to 10 seconds) for the submerged breakwater with various lengths (L=100 to 200 

meters) exposed to waves (Hi=1 meter, Өi=17.5°). [Submerged breakwater, B=15 meters, 

Rc=1 meter and β=135° N with its distance from the existing eastern BW (D=280 meters)]. 

Short 
Waves 

 
kD at Approach Channel 

   Locations 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Mean Reduction 

Existing 0.95 0.91 1.05 0.98 0.98 1 1.05 0.99 - 

L=100 m 0.95 0.91 1.05 1.04 0.88 1.17 0.81 0.97 1.7% 

L=150 m 0.95 0.91 1.05 1.04 1.09 0.98 0.85 0.98 0.9% 

L=200 m 0.95 0.91 1.05 1.04 1.09 1.17 0.9 1.01 -2.6% 

 

Short 
Waves 

 
kD at Harbor Basin     

 Locations 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 Mean Reduction 

Existing 0.27 0.13 0.23 0.18 0.24 0.17 0.34 0.22 - 

L=100 m 0.28 0.13 0.15 0.15 0.22 0.15 0.29 0.20 12.7% 

L=150 m 0.26 0.13 0.16 0.16 0.19 0.12 0.3 0.19 15.6% 

L=200 m 0.27 0.12 0.14 0.16 0.23 0.16 0.28 0.19 13.6% 
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Table 2-9: Average kD along the approach channel and harbor basin for waves with period 

(11 to 18 seconds) for the submerged breakwater with various lengths (L=100 to 200 

meters) exposed to waves (Hi=1 meter, Өi=17.5°). [Submerged breakwater, B=15 meters, 

Rc=1 meter and β=135° N with its distance from the existing eastern BW (D=280 meters)]. 

Long 
Waves 

 
kD at Approach Channel     

 Locations 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Mean Reduction 

Existing 1.6 1.36 1.46 1 0.99 1.1 2.13 1.38 - 

L=100 m 1.6 1.36 1.46 - 2.31 1.04 1.21 1.49 -8.6% 

L=150 m 1.6 1.36 1.46 - - 1.56 1.16 1.43 -3.6% 

L=200 m 1.6 1.36 1.46 - - 2.81 1.37 1.72 -24.9% 
 

Long 
Waves 

 
kD at Harbor Basin     

 Locations 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 Mean Reduction 

Existing 0.33 0.21 0.29 0.33 0.43 0.33 0.28 0.32 - 

L=100 m 0.19 0.15 0.16 0.18 0.24 0.19 0.24 0.19 38.6% 

L=150 m 0.16 0.16 0.19 0.15 0.21 0.22 0.26 0.20 38.3% 

L=200 m 0.19 0.14 0.15 0.14 0.21 0.2 0.33 0.19 38.9% 

*Note: Dashes indicate that the results were non-representative. 

 

Table 2-10: Percentage reduction in average kD along the approach channel and harbor 

basin for short- and long-period waves for the submerged breakwater with various lengths 

(L=100 to 200 meters) exposed to waves (Hi=1 meter, Өi=17.5°). [Submerged breakwater, 

B=15 meters, Rc=1 meter and β=135°N with its distance from the existing eastern BW 

(D=280 meters)]. 

 
Approach Channel Harbor Basin 

Submerged 
breakwater 
length 

Short-period 
waves 

Long-period 
waves 

Short-period 
waves 

Long-period 
waves 

100 m 1.7% -8.6% 12.7% 38.6% 

150 m 0.9% -3.6% 15.6% 38.3% 

200 m -2.6% -24.9% 13.6% 38.9% 

 

2.7.4 Effect of the Distance of the Submerged Breakwater from the Existing Breakwater 

 The effect of the submerged breakwater distance offshore from the harbor was evaluated 

using a numerical model in the presence of the submerged breakwater with an orientation 135°N, 
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length 150 m, breadth 15 m and depth of submergence 1 m.  The various positions of the 

submerged breakwater offshore from the harbor (D=230 m, 280 m, and 330 m) considered in the 

study are shown in Figure 2-18.  The numerical model was executed for the incident wave 

characteristics Hi=1 m, Өi=17.5° for wave periods varying between 4 and 18 seconds in steps of 

1 second.  The results for the change in tranquility along the approach channel and within the 

harbor basin were examined for each placement. 

 

Figure 2-18: Offshore placement of the submerged breakwater varied between 230, 280 

and 330 meters. 

Table 2-11 and Table 2-12 provide the results for the average kD of short-wave periods and 

long-wave periods for the various placements of the submerged breakwater offshore of the 

harbor.  Table 2-13 summaries the percentage of the reduction in average kD along the approach 

channel and within the basin for various submerged breakwater distance from the existing 
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eastern breakwater.  The results show that the submerged breakwater placed 280 m offshore will 

cause the greatest reduction in short-period wave heights within the approach channel and the 

harbor basin (1% and 16%, respectively).  For long-period waves, this placement causes a 0.9% 

and 38% reduction in the average kD along the approach channel and within the basin, 

respectively.  A placement of 330 m produces the greatest increase in channel tranquility (4%), 

but less of an increase in tranquility within the basin (35%) for long-period waves.  The 230 m 

placement resulted in less short-period wave reduction in the basin (8%) compared to the other 

design options.  Based on these results, the submerged breakwater placement at a distance of 280 

m from the existing breakwater was considered the best option.   

Table 2-11: Average kD along the approach channel and harbor basin for waves with 

period (4 to 10 seconds) for the submerged breakwater from the existing eastern BW 

(D=230 to 330 meters) exposed to waves (Hi=1 meter, Өi=17.5°). [Submerged breakwater, 

L=150 meters, B=15 meters, Rc=1 meter and β=135° N]. 

Short 
Waves 

 
kD at Approach Channel     

 Locations 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Mean Reduction 

Existing 0.95 0.91 1.05 0.98 0.98 1.00 1.05 0.99 - 

D=230 m 0.95 0.91 1.05 0.99 1.08 1.00 1.04 1.00 -1.4% 

D=280 m 0.95 0.91 1.05 1.04 1.09 0.98 0.85 0.98 0.9% 

D=330 m 0.95 0.91 1.12 1.24 1.24 0.88 0.71 1.01 -1.8% 
 

Short 
Waves 

 
kD at Harbor Basin     

 Locations 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 Mean Reduction 

Existing 0.27 0.13 0.23 0.18 0.24 0.17 0.34 0.22 - 

D=230 m 0.26 0.13 0.20 0.15 0.24 0.17 0.30 0.21 7.9% 

D=280 m 0.26 0.13 0.16 0.16 0.19 0.12 0.30 0.19 15.6% 

D=330 m 0.23 0.12 0.19 0.13 0.27 0.14 0.25 0.19 15.4% 
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Table 2-12: Average kD along the approach channel and harbor basin for waves with 

period (11 to 18 seconds) for the submerged breakwater from the existing eastern BW 

(D=230 to 330 meters) exposed to waves (Hi=1 meter, Өi=17.5°). [Submerged breakwater, 

L=150 meters, B=15 meters, Rc=1 meter and β=135° N]. 

Long 
Waves 

 
kD at Approach Channel 

   Locations 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Mean Reduction 

Existing 1.60 1.36 1.46 1.00 0.99 1.10 2.13 1.38 - 

D=230 m 1.60 1.36 1.46 1.00 - - 1.44 1.37 0.4% 

D=280 m 1.60 1.36 1.46 - - 1.56 1.16 1.43 -3.6% 

D=330 m 1.60 1.36 - - - 0.86 1.47 1.32 4.0% 

 

Long 
Waves 

 
kD at Harbor Basin 

   Locations 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 Mean Reduction 

Existing 0.33 0.21 0.29 0.33 0.43 0.33 0.28 0.32 - 

D=230 m 0.21 0.14 0.17 0.19 0.22 0.16 0.28 0.20 38.3% 

D=280 m 0.16 0.16 0.19 0.15 0.21 0.22 0.26 0.20 38.3% 

D=330 m 0.16 0.12 0.20 0.28 0.28 0.20 0.22 0.21 34.8% 
*Note: Dashes indicate that the results were non-representative. 

 

Table 2-13: Percentage of reduction in average kD along the approach channel and harbor 

basin for short- and long-period waves for various distances from the existing eastern 

breakwater (D=230 to 330 meters) exposed to waves (Hi=1 meter, Өi=17.5°). [Submerged 

breakwater, L=150 m, Rc=1 meter and β=135°
 
N]. 

 
Approach Channel Harbor Basin 

Submerged 
breakwater 
distance 

Short-period 
waves 

Long-period 
waves 

Short-period 
waves 

Long-period 
waves 

230 m -1.4% -8.6% 7.9% 38.6% 

280 m 0.9% -3.6% 15.6% 38.3% 

330 m -1.8% -24.9% 15.4% 38.9% 

 

2.7.5  Effect of the Breakwater Depth of Submergence 

 The numerical model was executed to predict the wave diffraction coefficient, kD, in the 

presence of the submerged breakwater at various depths with the incident wave characteristics 

Hi=1m, Өi=17.5° for T varying between 4 and 18 seconds in steps of 1 second.  The submerged 
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breakwater’s length and breadth were maintained as 150 meters (m) and 15 m, respectively.  The 

depth of the structure’s submergence (Rc) in a water depth (d) of 14 m varied from 1 to 5 m at an 

interval of 1 m.  The model was also calculated without the submerged breakwater for 

comparison.  

 The effects of the breakwater submergence depth (Rc/Hi where Hi= 1) on the variation of 

the average kD of short-wave and long-wave periods along the approach channel are shown in 

Figure 2-19 and Figure 2-20, respectively.  Figure 2-21 and Figure 2-22 show the results inside 

the harbor basin for short-waves and long-waves, respectively.  This data is summarized in Table 

2-14.  The study results found that the average kD was the least for Rc/Hi =1 for entire range of 

wave periods considered.  For both Rc/Hi = 2 and 3, the average kD is found to be less than that 

for the existing condition, i.e., in the absence of the submerged breakwater.  For Rc/Hi= 4 and 5, 

kD does not vary much compared to the existing condition for short-wave periods, whereas, when 

exposed to long waves, the decrease in the average kD is found to be marginal.  Thus, Rc/Hi=1 is 

the most desirable design depth to increase the tranquility along the channel and within the 

harbor basin. 
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Figure 2-19: Average diffraction coefficient of short-period waves (4-10 seconds) along the 

approach channel for different submerged breakwater depths, Rc/Hi  (Hi =1 meter). 

 

Figure 2-20: Average diffraction coefficient of long-period waves (11-18 seconds) along the 

approach channel for different submerged breakwater depths, Rc/Hi  (Hi =1 meter). 
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Figure 2-21: Average diffraction coefficient of short-period waves (4-10 seconds) inside the 

harbor basin for different submerged breakwater depths, Rc/Hi (Hi =1 meter). 

 

Figure 2-22: Average diffraction coefficient of long-period waves (11-18 seconds) inside the 

harbor basin for different submerged breakwater depths, Rc/Hi (Hi =1 meter). 
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Table 2-14: Percentage of reduction in average kD along the approach channel and harbor 

basin for short- and long-period waves for different submerged breakwater depths (Rc/Hi 

=1 to 5) exposed to waves (Hi=1 meter, Өi=17.5°). [Submerged breakwater, L=150 meters, 

B=15 meters and β=135° N with its distance from existing eastern BW (D=280 meters)]. 

 
Approach Channel Harbor Basin 

Rc/Hi 

Short-period 
waves 

Long-period 
waves 

Short-period 
waves 

Long-period 
waves 

1 0.9% -3.6% 15.6% 38.3% 

2 4.0% -23.8% 6.1% 17.8% 

3 1.3% 0.8% 2.2% 24.3% 

4 0.9% 2.2% 1.2% 15.3% 

5 0.9% 1.4% 0.4% 9.0% 

 

The percentage reductions in the average kD along the approach channel and within the 

basin for the various depth of submergence of the breakwater are shown in Figure 2-23 and 

Figure 2-24.  The results show that the average kD decreases as the waves propagate from 

offshore towards the harbor basin for all wave periods and for all Rc/Hi.  For Rc/Hi=2, the 

average kD is slightly less for short-wave periods and gets magnified for long-period waves 

compared to that in the absence of the submerged breakwater.  This result may be attributed to 

the possible reflection of the waves from the submerged breakwater or maybe due to model 

instabilities in solving the mild-slope equation for such shallow depths.  For Rc/Hi =3, 4 and 5, 

the submerged breakwater does not offer as much attenuation as less of a reduction in the 

average kD is achieved.  These results clearly reveal that with Rc/Hi =1, a higher degree of 

tranquility is achieved within the basin, which is the main function of the submerged breakwater.  

The foregoing results suggest that the depth of submergence of 1 m is most desirable for the 

breakwater design. 
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Figure 2-23: Percentage reduction in average kD along the approach channel (Hi=1 meter) 

of short-period waves (4-10 seconds) and long-period waves (11-18 seconds) for different 

submerged breakwater depths (Rc/Hi)  

 

Figure 2-24: Percentage reduction in average kD within the harbor basin (Hi=1 meter) of 

short-period waves (4-10 seconds) and long-period waves (11-18 seconds) for different 

submerged breakwater depths (Rc/Hi)  
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2.7.6 Statistical Analysis of the Breakwater Submergence 

The Student’s t-distribution provides a small sample criterion for the tests concerning the 

difference between two means.  To use this criterion, it is assumed that the two samples 

originated from the populations that can be approximated closely with the normal distribution 

and that have equal variances.  Specifically, the null hypothesis H0=H1 is tested against an 

appropriated one-sided or two-sided alternative with the statistic.  The formula used to calculate 

the t value is shown below. 
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Where, 
PS  is the pooled standard deviation, 

             
1n  and 

2n are the numbers of the data in sample 1 and 2, respectively, 

             and 
1x  and 

2x are the mean of sample 1 and 2, respectively. 

Table 2-15 and Table 2-16 present the data used to calculate the two-tailed t-test with 

various Rc/Hi for the short-period waves considered along the approach channel and harbor, 

respectively.  Similarly, Table 2-17 and Table 2-18 present the data for and long-period waves.  

The two-tailed t-test is conducted for the data mentioned above, where n1=7 and n2=7, and for a 

95% confidence level.  Table 2-19 and Table 2-20 present the results of the two-tailed t-test for 

the various Rc/Hi for the short-period waves.  Table 2-21 and Table 2-22, similarly, provide the 

results for long-period waves.  The comparison of the tabulated and calculated t values shows 
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that the null hypothesis is rejected for Rc/Hi=1 and 3 as the calculated t value falls between the 

positive and negative value of tabulated t, wherein, t for α/2=2.5% (t0.025) is tabulated for 12 

degrees of freedom.  This statistical analysis of the model results shows that the submerged 

breakwater designs with an Rc/Hi =1 and 3 effectively offers significant improvements in 

tranquility within the harbor basin for long-period waves.  As discussed previously, a 

submergence of 1 m was found to produce the greatest increase in harbor tranquility compared to 

the existing condition and this design is, therefore, recommended.    

Table 2-15: Average kD along the approach channel for Rc/Hi =1 to 5 due to short-period 

waves 

Locations Existing Rc/Hi=1 Rc/Hi=2 Rc/Hi=3 Rc/Hi=4 Rc/Hi=5 

1 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 

2 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.91 

3 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05 

4 0.98 1.04 1.05 1.04 1.02 1.00 

5 0.98 1.09 0.89 0.91 0.92 0.93 

6 1.00 0.98 0.96 1.00 0.99 0.97 

7 1.05 0.85 0.85 0.97 1.04 1.05 

Mean 0.99 0.98 0.95 0.98 0.98 0.98 

Reduction - 0.9% 4.0% 1.3% 0.9% 0.9% 

 

Table 2-16: Average kD along the approach channel for Rc/Hi =1 to 5 due to long-period 

waves 

Locations Existing Rc/Hi=1 Rc/Hi=2 Rc/Hi=3 Rc/Hi=4 Rc/Hi=5 

1 1.60 1.60 1.60 1.60 1.60 1.60 

2 1.36 1.36 1.36 1.36 1.36 1.36 

3 1.46 1.46 1.46 1.46 1.46 1.46 

4 1.00 - 1.93 1.36 1.16 1.10 

5 0.99 - 1.82 1.04 0.99 0.98 

6 1.10 1.56 1.60 0.84 0.78 0.87 

7 2.13 1.16 2.17 1.90 2.07 2.13 

Mean 1.38 1.43 1.70 1.37 1.35 1.36 

Reduction - -3.6% -23.8% 0.8% 2.2% 1.4% 

*Note: Dashes indicate that the results were non-representative.  
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Table 2-17: Average kD inside the harbor basin for Rc/Hi =1 to 5 due to short-period waves 

Locations Existing Rc/Hi=1 Rc/Hi=2 Rc/Hi=3 Rc/Hi=4 Rc/Hi=5 

8 0.27 0.26 0.25 0.26 0.26 0.26 

9 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 

10 0.23 0.16 0.19 0.21 0.21 0.22 

11 0.18 0.16 0.19 0.21 0.20 0.20 

12 0.24 0.19 0.24 0.24 0.24 0.24 

13 0.17 0.12 0.16 0.17 0.17 0.17 

14 0.34 0.30 0.31 0.32 0.34 0.34 

Mean 0.22 0.19 0.21 0.22 0.22 0.22 

Reduction - 15.6% 6.1% 2.1% 1.2% 0.4% 

 

Table 2-18: Average kD inside the harbor basin for Rc/Hi =1 to 5 due to long-period waves 

Locations Existing Rc/Hi=1 Rc/Hi=2 Rc/Hi=3 Rc/Hi=4 Rc/Hi=5 

8 0.33 0.16 0.29 0.23 0.26 0.28 

9 0.21 0.16 0.20 0.22 0.23 0.23 

10 0.29 0.19 0.28 0.25 0.27 0.29 

11 0.33 0.15 0.32 0.29 0.32 0.33 

12 0.43 0.21 0.30 0.25 0.32 0.36 

13 0.33 0.22 0.18 0.20 0.24 0.27 

14 0.28 0.26 0.26 0.23 0.25 0.26 

Mean 0.32 0.20 0.26 0.24 0.27 0.29 

Reduction - 38.3% 17.8% 24.3% 15.3% 9.0% 

 

Table 2-19: Two-tailed t-test for various submergence depths along the approach channel 

for short-period waves 

Rc/Hi T-Calculated T-Tabulated for α/2=2.5% Null Hypothesis Inferences 

1 -0.23 2.18 Not Rejected Not Significant 

2 -1.15 2.18 Not Rejected Not Significant 

3 -0.45 2.18 Not Rejected Not Significant 

4 -0.30 2.18 Not Rejected Not Significant 

5 -0.31 2.18 Not Rejected Not Significant 
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Table 2-20: Two-tailed t-test for various submergence depths within the harbor basin for 

short-period waves 

Rc/Hi T-Calculated T-Tabulated for α/2=2.5% Null Hypothesis Inferences 

1 -0.96 2.18 Not Rejected Not Significant 

2 -0.40 2.18 Not Rejected Not Significant 

3 -0.14 2.18 Not Rejected Not Significant 

4 -0.08 2.18 Not Rejected Not Significant 

5 -0.03 2.18 Not Rejected Not Significant 

Table 2-21: Two-tailed t-test for various submergence depths along the approach channel 

for long-period waves 

Rc/Hi T-Calculated T-Tabulated for α/2=2.5% Null Hypothesis Inferences 

1 -0.54 2.18 Not Rejected  Not Significant 

2 1.75 2.18 Not Rejected  Not Significant 

3 -0.06 2.18 Not Rejected  Not Significant 

4 -0.14 2.18 Not Rejected  Not Significant 

5 -0.09 2.18 Not Rejected  Not Significant 

Table 2-22: Two-tailed t-test for various submergence depths within the harbor basin for 

long-period waves 

Rc/Hi T-Calculated T-Tabulated for α/2=2.5% Null Hypothesis Inferences 

1 -4.07 2.18 Rejected  Significant 

2 -1.72 2.18 Not Rejected  Not Significant 

3 -2.79 2.18 Rejected  Significant 

4 -1.66 2.18 Not Rejected  Not Significant 

5 -0.93 2.18 Not Rejected  Not Significant 

 

2.8 Summary and Conclusions 

This comprehensive numerical model study explored the effectiveness of a submerged 

breakwater in improving the tranquility inside the basin and the approach channel of Kahului 

Harbor, Maui, Hawai‘i.  The study considered five depths of submergence of the breakwater 

from 1 meter (m) to 5 m in a water depth of 14 m near the harbor entrance.  Seven locations 
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along the approach channel and seven locations within the harbor basin were considered for an 

in-depth investigation on the variation of the wave climate in the presence and absence of the 

submerged breakwater.  The results have clearly demonstrated that while a submerged 

breakwater with the least depth of submergence of 1 m improves the tranquility inside the 

harbor.  Figure 2-25 shows the final layout of the Kahului Harbor with the breakwater 

dimensions (L=150 m, B=15 m), orientation of the submerged breakwater (135°
 
N), and the 

submerged breakwater distance from the existing eastern breakwater (D=280 m).  The 

submerged breakwater should preserve the present aesthetic appearance of the harbor by 

improving the tranquility inside the harbor.  From the detailed numerical modeling exercises 

described in this chapter, the recommended characteristic features of the submerged breakwater 

are the length of 100 m, breadth (B) of 15 m and the depth of submergence of 1 m.  With the 

right construction materials’ design, the submerged structure could serve as a living reef and 

benefit the growth of marine life.  
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Figure 2-25: The results of this numerical analysis suggest that the optimized design for the 

submerged breakwater will have a length of 100 m and width of 15 m, orientation of 135° 

N, a distance from the existing eastern breakwater of 280 m, and a 1 m depth of 

submergence. 
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CHAPTER 3. PHYSICAL MODEL STUDIES FOR THE ASSESSMENT OF 

WAVE TRANQUILITY IN KAHULUI HARBOR 

3.1 Introduction, Scope and Objectives 

To assess the impact of a multifunctional reef on the tranquility inside the Kahului Harbor 

basin, scaled physical modeling studies were conducted at the Department of Ocean Engineering, 

IIT Madras in Chennai, India.  The objective of this physical modeling exercise was to validate 

the results of the numerical modeling exercise detailed in Chapter 2, which aimed to optimize the 

tranquility inside the Kahului Harbor by placing a submerged breakwater structure offshore of 

the harbor entrance.  The numerical model determined the ideal submerged breakwater location, 

orientation and size.  The physical model was conducted to verify that the proposed structure 

would produce the intended results.  The scope of this chapter includes the procedures for the 

construction of the model and experimental setup, presentation of the experimental data, and 

analysis of the results.  

3.2 Physical Modeling Testing Facility 

 The physical model study investigated the wave-structure interactions in a wave basin at 

the IIT Madras Department of Ocean Engineering.  The wave basin was 15m wide, 17m long 

and 1m deep.  The wave maker generated regular shallow-water waves that propagate through 

the basin.  The wave maker consists of five paddles made of acrylic sheets that could be driven 

by Parker brand electric actuators, which were pistons synchronously controlled by a personal 

computer in the control room.  The maximum stroke of the wave makers was 40cm (+/-20cm), 

which makes it capable of generating waves with a frequency range between 0.3Hz to 4Hz.  A 

view of the wave basin is shown in Figure 3-1, and a closer view of the wave makers is shown in 

Figure 3-2.  The maximum water depth in the basin is 0.6m.  
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Figure 3-1: The wave basin used for this study the wave makers’ end 

 

Figure 3-2: A closer view of the wave makers at the wave basin  
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3.4 Physical Modeling Procedure 

 The following sections describe the procedures used to model the Kahului Harbor with the 

IITM wave basin.  The model construction process involves the following: collection of data; 

selection of the model dimensions; construction of the model geometry; details of the wave 

gages; testing procedure and parameters.  Each of these will be discussed in turn. 

3.4.1 Theory 

 The harbor wave penetration problem was modeled using Froude model law, as is normal 

in coastal engineering practice (Hughes, 1993).  The size of the model was limited by the 

dimensions of the testing facility and its simulation capacity.  The model scale was selected as 

per space available.  The physical model was selected to be a geometrically-distorted rigid bed 

with a horizontal scale of 1:300 and a vertical scale of 1:50.  The scale factor for horizontal 

dimension (NH) can be defined as:  

𝑁𝐻 =
𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑎𝑟 ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑧𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑑𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒

𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑎𝑟 ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑧𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑑𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙
 

The scale factor for vertical dimension (NV) can be defined as: 

𝑁𝑉 =
𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑑𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒

𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑑𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙
 

The scale factor for the wave length (L) is: 

𝐿𝑚 =
𝐿𝑝

𝑁𝐻
 

Where, Lp and Lm are wave lengths of prototype and model, respectively. 

The scale factor for water depth (d) or wave height (H) is: 
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𝑑𝑚𝑜𝑟 𝐻𝑚 =
𝑑𝑝 𝑜𝑟 𝐻𝑝

𝑁𝑉
 

Where, dp and dm are water depths of prototype and model, respectively, and Hp and Hm 

are wave heights of prototype and model, respectively. 

The scale factor for time: 

𝐿 =
𝑔𝑇2

2𝜋
tanh (𝑘𝑑) 

𝑘 =
2𝜋

𝐿
 

Where g is gravity due to acceleration, L is the wave length, T is the wave period and k is 

the wave number.   

Hence, the model wave period, Tm can be calculated as follows: 

𝑇𝑚 = √
𝐿𝑚2𝜋

𝑔𝑡𝑎𝑛ℎ (
2𝜋𝑑𝑚

𝐿𝑚
)
 

3.4.2 Data Collection 

 To accurately construct the scaled physical model of the Kahului Harbor, information on 

the geomorphology of the coastline, orientation of the navigation channel, and bathometric 

contours within the study area were collected.  The contours represented in the model were the 

shoreline, -5m, -10m, -15m, -20m and -25m elevations.  The geometry layout included the pair 

of existing breakwaters, 843m long on the east and 706m on the west.  The geomorphology of 

the coast and the orientation of the breakwaters of Kahului Harbor are presented in Figure 3-3.  

The location of the submerged breakwater (150m long, 15m wide) at a distance of 280m from 

the existing eastern breakwater is also shown in this figure.  This location for the multifunctional 
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reef structure was chosen based on the results of the numerical model studies discussed in 

Chapter 2.   

 
Fig. 7   

Figure 3-3: Geomorphology of the coast and breakwaters of Kahului Harbor 

3.4.3 Wave Conditions 

 The wave characteristics for the physical model and their corresponding values in the field 

were adopted as per the selected scale ratio, 1:300 horizontal and 1:50 vertical.  The range of 

wave periods adopted in the laboratory ranged between 0.4 seconds (s) and 0.8s, corresponding 

to a range of 8s to 18s in the field.  For each of the wave periods, a wave height between 2cm 

and 5cm (corresponding to 1.5m and 2.5m in the field) was tested.  The harbor model was only 

exposed to incident waves with a predominant direction of 17.5
o
 with respect to geographic 
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north, as the orientation of the model and wave generator could not be adjusted.  This is the same 

wave direction used in the numerical model studies discussed in Chapter 2. 

3.4.4 Selection of the Model Dimensions 

The model dimensions were based on the selected scale ratios, which were limited by the 

size of the model tray.  The 15m tray dimension was applied along the coast edge of the model 

geometry and the 17m dimension towards the seaward side.  The depth of the tray was 1m.  The 

wave paddle mechanism was located at the seaward end of the tray.  The model was located at a 

distance greater than three times the longest wave length generated (1m), corresponding to a 

wave of 0.8 seconds propagating in a water depth of 0.6m.   

3.4.5 Construction of the Physical Model Geometry 

 The model bathymetry was constructed by referring to the contour map in the harbor 

vicinity.  The model was referenced to the -25m contour in the field, which corresponds to a 

level of -0.6m in the model datum.  First, a grid system was marked on the basin floor and the 

positions of contours were marked with respect to each of the grids.  The depths were then 

marked at closer intervals and joined to obtain the contour lines (Figure 3-4).  The contours were 

checked for conformity with the field bathymetry and then the contour lines were painted with 

different colors for ease of recognition (Figure 3-5).  The location, orientation and dimensions of 

the proposed submerged breakwater was marked and painted on the model bathymetry according 

to the results of the numerical modeling analysis, at a depth of 3m below the surface (Rc/Hi=3).  

The harbor approach channel was then superimposed over the model contours and a depth 

variation was included to represent a channelized condition (Figure 3-6).   
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Figure 3-4: Painting of bathymetry contours near harbor region marked on the model 

 

Figure 3-5: A view of painted bathymetry contours marked on the model floor  
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Figure 3-6: The harbor approach channel was defined in the model bathymetry.  The blue 

rectangle to the left of the channel represents the location of the multifunctional reef 

 Along the contours at grid points, the seabed levels were reproduced using 1cm diameter 

PVC pipes of the lengths corresponding to the depths (Figure 3-7).  The pipes were fixed along 

the contours using cement mortar to serve as spot levels.  The seabed was then molded in 10cm 

layers of sand and a masonry wall representing the boundary of the study area on the landward 

side of the shore was constructed (Figure 3-8).  Each sand layer was sufficiently compacted by 

hand before adding the next layer (Figure 3-9) and then carefully checked to ensure that the 

correct top levels were achieved.  A height of 5cm was left on top the sand bed to allow space for 

cement to finish the model (Figure 3-10).   
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Figure 3-7: A view of spot levels fixed throughout the harbor model 

 

Figure 3-8: Filling with the first layer of sand 
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Figure 3-9: Compaction of sand in multiple layers 

 

Figure 3-10: View of final sand filled throughout the model bathymetry 

 The model was plastered in incremental steps (Figure 3-11) until the entire modeled 

seafloor was coated with cement.  The coastline of the harbor was constructed with masonry 

bricks (Figure 3-12).  Sand fill was used to create the elevation of the land surface (Figure 3-13) 
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and the entire model was plastered over (Figure 3-14).  The cement was cured in place using 

plastic sheeting (Figure 3-15).   

 

Figure 3-11: Plastering with mortar over the sand filled region inside the harbor basin 

 

Figure 3-12: Construction of layout of existing breakwater and berths inside the harbor 

region of the model 
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Figure 3-13: Setting the layout of the harbor and filling the material to the required 

elevation of the model 

 

 

Figure 3-14: A view of final finish of cement throughout the bathymetry of the harbor 

model 
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Figure 3-15: Curing of the model in progress 

 The existing East and West breakwaters were constructed with coarse gravel held in place 

with a wire mesh (Figure 3-16).  Mason brick was used to build the core of the submerged 

breakwater structure.  The modeled seafloor bathymetry was painted blue, the navigation channel 

was painted dark blue, and the submerged breakwater core was painted yellow (Figure 3-17).  

Wire mesh containing coarse gravel was also used to construct the side slopes around the 

submerged breakwater (Figure 3-18).  
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Figure 3-16: Fabrication of the eastern rubble mound breakwater model in progress 

 

Figure 3-17: A view of the completed model bathymetry looking from the ocean towards 

shore.  
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Figure 3-18: A closer view of the submerged breakwater 

3.4.6 Details of the Wave Gages  

 Resistance type wave gages were used for registering the time history of water surface 

elevations as incident waves interacted with the model geometry.  In total, 14 wave gages were 

used to measure the wave patterns at various locations of interest within the model.  Two wave 

probes were installed between the harbor model and the wave paddle to trace the incident wave 

climate.  Two probes were placed near the submerged breakwater, five were placed along the 

approach channel and five were placed inside the harbor basin.  The wave probes were rigidly 

fixed in specially fabricated frames.  One frame was used to fix the wave probes inside the 

harbor region (Figure 3-19), while another frame was used to fix the wave gages along the 

approach channel (Figure 3-20).  The wave gages were calibrated using a static water basin with 

varying water heights.  

 Figure 3-21 shows the complete model setup within the wave basin and the location of 

wave gages outside of the harbor.  The wave gage locations are also shown in the schematic of 
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the experimental setup shown in Figure 3-22.  The locations were chosen to correspond with the 

locations of the results extraction points from the numerical modeling exercise detailed in 

Chapter 2.  In this way, the physical and numerical model results can be compared.  The 

schematic also shows the location of the wave paddles.  

 The time series of wave elevations throughout the model geometry was simultaneously 

acquired by all 14 wave gages installed in the model.  The wave elevation data from each gage 

was digitally recorded with a data logger.  Wave Synthesizer 4 software (WS4), with a sampling 

interval of 0.025 seconds and duration of 60-seconds was used to record the water surface 

elevations.  The output is in the form of a time series plot with axes of wave height and time.   

 

 

Figure 3-19: View of wave gages within the harbor region 
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Figure 3-20: View of the wave gages along the approach channel the proposed submerged 

breakwater model 

 

Figure 3-21: A complete view of the entire experimental rig in the tray 
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Figure 3-22: The experimental setup and wave gage locations in the basin 

3.5 Experimental Runs 

 The main objective of this experiment was to examine the effect of a submerged 

breakwater in improving water tranquility inside the Kahului Harbor basin.  For this purpose, the 

time histories of wave elevations acquired from all wave gages were analyzed, obtaining the 
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ratio of the wave height at a location of interest to the incident wave height, i.e., the diffraction 

coefficient, hereinafter kD.   

 Two test conditions were considered for the detailed testing program.  These are: 

 variations in the wave elevations along the approach channel and at select locations 

inside the basin of the existing harbor, and 

 variations in the wave elevations along the approach channel and at select locations 

inside the harbor basin in the presence of the proposed submerged breakwater. 

 Test runs were carried out for the following conditions, each involving a particular wave 

height between 3cm and 5cm.  Tests were done for nine different wave periods ranging between 

0.4 sec and 0.8 sec.  This corresponds to a wave height ranging between 1.5m and 2.5m in the 

field, with periods ranging from 8 sec to 18 sec.  For the sake of this study, short period waves 

are considered 8-10 s and long period waves are considered 11-18 s. 

 Observations made during the experimental runs showed that as the incident waves 

propagate from the wave generator and approach the harbor they undergo shoaling, refraction 

and diffraction due to changes in the bathymetry and the presence of the harbor structures 

(Figure 3-23).  The submerged breakwater structure caused a noticeable impact on the 

propagation pattern as waves approached the harbor (Figure 3-24). 
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Figure 3-23: Diffraction pattern of waves penetrating inside the harbor 

 

Figure 3-24: Waves shoal and refract due to the presence of the submerged breakwater 
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3.6 Results and Discussion 

 The following sections detail the results from the physical modeling exercise and compare 

them with the results of the numerical modeling discussed in Chapter 2. 

3.6.1 Existing Harbor Layout without Submerged Breakwater 

 A comparison of the of average kD obtained from other numerical model studies and the 

physical model studies for the existing harbor exposed to the propagation of short and long 

waves are shown in Figure 3-25 and Figure 3-26, respectively.  The results show a good 

agreement with the numerical model study except near the mouth of the harbor at location 7.  

This deviation could probably be due to distorted scaling in the physical model tests, which 

might have been amplified within the narrow harbor mouth.   

 

 

Figure 3-25: Average diffraction coefficients along the approach channel and inside the 

harbor basin for short-period waves (8-10 sec) for existing harbor layout 
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Figure 3-26: Average diffraction coefficients along the approach channel and inside the 

harbor basin for long-period waves (11-18 sec) for existing harbor layout 

 To identify the relationship between the results produced by the numerical model detailed 

in Chapter 2 and the physical model, the T-tests and correlation tests were conducted on the 

diffraction coefficients result for short period waves obtained from both models.  For the short-

period wave model (8-10 s) of the existing harbor, the average kD of the physical and numerical 

models are 0.74 and 0.66, with the corresponding variances of 0.09 and 0.19, respectively, as 

shown in Table 3-1.  The t-test shows that there is no significant difference between the kD 

means of the numerical and physical models at 0.95 confidence level since the t-value of 1.273 is 

obtained, while the critical t for two-tail test is 2.306, as shown in Table 3-2.  In addition, the 

result indicates that the kD of the physical and numerical models are significantly correlated at 

0.95 confidence level by showing rstat of 0.907, compared to the critical r* of 0.707. 
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Table 3-1: Diffraction coefficient results along the approach channel and inside the harbor 

basin for short period waves (8-10 s) for existing condition 

Location Physical Numerical 

1 0.99 1.00 

3 1.13 1.20 

5 1.08 1.08 

7 0.94 1.17 

8 0.33 0.35 

11 0.41 0.25 

12 0.64 0.30 

13 0.70 0.29 

14 0.48 0.27 

 

Table 3-2: T-test result on the diffraction coefficient along the approach channel and inside 

the harbor basin for short period waves (8-10 s) for existing condition 

  Physical Numerical 

Mean 0.7444444 0.65666667 

Variance 0.0907778 0.1908 

Observations 9 9 

Pearson Correlation 0.9071833 
 Hypothesized Mean Difference 0 
 df 8 
 t Stat 1.2729523 
 P(T<=t) one-tail 0.1193896 
 t Critical one-tail 1.859548 
 P(T<=t) two-tail 0.2387791 
 t Critical two-tail 2.3060041   

 
 Similarly, the average kD of the physical and numerical models are 0.77 and 0.88, with the 

corresponding variances of 0.10 and 0.49, respectively, for the long-period wave model (11-18 s) 

of the existing harbor, as shown in Table 3-3.  The t-test shows that there is no significant 

difference between the kD means of the numerical and physical models at 0.95 confidence level 

since the t-value of -0.710 is obtained, while the critical t for two-tail test is 2.306, as shown in 

Table 3-4.  Besides, the result indicates that the kD of the physical and numerical models are 
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significantly correlated at 0.95 confidence level by showing rstat of 0.849, compared to the critical 

r* of 0.707. 

Table 3-3: Diffraction coefficient along the approach channel and inside the harbor basin 

for long period waves (11-18 s) for existing condition 

Location Physical Numerical 

1 1.09 1.60 

3 1.12 1.46 

5 1.10 1.00 

7 1.05 2.15 

8 0.63 0.34 

11 0.52 0.33 

12 0.36 0.44 

13 0.63 0.34 

14 0.45 0.28 

Table 3-4: T-test result on the diffraction coefficient along the approach channel and inside 

the harbor basin for long period waves (11-18 s) for existing condition 

  Physical Numerical 

Mean 0.772222 0.8822222 

Variance 0.098044 0.4901694 

Observations 9 9 

Pearson Correlation 0.849398 
 Hypothesized Mean Difference 0 
 df 8 
 t Stat -0.71038 
 P(T<=t) one-tail 0.248827 
 t Critical one-tail 1.859548 
 P(T<=t) two-tail 0.497654 
 t Critical two-tail 2.306004   

 

3.6.2 Harbor Layout with Submerged Breakwater 

 The average kD for the model with the submerged breakwater was compared with that from 

the numerical model studies.  Results for the action of short- and long-period waves are shown in 

Figure 3-27 and Figure 3-28, respectively.  For short-period waves, the results show a reasonable 

agreement for all the selected locations along the approach channel, and good agreement inside 
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the harbor basin except for locations 8 and 11.  For long-period waves, the results show a 

reasonable agreement for the selection of locations along the approach channel, and good 

agreement for all the locations inside the harbor basin except for the locations 1, 3 and 7.  This 

deviation could probably be due to distorted scaling in physical model tests.   

 

 

Figure 3-27: Average diffraction coefficients along the approach channel and inside the 

harbor basin for short-period waves (8-10 sec) for harbor with submerged breakwater 
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Figure 3-28: Average diffraction coefficients along the approach channel and inside the 

harbor basin for long-period waves (11-18 sec) for harbor with submerged breakwater  

 For the short-period wave model of the harbor with the proposed submerged breakwater, 

the average kD of the physical and numerical models are 0.68 and 0.62, with the corresponding 

variances of 0.12 and 0.19, respectively, as shown in Table 3-5.  The t-test shows that there is no 

significant difference between kD means of the numerical and physical models at 0.95 confidence 

level since the t-value of 0.746 is obtained, while the critical t for two-tail test is 2.306, as shown 

in Table 3-6.  In addition, the result indicate that the kD of the physical and numerical models are 

significantly correlated at 0.95 confidence level by showing rstat of 0.864, compared to the critical 

r* of 0.707. 
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Table 3-5: Diffraction coefficient along the approach channel and inside the harbor basin 

with submerged breakwater for short period waves (8-10 s) 

Location Physical Numerical 

1 1.03 1.00 

3 1.02 1.22 

5 1.11 0.85 

7 0.88 1.21 

8 0.63 0.30 

11 0.53 0.26 

12 0.20 0.27 

13 0.37 0.25 

14 0.35 0.26 

 

Table 3-6: T-test result on the diffraction coefficient along the approach channel and inside 

the harbor basin with submerged breakwater for short period waves (8-10 s) 

  Physical Numerical 

Mean 0.68 0.6244444 

Variance 0.115425 0.1907778 

Observations 9 9 

Pearson Correlation 0.863753 
 Hypothesized Mean Difference 0 
 df 8 
 t Stat 0.746456 
 P(T<=t) one-tail 0.238376 
 t Critical one-tail 1.859548 
 P(T<=t) two-tail 0.476753 
 t Critical two-tail 2.306004   

  
 Similarly, for the long-period wave model of the existing harbor with the proposed 

submerged breakwater, the average kD of the physical and numerical models are 0.63 and 0.80, 

with the corresponding variances of 0.12 and 0.50, respectively, as shown in Table 3-7.  The t-

test shows that there is no significant difference between kD means of the numerical and physical 

models at 0.95 confidence level since the t-value of -1.192 is obtained, while the critical t for 

two-tail test is 2.306, as shown in Table 3-8.  Furthermore, the result indicates that the kD of the 

physical and numerical models are significantly correlated at 0.95 confidence level by showing 

rstat of 0.889, compared to the critical r* of 0.707. 
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Table 3-7: Diffraction coefficient along the approach channel and inside the harbor basin 

with submerged breakwater for long period waves (11-18 s) 

Location Physical Numerical 

1 1.00 1.60 

3 0.95 1.47 

5 1.03 1.03 

7 0.92 1.91 

8 0.25 0.22 

11 0.25 0.28 

12 0.34 0.25 

13 0.53 0.21 

14 0.38 0.22 

 

Table 3-8: T-test result on the diffraction coefficient along the approach channel and inside 

the harbor basin with submerged breakwater for long period waves (11-18 s) 

  Physical Numerical 

Mean 0.627778 0.798889 

Variance 0.116094 0.495961 

Observations 9 9 

Pearson Correlation 0.888593 
 Hypothesized Mean Difference 0 
 df 8 
 t Stat -1.19151 
 P(T<=t) one-tail 0.1338 
 t Critical one-tail 1.859548 
 P(T<=t) two-tail 0.2676 
 t Critical two-tail 2.306004   

  

3.6.3 Comparison of Results for Physical Model with and without the Submerged 

Breakwater  

 The existing harbor model and the proposed submerged breakwater model were exposed to 

short- and long-period waves.  The average kD for each is shown in Figure 3-29 and Figure 3-30, 

respectively.  For short-period waves, the diffraction coefficient slightly decreases due to the 

presence of the submerged breakwater at locations 1 and 3, whereas there is a slight increase in 

the diffraction coefficient due to wave amplification at locations 3 and 7 along the approach 
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channel.  For long-period waves, a decrease in the diffraction coefficient is observed at all 

locations along the approach channel and harbor basin.  For the sake of clarity, the percentage 

reduction in kD due to the submerged breakwater is shown in Figure 3-31, wherein a reduction in 

kD of about 8% along the approach channel and about 28% inside the harbor basin has been 

achieved by installing a submerged breakwater. 

 

 

Figure 3-29: The average diffraction coefficients along the approach channel and inside the 

harbor basin for short-period waves (8-10 sec) 
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Figure 3-30: The average diffraction coefficients along the approach channel and inside the 

harbor basin for long-period waves (11-18 sec) 

 

Figure 3-31: The percentage of reduction in average diffraction coefficients along the 

approach channel and inside the harbor basin 
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 The t-tests and correlation tests were conducted on the diffraction coefficients of short 

period waves of the physical model for the existing harbor layout and the existing harbor layout 

with proposed submerged breakwater, in order to identify relationship the between both results.  

For the short-period wave experiment on the physical model, the average kD of the existing 

harbor is 0.73, with variance of 0.09, while the average kD of the harbor with proposed 

submerged breakwater models is 0.67, with the corresponding variances of 0.11, as shown in 

Table 3-9.  The t-test shows that there is no significant difference between kD means of the 

existing harbor and the existing harbor with proposed submerged breakwater models at 0.95 

confidence level since the t-value of 0.815 is obtained, while the critical t for two-tail test is 

2.306, as shown in Table 3-10.  In addition, the result indicates that the kD of the physical and 

numerical models are significantly correlated at 0.95 confidence level by showing rstat of 0.725, 

compared to the critical r* of 0.707. 

For the long-period wave experiment on the physical model, the average kD of the existing 

harbor was found to be 0.77, with a variance of 0.10, while the average kD of the harbor with 

proposed submerged breakwater models was 0.62, with the corresponding variances of 0.12, as 

shown in Table 3-11.  The t-test shows that the kD means of the existing harbor and the proposed 

submerged breakwater models are significantly different at 0.95 confidence level since the t-

value of 4.127 is obtained, while the critical t for two-tail test is 2.306, as shown in Table 3-12.  

The results also indicate that the kD of the physical and numerical models are significantly 

correlated at 0.95 confidence level because the rstat was 0.945, compared to the critical r* of 

0.707, despite the kD means of the two models are significantly different. 
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Table 3-9: Diffraction coefficient along the approach channel and inside the harbor basin 

for short-period wave experiment on the physical model (8-10 s) 

Location Physical Numerical 

1 0.97 1.03 

3 1.13 1.00 

5 1.05 1.10 

7 0.96 0.85 

8 0.29 0.63 

11 0.40 0.52 

12 0.64 0.19 

13 0.71 0.36 

14 0.46 0.34 

 

Table 3-10: T-test result on the diffraction coefficient along the approach channel and 

inside the harbor basin for short period waves experiment on the physical model (8-10 s) 

  Physical Numerical 

Mean 0.734444 0.6688889 

Variance 0.094578 0.1144111 

Observations 9 9 

Pearson Correlation 0.724654   

Hypothesized Mean Difference 0   

df 8   

t Stat 0.815015   

P(T<=t) one-tail 0.219326   

t Critical one-tail 1.859548   

P(T<=t) two-tail 0.438651   

t Critical two-tail 2.306004   

 

Table 3-11: Diffraction coefficient along the approach channel and inside the harbor basin 

for long-period wave experiment on the physical model (11-18 s) 

Location Physical Numerical 

1 1.09 0.99 

3 1.13 0.94 

5 1.11 1.02 

7 1.05 0.92 

8 0.63 0.25 

11 0.53 0.25 

12 0.36 0.33 

13 0.62 0.53 

14 0.44 0.35 
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Table 3-12: T-test result on the diffraction coefficient along the approach channel and 

inside the harbor basin for long-period waves experiment on the physical model (11-18 s) 

  Physical Numerical 

Mean 0.773333 0.62 

Variance 0.100325 0.116025 

Observations 9 9 

Pearson Correlation 0.945062   

Hypothesized Mean Difference 0   

df 8   

t Stat 4.126764   

P(T<=t) one-tail 0.001657   

t Critical one-tail 1.859548   

P(T<=t) two-tail 0.003313   

t Critical two-tail 2.306004   

 
3.7 Summary and Conclusions 

 A comprehensive study on the wave penetration into the existing Kahului Harbor was 

carried out with a physical scale wave model.  The results from the study formed a basis for 

comparison with the results from the numerical model.  The agreement of the results between 

physical and numerical models was generally good.  The conclusions drawn from this study of 

the effects of a submerged breakwater on the seaward side of the eastern breakwater are: 

 The agreement of the results between the physical and numerical models in general was 

found to be statistically significant with a 95% confidence interval.   

 The reduction in the average diffraction coefficient from offshore up to the harbor 

entrance varied between 3% and 15%.   

 The reduction in the average diffraction coefficient inside the harbor basin varied 

between 20% and 35%.   

3.8 References 
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CHAPTER 4. NUMERICAL MODELING OF MULTIFUNCTIONAL REEF 

CONCEPTS FOR THE KAHULUI HARBOR 

4.1 Introduction 

 This chapter explores the numerical modeling of wave response to multifunctional reef 

concepts for Kahului Harbor, Maui.  The intent of the multifunctional reefs is to attenuate wave 

energy propagating into the inner Kahului Harbor to reduce vessel motions at pier-side moorings.  

Secondary uses of the reef structure could include marine habitat enhancement and surfing 

resource enhancement.  A related modeling effort, detailed in Chapter 2, performed a sensitivity 

analysis of a submerged rectangular reef form by modeling incremental changes to structure 

width, length and alignment angle.  The purpose of the present effort is a more broad-based 

investigation of general concepts in lieu of a very detailed look at a single rectangular reef 

concept, as well as to provide a limited comparison with the other model results. 

The US Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) had completed an extensive wave modeling study 

of Kahului Harbor (USACE, 2002) in support of anticipated harbor expansion projects into 

currently under-utilized portions of the port which are exposed to greater levels of wave energy 

riding in through the entrance channel.  This study was relied upon for wave condition selection 

and model validation. 

A project location map is presented in Figure 4-1. 

4.2 Scope 

1. Existing Condition:  Development of a CGWAVE model of the existing condition at 

Kahului Harbor, for direct comparison with previous study.  This model will serve as the 

calibration and benchmark scenario.   
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2. Recommended Alternative (Previous study):  Recreation of a CGWAVE model based on 

the recommended scenario presented in the previous study.   

3. Reef Concept Development:  Development of two new conceptual alternative reef 

configurations to be modeled for Kahului Harbor. 

4. Model Analysis of Reef Concepts:  Develop numerical wave models using CGWAVE for 

the two new concept configurations, using two incident wave conditions, for a total of 

four permutations.  

4.3 Model Forcing 

4.3.1 Kahului Wave Climate 

 The wave climate at Kahului was investigated extensively in the 2002 USACE report, 

which included an analysis of deep water waves using National Data Buoy Center (NDBC) Buoy 

51026, located approximately 70 km northwest of Kahului, as well as examination of nearshore 

wave conditions through wave gage measurements in and near the harbor for roughly 2 years 

(Coastal Data Information Program (CDIP Buoy 077).  Relative locations of the wave 

measurements are shown in Figure 4-1.  USACE study results for the deep water buoy data 

indicated that two primary sources of wave energy dominate the spectrum, longer period 

northwest ground swell (periods between 14 and 20 s), and shorter period east northeast 

tradewind swell (periods between 6 and 12 s).  The nearshore gage data revealed that effectively 

all incident deep water wave directions witnessed at Buoy 51026 were filtered or transformed 

into a very narrow directional band at vicinity of the harbor approach, between 000° and 045°. 
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Figure 4-1:  Project site map, with approximate locations of wave buoys used in the study.  

(Credit:  Aerial photo from Google Earth) 

 The 2002 USACE study for Kahului was extensive, however, it did not present a return 

period analysis for wave heights at the harbor.  Applications in coastal engineering typically 

utilize a return period wave height such as the 50-yr wave for use in calculating design water 

levels or wave forces on shoreline structures.  In the absence of actual buoy data, a source for 

determining such criteria can be found from the USACE wave Information Studies (WIS) 

program.  WIS provides a national resource of long-term wavefield climatologies for U.S. 

coastal waters that synthesizes observations, multi-decade hindcasts and storm event archives.  

Through the use of virtual buoys, the return period wave height distribution at numerous 

locations has been created by WIS from the source windfields.  Existing WIS station locations in 

the vicinity of north Maui where these data are available are shown in Figure 4-2. 
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Figure 4-2:  Project site map, with approximate locations of wave buoys used in the study.  

(Image source:  USACE, http://wis.usace.army.mil) 

 For this study, it was desirable to obtain deep water wave statistics in the vicinity of 

Kahului with open exposure to both northwest groundswell and northeast tradewind swell, wave 

sources which are known to affect the harbor.  For that purpose, station 82517 was selected for 

use, with the generated return period wave height plot presented in Figure 4-3.  The associated 

table of top 10 wave heights used in the analysis (shown at the bottom of the figure) reveals that 

all of the top events were from longer period (17 to 21 s)  northwest swells.   
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Figure 4-3:  Return period wave height distribution for WIS Station 82517.  (Graph 

courtesy of USACE, http://wis.usace.army.mil) 

 The curve shown in Figure 4-3 indicates that the 50-yr wave for this region is 

northwesterly with a height of approximately 8.8 m, however it does not directly tell us the 

direction and period associated with this wave.  To quickly quantify these parameters, a simple 

average of the directions and periods given in the attached table was calculated, resulting in a 

peak period (Tp) of 18.6 s and a direction () of 315°.  This is considered a valid approximation 

because it can be seen from the table that the highest wave heights occur in a relatively narrow 

band of directions between 307° and 321°, and likewise with periods between 17 and 21 seconds.  

 Tradewind waves are notably absent from Figure 4-3, and were therefore considered 
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separately by filtering the source dataset for all waves with periods between 8 and 12 seconds, 

and identifying the largest wave in that subset.  The data spans a 32 year duration, so this could 

be thought of as a 32-yr return period wave for the sake of this study.  The deep water 

characteristics of this wave are a height of 5.6 m, period of 9.4 s, from a direction of 074°. 

 The 50-yr wave parameters listed are valid for the region surrounding WIS Station 82517, 

which lies in a water depth of nearly 3,900 m.  The deep water wave must therefore be 

transformed into the project location through diffractive and refractive processes to yield 

accurate wave conditions at the nearshore harbor model boundary, as shown in Figure 4-4.   

 

Figure 4-4:  50-yr wave:  transformation from deep water into transitional depth at harbor 

model boundary, using STWAVE.    Arrows indicate wave propagation direction. 
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 To accomplish the refractive/diffractive transformation into transitional depth, the phase-

averaged, spectral numerical model STWAVE was utilized.  Developed by the USACE, 

STWAVE (STeady State spectral WAVE) is a flexible, robust, half-plane model for nearshore 

wind-wave growth and propagation.  STWAVE simulates depth-induced wave refraction and 

shoaling, current-induced refraction and shoaling, depth- and steepness-induced wave breaking, 

diffraction, parametric wave growth because of wind input, and wave-wave interaction and white 

capping that redistribute and dissipate energy in a growing wave field.  Results of the model are 

illustrated in Figure 4-4, which presents the refracted/diffracted wave heights as a color-shaded 

scale, with arrows indicating the direction of wave propagation.  The model was run with a 

Bretschneider spectrum based on the 50-yr deep water wave parameters, applied at the northern 

(top) boundary.  The locations of the WIS station and nearshore harbor model (CGWAVE) 

boundary are indicated on the figure.  Model results yielded a wave height of 5.1 m, period of 

16.5 s, and direction of 358° at the nearshore harbor model boundary point, which is in roughly 

35 m water depth.   

 An additional STWAVE model was used to transform the maximum deep water tradewind 

wave (32-yr  wave) into the nearshore harbor model boundary.  Results of this transformation 

produce a 3.3 m wave with a period of 7.4 s and direction of 054° at the CGWAVE boundary. 

4.3.2 Wave Selection 

 Wave conditions considered for the harbor modeling at Kahului included the 50-yr wave 

from buoy 82517, a maximum tradewind wave (tradeMax) from buoy 82517, and a wave 

condition selected from the 2002 USACE study, found in Table 4 of the report (USACE wave), 

which they dated as 03 January 1994.  The complete set of wave conditions are summarized for 

the reader in Table 4-1.  In the table, Hmo is equivalent to significant wave height, Tp is peak 
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period,  is wave direction, CGWAVE is wave direction transformed for use in the CGWAVE 

model coordinate system, d is depth, and A is wave amplitude (½ H). 

 The 50-yr wave represents a coastal engineering standard typically used in the calculation 

of design water levels and sizing of armor units, therefore it was selected as one input condition.  

The scope of this effort allowed for a total of only two input conditions, and thus one of the 

waves in Table 4-1 had to be eliminated from the investigation.  It was decided that the more 

oblique angle of approach, along with its shorter period would combine to make the tradewind 

wave less able to affect tranquility within the harbor, and thus the USACE calibration wave 

(USACE wave) was selected as the second input condition.  The USACE wave has an additional 

benefit of allowing direct comparison or our results with the results of the 2002 USACE study, 

which provides validation for this modeling effort. 

Table 4-1:  Candidate wave heights for model forcing. 

Case ID 
Hmo Tp  CGWAVE d A 

(m) (s) (deg.) (deg.) (m) (m) 

50-yr Wave 5.1 16.5 358 272 35 2.55 

USACE 
wave 

2.1 14.8 14 256 15 1.05 

tradeMax 3.3 7.4 54 234 35 1.65 

Note:  is the wave direction obtained from buoy 82517 transformed by STWAVE for the 50-yr Wave and the 
tradeMax. 
 

 The USACE wave was measured inshore of the CGWAVE model boundary, at a depth of 

approximately 15 m, however, it was stated in the 2002 Corps study that further investigation 

found that the changes in incident wave conditions from the boundary into the gage location 

were discovered to be sufficiently small so as to be neglected, allowing application of this wave 

condition at the deeper CGWAVE boundary with no transformation necessary. 
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4.4 Modeled Scenarios 

4.4.1 Existing Condition at Kahului Harbor 

The existing condition at Kahului Harbor was modeled with CGWAVE, and developed as 

closely as possible to that presented in the USACE study using the information at hand.  Table 3 

of the Corps study (USACE, 2002), “Parameter Values Used in CGWAVE”, along with other 

tables and figures from the study, were referred to in the SEI model setup to provide a 

comparable result.  SEI acquired the source bathymetry data set from UH, which is the same 

SHOALS LiDAR survey depth data used in the USACE study.  Additionally, the model domain 

was expanded in this study in order to push model boundaries further out from the area of 

interest, in an attempt to minimize unwanted boundary effects near the harbor, as shown in 

Figure 4-5.  For comparison, the 2002 USACE model used 216,929 elements within the model 

mesh, while the 2015 SEI model utilized 344,851 elements—nearly 160% increase in mesh size.   

  
Note:  The domain in the current study is larger than in the USACE study.  The scale is the same. 

Figure 4-5:  CGWAVE model domains:  2002 USACE study (left), and the current study 

(right). 

 In the current investigation, a depth-based mesh sizing algorithm was employed to increase 

resolution of the wave calculations.  This was performed by first calculating wavelength values 
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over the domain, and then creating a depth-based size function that applied 15 divisions per 

wavelength for depths less than 3 m; 10 divisions for 3 m < d ≤  15 m; 8 divisions for 15 m < d ≤  

25 m; and 6 divisions for depths greater than 25 m.  An example of the final mesh for the 

existing condition is presented in Figure 4-6.  Mesh elements were limited to a minimum 

nominal size of 5 m, while depths in the domain were truncated to a minimum of 0.5 m – both 

actions intended to reduce unnecessary computation time during model runs.  In a test case, 

reducing minimum depth to 0.1 m resulted in an increase of computation time by roughly 500 

percent, with negligible difference in model results.  Therefore, the above procedure was 

followed for all subsequent models in this study.  Both the mesh sizing and truncation operations 

were conducted as recommended by training and user manuals. 

 

 

Figure 4-6:  Example of CGWAVE model mesh for the existing configuration. 
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 To calibrate the current modeling effort quickly, this study capitalized on the validation 

performed in the Corps study, and added the results onto their work for comparison.  Using the 

gage locations indicated in Figure 33 of the report (USACE, 2002), the current study results were 

overlain on the calibration plot provided in Figure 34 (USACE, 2002), and shown in Figure 4-7.  

The 03 Jan 94 wave is equivalent to the USACE wave listed in Table 4-1, and the current results 

are indicated by red circles with crosses as shown.  The four values represent the amplification 

factors resulting at each of the gage locations identified as Channel Entrance, Pier 2, Canoe Club 

and Back Basin.  The incident wave is taken at the offshore array gage location, using the 03 Jan 

94 wave.  

 

 Figure 4-7:  Calibration plot of amplification factors for existing condition.  
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 Results of the current model run for the existing configuration with the same wave 

conditions are presented in Figure 4-8, along with the 2002 USACE result for comparison in 

Figure 4-9, where the wave heights were converted to an amplification factor, A, which is 

defined as the following: 

 𝐴 =
𝐻𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙

𝐻𝑖
 

where, A is amplification factor, Hlocal is the calculated wave height at a local element in the 

mesh, and Hi is the incident wave height forcing the model. 

Comparison of the 2002 USACE and 2015 current models reveals good visual agreement, 

with some differences notable outside of the harbor on the east reef and within the harbor over 

the shallow reef shelf in the western corner.  These differences could be explained by the 

truncation of shallow water depths in the present study, as well as possible differences in mesh 

sizing between the two models.  Results along the active piers of the commercial port appear 

very similar.   

 
Figure 4-8: CGWAVE model results for the existing configuration, displayed by 

amplification factor. 

Current Study 
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Figure 4-9:  2002 USACE CGWAVE model results for the existing configuration, displayed 

by amplification factor. 

Wave height and phase results for the existing condition at Kahului Harbor modeled with 

the 50-yr and USACE wave calibration wave are presented in Figure 4-10 through Figure 4-13, 

respectively.  Model results indicate an area of generally increased wave height in the vicinity of 

the harbor entrance, particularly during the 50-yr wave as illustrated in Figure 4-10.  Another 

area of wave focusing can be seen within the western corner of the harbor, particularly during the 

USACE wave condition as shown in Figure 4-12.  This is an acknowledged area high energy 

within the harbor, and is actually a known surf spot.  The wave phase (crest alignment patterns) 

results in Figure 4-11 and Figure 4-13 show that the wave directions into the active commercial 

port areas of Piers 1 through 3 are refracted nearly 90°, which is largely responsible for the much 

lower wave heights typical of this portion of the harbor.  
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Figure 4-10:  50-yr wave CGWAVE results for the existing condition at Kahului Harbor 

(wave height). 
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Figure 4-11:  50-yr wave CGWAVE results for the existing condition at Kahului Harbor 

(wave phase). 
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Figure 4-12:  Calibration wave (USACE wave) CGWAVE results for the existing condition 

at Kahului Harbor (wave height). 
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Figure 4-13:  Calibration wave (USACE wave) CGWAVE results for the existing condition 

at Kahului Harbor (wave phase). 
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4.4.2 Previous Study Recommended Alternative 

 One purpose of this model scenario was to provide a comparison for the results of the 

previous study by developing an equivalent simulation for their recommended alternative using 

CGWAVE.  In the previous study, utilized a two-dimensional numerical model based on the 

mild slope equation, which was developed in-house by IIT Madras.  Numerous permutations of 

submerged reef crest height, crest width, length, and alignment were analyzed in the study, with 

the final recommended alternative being 100 m long, 15 m wide, crest depth of 1 m, and an 

orientation of 135°, as shown in Figure 4-14. 

 

Figure 4-14:  Previous study recommended artificial reef alternative  

 Discussion of results in the previous study employed a ratio representing relative depth of 

submergence of the submerged breakwater (reef), Rc/Hi, where Rc is the actual depth of 
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submergence of the structure crest, and Hi is the incident wave height.  For the recommended 

alternative, this value is 0.4.  Wave heights in the model domain are shown to range from 0 to 5 

m, with an anomalous rectangular region of elevated wave height across the entrance channel.  

Wave phase (wave crest alignment) patterns also possess the anomaly.  Wave patterns around the 

reef and within the harbor are indistinguishable at the provided scale. 

 In replicating this alternative with CGWAVE, it was necessary to use consistent wave 

conditions across the four configurations presented in this investigation; therefore, it was not 

possible to run the exact same wave conditions presented in the previous study.  However, the 

USACE wave parameters (refer to Table 4-1) are very similar to those used in Chapter 2, so the 

results should be considered analogous.  For reference, the USACE wave yields a ratio of Rc/Hi 

of 0.48, which corresponds closely to the Rc/Hi of 0.4 used in the previous model. 

 The final CGWAVE model bathymetry for this configuration (shown with overlain 

triangular meshing elements) is illustrated in Figure 4-15.  Both the 50-yr and USACE wave were 

run for this configuration, graphic results are presented in Figure 4-16 through Figure 4-19.  

Direct comparison with the previous study is challenging because of the different procedures and 

assumptions used in the numerical modeling methods.  Instead an internal comparison between 

the four configurations modeled in this investigation is presented. 
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Figure 4-15:  CGWAVE model bathymetry for IIT Madras recommended artificial reef 

alternative. 
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Figure 4-16:  50-yr wave CGWAVE results for IIT Madras recommended artificial reef 

alternative (wave height). 
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Figure 4-17:  50-yr wave CGWAVE results for IIT Madras recommended artificial reef 

alternative (wave phase). 
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Figure 4-18:  USACE wave CGWAVE results for IIT Madras recommended artificial reef 

alternative (wave height). 
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Figure 4-19:  USACE wave CGWAVE results for IIT Madras recommended artificial reef 

alternative (wave phase). 
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4.4.3 Reef Alternative 1 

 Development of the first reef concept was based on the idea of combining a jetty spur 

structure similar to that proposed in the 2002 USACE report, with an offshore reef such as the 

recommended reef alternative from the 2013 IIT Madras investigation.  This reef concept 

alternative consists of a spur originating from the head of the east jetty at a matching elevation of 

+4 m (MLLW), which then proceeds at an azimuth of approximately 005° for approximately 280 

m, descending steadily at a slope of nearly 60H:1V to a final elevation of -1 m, where it then 

forms an apex and then proceeds at a new alignment of 135°, terminating at a constant elevation 

of -1 m as shown in Figure 4-20.  This concept can be described as a shore-connected reef, which 

is intended to draw wave energy from the channel onto the reef mass and spur, and then dissipate 

that energy through breaking on or along the structure, thereby reducing the amount of energy 

available to propagate into the harbor through the entrance gap.  The structure is envisioned to 

focus and then gradually absorb wave energy initially aimed at the harbor entrance by 

diffracting, refracting and breaking the waves over a longer distance, as compared to that of a 

detached offshore reef.  The sloping spur, which originates at the jetty crest elevation and 

finishes at the reef crest elevation, would provide not only added sheltering for the harbor, but 

would also act as a visual cue for mariners to aid in maintaining awareness of the shallow reef 

offshore.  Additionally, the sloping spur could also serve dual purpose as a causeway to allow 

construction to be completed largely from land based activities. 

 CGWAVE model results for reef concept 1 are presented in Figure 4-21 through Figure 

4-24, which show the wave height distribution and wave phase patterns for the 50-yr and USACE 

waves, respectively.  The wave phase (crest patterns) shown Figure 4-22 and Figure 4-24 suggest 

that a significant fraction of the wave crest width would be refracted/diffracted from the channel 
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into the reef and spur in the areas highlighted on the figures with boxes.  When expressed as a 

fraction of harbor entrance gap width, it appears that approximately one quarter to one third of 

the wave crest width is redirected into the reef and spur for the 50-yr and USACE waves 

respectively. 

 Wave height results in Figure 4-21 and Figure 4-23 indicate that wave energy is reduced 

appreciably by the reef structure in the vicinity of the harbor entrance, when compared with the 

existing condition results shown in Figure 4-10 and Figure 4-12 of Section 4.4.1.  In Figure 3-6, 

there are pockets of wave heights of 7 to 9 meters, whereas in Figure 3-18, those pockets are 

absent, and maximum wave heights are in the 5- to 7-meter range. 
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Figure 4-20:  CGWAVE model bathymetry for reef concept 1. 
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Figure 4-21:  50-yr wave CGWAVE results for conceptual reef alternative 1 (wave height). 
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Figure 4-22:  50-yr wave CGWAVE results for conceptual reef alternative 1 (wave phase). 
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Figure 4-23:  USACE wave CGWAVE results for conceptual reef alternative 1 (wave 

height). 
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Figure 4-24:  USACE wave CGWAVE results for conceptual reef alternative 1 (wave 

phase). 
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4.4.4 Reef Alternative 2 

 Development of the second reef concept was largely based on the idea of an offshore reef, 

designed with a footprint of large enough scale so as to refract and diffract wave energy out of 

the entrance channel, as well as to impede incoming wave energy directly via breaking.  This 

conceptual reef alternative consists of a chevron-shaped reef originating approximately 140 m 

north of the existing east jetty head, as illustrated in Figure 4-25.  From its origin directly north 

of the jetty head, the reef alignment proceeds at an azimuth of 045° for approximately 140 m, 

with a constant crest elevation of -1 m, where it then forms an apex and turns to a new alignment 

of 135° for a distance of 140 m, terminating at a constant elevation of -1 m as shown in Figure 

4-25.  The offshore face of the reef structure is formed at a relatively mild slope of 4H:1V, while 

the inshore face or back of the reef slopes at a more typical 1.5H:1V.   

 The chevron-shaped reef is intended to interact with the northwesterly-approaching 

incident waves, along with the trade wind waves.  The gradually-sloping structure can be 

expected to provide greater shoaling and refraction than an abruptly-sloping structure, as in the 

IIT Madras experiment.  From that perspective, the chevron shape is more likely to generate a 

recreational surfing wave on both sides, with surfable waves breaking in both directions. 

 In general, this concept can be described as a patch reef, and is intended to draw wave 

energy from the entrance channel onto the reef mass and then dissipate that energy through a 

combination of refraction, diffraction, and wave breaking on and along the structure, thus 

reducing the amount of energy available to propagate into the harbor through the entrance gap.  

The structure’s design is intended to divert and then gradually absorb a portion of the incident 

wave energy initially aimed at the harbor entrance, by breaking and absorbing the waves over a 

longer distance, as compared to a smaller reef concept such as that presented in Section 4.4.2.   
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 The significantly shallow slope of the offshore face (4:1 as compared to 1.5 – 2:1 typically 

used in rubble mound shore protection structures) creates a larger structure footprint, closer to 

the scale of incident wavelengths, rendering it better able to affect the waves passing over it.  

The mild slope of the structure also allows more time for waves to be refracted and diffracted by 

the structure, and thus more energy is absorbed by the structure. 

 CGWAVE results for the second alternative reef are presented in Figure 4-26 through 

Figure 4-29.  Wave height results displayed in Figure 4-26 appear anomalously high at a location 

inshore of the reef, with heights exceeding 10 m.  This is likely a perturbation or instability in the 

model, and goes against intuition, which would suggest that wave heights would be greatest over 

the offshore side of the reef immediately prior to breaking.  Otherwise, it appears that wave 

heights are lowered slightly in the vicinity of the entrance gap and along Piers 1 through 3, when 

compared to the existing condition in Figure 4-10.  The USACE wave height results in Figure 

4-29 indicate added sheltering is provided for the eastern half of the harbor including the active 

commercial port, with a minor increase in wave height near the harbor entrance. 

 Wave crest patterns illustrated in Figure 4-27 and Figure 4-29 reveal a complicated 

interaction inshore of the reef as well as in the eastern half of the inner harbor, suggesting the 

reef footprint is sufficiently sized to disrupt the pattern of incident waves at the junction of Piers 

1 through 3, located at the harbor commercial operation facilities.  However, it is unclear 

whether the impact is for the better or for worse. 
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Figure 4-25:  CGWAVE model bathymetry for reef concept 2. 
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Figure 4-26:  50-yr wave CGWAVE results for reef concept 2 (wave height). 
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Figure 4-27:  50-yr wave CGWAVE results for reef concept 2 (wave phase). 
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Figure 4-28:  USACE wave CGWAVE results for reef concept 2 (wave height). 
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Figure 4-29:  USACE wave CGWAVE results for reef concept 2 (wave phase). 
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4.5 Summary 

4.5.1 Alternatives Comparison 

To objectively assess the differences between the various models, it was decided to utilize 

the same observation profile alignments as those presented in the 2002 USACE study of 

Kahului, as shown in Figure 4-30, where arrows indicate direction of the transect.  An additional 

profile was added along the ocean side of the east breakwater to determine the impact of the 

various reef designs on the wave heights impacting the existing structure.  All profiles were 

utilized, for a total of four alignments.  These observation profiles are referred to in this study as, 

“Entrance Channel”, “Pier 5”, “Piers 1 through 3”, and “East Breakwater”.  Plots of wave height 

were extracted along each profile and for each harbor configuration, and grouped by incident 

wave condition.  Profile depth is illustrated on the plots by a grey line for the seafloor, with light 

grey fill representing the still water level, and with calculated wave height versus distance along 

the profile plotted above.  The plots and their implications are presented in the following 

subsections. 
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Figure 4-30:  Locations and orientations of observation profiles used in plots.  (USACE, 

2002) 

4.5.2 50-yr Wave 

 The 50-yr wave height plots along the Entrance Channel, Pier 5 and Piers 1 through 3 are 

presented in Figure 4-31 through Figure 4-33, respectively.  In general, the plots show that 

alternative reef 1 consistently yields a measurably reduced wave height distribution.  Figure 4-31 

indicates as much as a 2 m reduction near the harbor entrance gap (between the 400 and 500 m 

distance mark).  Also in the gap area, the IIT Madras reef appears to reduce wave heights by 

East  
Breakwater 

Entrance Channel 

Pier 5 

Piers 1 - 4 
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nearly a meter, while alternative reef 2 actually results in slightly higher wave heights than the 

existing condition.  The large fluctuations in wave height, particularly for alternative 2, near the 

start of the profile, appear anomalous and may be a result of numerical instability, excessive 

reflection or possibly limitations of the model.   

 The variable wave height effect is also visible along the Pier 5 profile shown in Figure 

4-32, although it is notably less pronounced, with fluctuations on the order of 0.5 m.  A very 

distinct reduction in wave height for all scenarios is seen in this plot at approximately the 100 m 

mark, which corresponds to wave breaking on the shallow reef shelf at this location, which is 

pictured on the report cover.  Effectiveness of the three reef configurations continues to follow 

the same ranking as in the entrance channel, with alternative 1 having the greatest effect on 

reducing wave heights, on the order of 0.5 m.  The IIT Madras configuration apparently 

increases local wave heights, hovering slightly above the existing condition, while alternative 2 

seems to amplify wave heights on average by nearly a meter. 

 For the observation profile along Piers 1 through 3 presented in Figure 4-33, all scenario 

configurations appear to generally reduce wave heights within the inner harbor, with some minor 

fluctuations exceeding the existing condition wave height.  Again, alternative reef 1 tends to 

outperform the other configurations, with alternative 2 and IIT Madras producing nearly 

identical lesser results. 

4.5.3 Calibration Wave (USACE wave) 

 The calibration wave height plots for the observation profiles along the Entrance Channel, 

Pier 5 and Piers 1 through 3 are presented in Figure 4-34 through Figure 4-36, respectively.  

Results of these plots generally mirror those for the 50-yr wave but with noticeably less 

oscillation in the resulting wave heights, particularly along the entrance channel as illustrated in 
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Figure 4-34.  As with the 50-yr wave scenarios, alternative 1 again appears to largely outperform 

the others, which group tightly around the existing condition wave height for much of transect, 

especially inside the harbor.   

 Along Pier 5, all reef configurations appear to have a similar positive effect on reducing 

wave height offshore compared with the existing condition, as shown in Figure 4-35, while the 

previously noted oscillatory perturbations seem to resume as waves approach breaking (between 

100 and 150 m on the profile). 

 Within the inner harbor, the observation profile along Piers 1 through 3 presented in Figure 

4-36 indicates that except for portions of Pier 2C (1,200 to 1,500 m mark), wave heights are 

essentially equivalent to the existing condition for all configurations.  At the shoreline along Pier 

2C and near the Canoe Club, results suggest varying levels of wave height reduction, again with 

alternative 1 being the most consistent. 

 Along the existing east breakwater, the reef configurations show the potential to 

reduce the wave heights over the majority of the structure’s length (Figure 4-37).  The wave 

heights at the tip of the breakwater, however, are found to increase with reef alternative 2 and the 

IITM reef, while reef alternative 1 shows a reduction in wave heights at this location.  The reef 

designs will also change the direction of the waves as they approach the existing breakwater.  

The wave phase results (Figure 4-38) show that the IITM reef will rotate waves towards the east 

as they approach the east end of the breakwater, while reef alternative 1 will rotate waves toward 

the west as they approach the western end of the breakwater. Reef concept 2 causes waves to 

approach the breakwater at a normal angle.   Overall, reef alternative 1 shows the most reduction 

in wave heights along the existing breakwater, which suggests that the reef will best benefit the 

longevity of the structure.   
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Figure 4-31.  Combined plot of wave height profiles along the Entrance Channel, for the 

50-yr wave. 
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Figure 4-32.  Combined plot of wave height profiles along Pier 5, for the 50-yr wave. 
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Figure 4-33.  Combined plot of wave height profiles along Piers 1 through 3, for the 50-yr 

wave. 
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Figure 4-34.  Combined plot of wave height profiles along the Entrance Channel, for the 

calibration wave. 
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Figure 4-35.  Combined plot of wave height profiles along Pier 5, for the calibration wave. 
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Figure 4-36.  Combined plot of wave height profiles along Piers 1 through 3, for the 

calibration wave. 
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Figure 4-37.  Combined plot of wave height profiles along the east breakwater, for the 

calibration wave. 
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Existing Condition: IIT Madras Reef: 

 

 

Reef Alternative 1: Reef Alternative 2: 

 

 

Figure 4-38.  Combined figure of wave phase diagrams along the east breakwater for each 

reef design, for the calibration wave. 

4.6 Conclusions 

In this section of the study, additional numerical modeling was carried out to determine 

how options for the submerged breakwater shape affect the ability of the reef to attenuate wave 

energy propagating into the harbor basin.  The alternative reef designs were selected with the 

concept of providing secondary functions of enhanced marine habitat and surfing recreation 
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resources.  The wave response of the additional submerged breakwater concepts were 

investigated using the CGWAVE finite-element model interfaced with the Surface-water 

Modeling System (Version 11.1).  The model was configured by replicating the method 

published in the 2002 USACE study of Kahului, including grid resolution, time step, reflection 

coefficients, and convergence parameters.  The replicated CGWAVE model for the existing 

harbor configuration was found to result in a comparable solution to the 2002 Corps 

investigation, which suggests the model was properly configured.    

Three reef designs were investigated: the IIT Madras reef concept developed in a previous 

numerical modeling study, and two new concepts, reef alternative 1 and 2.  The reef alternative 1 

concept consisted of a shore-connected reef, linked by a sloping spur from the existing east 

breakwater head which descends to the reef crest elevation of -1m (MLLW).  The reef alternative 

2 concept is completely submerged and located offshore of the east jetty head like the IIT 

Madras reef.  Unlike the Madras reef, reef alternative 2 has a chevron-shape footprint and 

shallow slope on the offshore face (4:1, H:V).   

Based on the results of the calculated wave height responses, this study concluded that out 

of the three alternative configurations, reef alternative 1 demonstrated a higher degree of 

effectiveness in reducing average wave heights within the harbor.  The model results also show 

that the IIT Madras reef and concept reef alternative 2 each provide average wave height 

reductions within the central and eastern portions of the harbor.  In the vicinity of the harbor 

mouth, however, these two reef designs were shown to cause increased average wave heights.  

IIT Madras reef and concept reef alternative 2 also increased the wave heights at the tip of the 

existing east breakwater, while alternative 1 showed a reduction in wave heights all along the 

breakwater.   
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Overall, the results of this analysis indicate that reef alternative 1 provides the most benefit, 

but all three of the studied reef designs are effective at reducing average wave heights within the 

harbor area.  Reef alternative 1 and 2 are designed to have added benefits in recreation and 

ecological value compared to the IIT Madras reef, although they will each have a larger 

construction footprint, and therefore, more cost.  Each reef design was also found to cause small 

wave heights increases at specific locations in and around the harbor when compared to the 

existing condition.  The cost of these localized increases, however, is likely small compared to 

the benefits of average reduction in wave heights throughout the harbor area.   
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CHAPTER 5. ALTERNATIVES FOR BASIC DESIGN OF SUBMERGED 

BREAKWATER FOR KAHULUI HARBOR 

5.1 Introduction 

 This chapter discusses the alternatives for the basic design of a submerged breakwater for 

Kahului Harbor that will improve all aspects of project performance, including costs and 

logistics to achieve project objectives.  The alternatives for the design of the structure considered 

in this review range from “conventional” solutions (rubble-mound and caisson-type structures), 

to “innovative” (geotextile tubes), to “unconventional” yet feasible options (such as floating 

breakwaters).  This chapter aims to provide a full perspective of possibilities suitable to fulfill 

project needs.   

 The installation of a submerged breakwater near the entrance of Kahului Harbor to enhance 

the dampening of waves and thus increase tranquility inside the harbor is being investigated.  As 

a result of the numerical modeling effort discussed in Chapter 2, the final reef layout corresponds 

to a structure with a length of 150m and a top width of 15m.  The reef has an orientation of 135° 

N, a distance from the existing eastern breakwater of 280 m, and a depth of submergence of 3m.  

The final layout of the Kahului Harbor submerged breakwater is shown in Figure 2-25.   

 The design of the submerged breakwater structure should aim to retain the present aesthetic 

appearance of the harbor by improving the tranquility inside the harbor, and to assure that the 

submerged structure will act as an artificial reef that is beneficial for marine growth.  The 

specific conditions at the site of the proposed reef location and the suggested project layout (i.e., 

depth of installation, wave climate conditions, dimensions of the proposed structure, execution 

time windows, etc.) will influence the design of the multifunctional reef structure.  The site-

specific conditions and overall project factors that concern the selection of the design include 
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operating bases and hydrodynamic performance, structural design (stability), logistics and 

construction procedure, execution time, and cost.  This chapter offers an overview of the 

alternatives analyzed, highlighting their pros and cons, and serves as a fundamental part of the 

decision-making process. 

5.2 Objective 

 The objective of this chapter is to offer an analysis of the suitable alternatives for the 

design and construction of the Kahului Harbor submerged breakwater considering the site-

specific conditions.  The paper aims to identify the option that should be considered for the reef 

by analyzing the pros and cons of each alternative, considering designing factors such as 

construction procedures, required equipment, labor and execution time.  The comparison of the 

advantages and disadvantages of each alternative allow will be detailed in this comprehensive 

review. 

5.3 Conceptual Design of Alternatives 

 To have a comprehensive conceptualization of the alternatives that can be adopted to build 

the proposed structure, the present analysis includes rubble-mound structures, geotextile tubes, 

caisson structures and floating breakwaters.  The bathymetric configuration in the proposed 

position for the submerged breakwater structure, and the typical bathymetric profile 

perpendicular to structure position are shown in Figure 5-1. 
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Figure 5-1: Bathymetric configuration of Kahului Harbor showing proposed breakwater 

position and typical bathymetric profile. 

 Based on the bathymetric data, profile configuration, and final layout dimensions (length, 

depth of submergence, breadth, etc.) recommended in Chapter 2, four alternatives were evaluated 

for their expected hydrodynamic behavior and conceptual cross-section designs (Table 5-1).  The 

following subsections provide definitions and conceptual cross sections for each alternative.  The 

evaluation of pros-and-cons for each alternative is made in terms of operating bases, 

hydrodynamic performance, structural design (stability), logistics and construction procedures 

and time of execution to determine the most suitable design.   
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Table 5-1: Conceptual designs of analyzed alternatives considered for the basic design of 

the Kahului Harbor submerged breakwater  

ALTERNATIVE 1. Geotextile Tube Structure 

 

 

ALTERNATIVE 2. Conventional Rubble Mound Breakwater 

 

(Figure adapted from Fourset, 2006) 
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ALTERNATIVE 3.  Floating Breakwater 

 

(Figure adapted from Fourset, 2006) 

 

ALTERNATIVE 4. Caisson Breakwater 

 

(Figure adapted from Fourset, 2006) 
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5.4 Alternative 1: Geotextile Tube Structure 

 Geo-synthetic materials have been well utilized in engineering applications and are an 

emerging technology in coastal applications (Koerner, 2000).  9.2m circumference tubes could 

be an option for the multifunctional reef construction.  Experienced labor and equipment to 

handle tubes with these dimensions are locally available in the U.S.  Thus there would be no 

need to import specialized equipment. 

 In regards to construction procedures, as described by ASR (2008a; 2008b), recent projects 

involving this kind of technology have adopted a standardized method called “Rapid Accurate 

Deployment” (RAD).  The method consists of developing a geotextile bag layout, which 

replicates the design configuration of the structure to form a “webbing.”  Next, geotextile bags 

are attached to the webbing and are secured on the seabed in the desired position to start filling 

the geotextile containers with pumped sand.  The RAD method has been implemented for Multi-

Purpose Artificial Surfing Reefs (MPASR) installed at relative shallow depths (up to 6m).   

 As for the installation of MPASR in deeper waters, such as the case of Narrowneck Reef 

Project in Australia (Jackson and Hornsey, 2003; Jackson and Corbett, 2007), where geotextile 

tubes were installed up to a 10m depth, the most practical way to build breakwaters using these 

types of structures is to fill geotextile tubes with sand within a split-hull hopper dredge and place 

them into position using standard Differential Global Positioning Systems (DGPS).  Basic 

recommendations to prevent fabric damage include pre-manufacturing geotextile tubes in a 

controlled environment, and utilizing calibrated flow density meters to achieve accurate filling of 

the geotextile tubes.   
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 Bezuijen et al. (2004) point out that the first and most important design rule for this type of 

project is craftsmanship.  Among the main factors that determine the success or failure of these 

projects include:   

 Quality of the barges, since barges with hoppers with sharp edges will damage the 

geotextile, and hoppers that open unevenly over the length will result in an angled fall of 

the geotextile tube. 

 Placement accuracy, which is limited at water depths larger than 15m, and the 

consequent misplacement of the element on the sea bottom.  In this context, up to 30% 

of material wastage can be expected if sea climate conditions during installation are 

difficult. 

Other considerations (cf. Bezuijen et al., 2002a; Bezuijen et al. 2002b; de Groot, 2003; Bezuijen 

et al., 2004) include:  
 

 Fill material.  The geotextile tubes should be filled with clean sand in the case of deep 

water.  Clean sand can absorb a significant part of the fall energy during the impact on 

the bottom and reduce the risk of tearing the geotextile.   

 Filling of the geotextile tube.  The container has to be filled evenly over the container.  

If this is not the case, it will fall on one side during the opening and will be hampered in 

the fall on the other side.  This will lead to a rupture of the geotextile. 

 Strength of seams.  Loading on the geotextile will be significant during unloading and 

impact on the bottom.  The weakest parts of the tube are normally the seams.  Therefore, 

the strength of the seams determines its overall strength. 
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 Saturation of the fill.  The degree of saturation significantly influences the weight of the 

geotextile tube and thus the falling velocity.  Therefore, this degree of saturation 

significantly influences the loading on the geotextile during the opening of the hopper 

and the impact on the bottom.  A low degree of saturation also helps to increase the 

capacity of the sand to absorb energy during impact. 

 According to literature cited (ASR, 2008a; ASR 2008b; Bezuijen et al., 2004), there is no 

example of the RAD method being applied for construction in water depths higher than 6m.  

Moreover, project volumes cited range between 6,500 and 23,000m
3
, which are much lower than 

those estimated for the proposed Kahului Harbor breakwater (53,000m
3
).  Furthermore, building 

the structure using a drop-barge method creates uncertainty with structure stability issues due to 

placing accuracy; placing accuracy is limited at water depths larger than 15 m. 

 As can be anticipated, for specific site conditions and project layout (i.e., depth of 

installation, wave climate conditions, dimensions of the proposed structure, execution time 

windows, etc.) building the structure with geotextile elements may present some disadvantages 

due to the complexity of installation procedures.  Table 5-2 provides details on the conceptual 

design of the described structure, summarizes general data and offers analysis of this alternative. 
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Table 5-2: Geotextile tube structure general data and analysis 

 

Tubes per Linear Meter 68 

Total Length of Breakwater (m) 150 

Total Length of Geotextile (m) 10,200 

Total Number of 20 m-length Tubes 510 

Approx. Tube Section Area (m2) 5.57 

Total Volume (Sand required for tubes filling)(m3) 57,000 

Structure Height (m) 11.55 

Structure Base width (m) 38.78 

Structure Upper Layer width (m) 16.32 

 

5.5 Alternative 2: Rubble-mound structure 

 The sloping or mound types of breakwaters basically consist of a rubble mound or 

randomly-placed stones, making them the most fundamental of sloping type breakwaters.  

Mound types are actually no more than large heaps of loose elements, such as gravel and quarry 

stone or concrete blocks.  To increase stability and decrease wave transmission, as well as to 

decrease material costs, the multi-layered rubble-mound breakwater was developed having a core 

of quarry run.  This is the most common type of breakwater in the world, and due to the 
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development of these blocks, modern-day rubble-mound breakwaters can strongly resist the 

destructive power of waves, even in deep water  (Takahashi, 1996). 

 In general, the stability of rubble-mound breakwaters has several positive aspects.  First, 

they can tolerate settlement.  They are also suitable for nearly all foundations, making their 

construction on a weak and/or uneven sea bottom feasible (Van der Meer et al., 1994).  

However, there are also clear negative aspects.  A huge structure, likely placed in greater depths, 

will result in tremendous pressures on the subsoil and create stability problems.  The same 

happens when the slopes becomes too steep.  Therefore, hard substrate must be located at or near 

the surface to prevent the structures from sinking.  Natural sedimentation rates in the placement 

area should also be low enough to prevent burial of structures over time (Fousert, 2006). 

 These types of construction are the most widely-used for a reason:  their simple 

construction methods and logistics.  Specialized plants are not necessarily required and, as said 

before, they are suitable on nearly all foundations and can be constructed on a weak and/or 

unleveled sea bottom.  Since it does not need skilled labor or special equipment, it is easy to be 

constructed.  The construction can be done from land, and does not usually require large-scale 

construction equipment such as work barges (Palmer and Colin, 1998). 

 Also, maintenance is easy from a technical point of view.  The use of natural material is a 

big advantage for the rubble-mound breakwater since this reduces material costs, especially 

when a large supply of rubble stones is readily available.  That said, the rubble-mound 

breakwater is unstable compared to other hard structures (e.g., caisson), since its inner layers 

may be subjected to damage for a longer period during construction. 

 As mentioned above, according to the final layout proposed by the numerical modeling 

analysis, the Kahului Harbor submerged breakwater should be placed 280m from the existing 
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eastern breakwater, in a water depth of 14m, with a structure length of 150m and top width of 

15m, and submergence of 3m.  Table 5-3 offers discussion of this alternative, a section of a 

typical rubble-mound assembly, and general data, including the estimation of material needed to 

create the structure. 

Table 5-3: Rubble-mound option general data and analysis 

 

Cross section area (m2)  377 

Total Length of Breakwater (m) 150 

Total Volume (m3) 56550 

Structure Height (m) 11 

Structure Base width (m)  53.50 

Crown width (m) 15 

 

5.6 Alternative 3 - Floating breakwater 

Floating breakwaters offer an alternative to conventional fixed breakwaters and may be 

preferred in relatively low-wave energy environments, or where water depth or foundation 

considerations preclude the use of a bottom-founded structure (Williams and McDougal, 1996).  
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This unconventional alternative could be suitable to implement at Kahului Harbor, since the 

water depth of installation is a fundamental determinant of the project. 

In general, floating breakwaters improve the quality of calm water in harbors while being 

more economical than the fixed breakwater (Grinyer, 1995).  Other advantages include reduced 

earthquake damage, superior workability, and construction on soft ground without any 

improvements (Mani, 1991).  As mentioned previously, the construction costs of traditional 

breakwaters as rigid bottom-mounted structures increase with water deep; furthermore, 

traditional breakwaters are potentially associated with environmental problems, such as intense 

shore erosion, water-quality problems and aesthetic issues.  The use of floating breakwaters is 

increasing because of their fast and less expensive construction, mobility and redeployment 

capability.  They are usually pile-restrained or cable-moored, and must be appropriately designed 

to reduce transmitted wave energy.  

Different kinds of floating breakwaters have been proposed, ranging from prism types (i.e., 

rectangular cross-section), catamaran type, cylinder cross-sections with “U-block" or “T-block” 

sections (USACE, 2004).  The preliminary cross-section proposed for the Kahului project is 

shown in Table 4, outlining the first approach to conceptual design, and offering analysis for this 

alternative.  This alternative may be convenient for the present project, since costs are not the 

only reason why traditional breakwaters are impractical when water gets too deep.  Local soil 

conditions and structural stability also influence the limits of design.  A huge structure will result 

in tremendous pressures on the subsoil as well as stability problems when the slopes become too 

steep.  A floating breakwater can be more feasible in poor soil conditions than a heavy fixed 

breakwater since the subsoil pressure is virtually non-existent.  On the other hand, floating 

breakwaters have to be anchored to the sea bottom. 
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Further, according to UASCE (2004) and Fousert (2006), since floating breakwaters are 

articulating structures, they are prone to damage at connecting points between individual 

breakwater units and between these units and mooring lines.  Also, their performance highly 

depends on the period of the incident waves, and they appear to be less effective for relatively 

longer waves than fixed structures since the structure will show a simultaneous movement.  This 

could represent a drawback for the project, since according to the wave climate data presented in 

Section 2.2, incident wave heights up to 3m are not uncommon.  Previous research on the 

hydrodynamic behavior of floating breakwaters (Yamamoto and Yoshida, 1979; Evans and 

Linton, 1991; Williams and McDougal, 1996) concluded that there seems to be an optimal 

floating breakwater design for every wave frequency; this depends on a range of factors, such as 

the shape, width of the floating section of the structure, weight of the structure, mooring line 

stiffness, etc. 
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Table 5-4: Floating breakwater option, general data and analysis  

 

Total Height (m)* 7 to 12 

Total Length of Breakwater (m) 150 

Structure Height (m)* 7 to 18 

Structure width (m)* 7 to 18 

*Based on standard dimensions consulted at FDN, (2013)  

 

5.7 Alternative 4 - Caisson breakwater 

 Caisson or monolithic types of breakwaters have a cross sections designed in such a way 

that the structure acts as one solid block.  In practice, one may envision a caisson as a block wall 

or a masonry structure.  Generally this kind of structure is used when space is scarce and local 

water depths are relatively large.  Commonly, caisson breakwaters consist of a rubble foundation 

and vertical wall, and are therefore classified as vertical breakwaters (L. Vis, 1995). 

 According to Takahashi (1996), by using caissons as the vertical wall, the breakwaters 

provide an extremely stable structure even in rough, deep seas.  Such strength has led to their use 
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worldwide.  In comparison to these structures, the rubble-mound breakwater is less stable since 

its inner layers may be subjected to damage during construction for a longer period.  Other 

advantages of caisson breakwaters include less change of failure, and smaller environmental 

impact during construction.  Also, dredged material can be reused during caisson construction, 

with fewer underwater obstacles, and potential removability afterward.  In addition, since not 

much quarry work or damping is required, the general public is not disturbed as much and the 

environment is less damaged (Mann, 1999). 

 As stated by USACE (2004), the most common way to construct a caisson is to build it 

onshore and tow it out to the actual offshore site.  Caisson construction sometimes involves 

reinforced concrete shells that are floated into position, settled upon a prepared foundation, filled 

with stone or sand to give stability, and then capped with concrete slabs or capstones.  Such 

breakwaters can be constructed with parapet walls.  In general, concrete caissons are generally of 

two types:  one has a bottom of reinforced concrete, which is an integral part of the caisson; the 

other is not provided with a permanent bottom.  The bottom opening of this latter type is closed 

with a temporary wooden bottom, removed after the caisson is placed on the foundation.  The 

stone used to fill the compartments combines with the foundation material to provide additional 

resistance against horizontal movement.   

 Especially in deep water, caisson breakwaters offer less construction and maintenance 

costs, and considerably less construction time, meaning they can be categorized as “rapid” 

construction structures (Voortman, 1997; d'Angremond and Tutuarima, 1998).  Taking into 

account the advantages on stability issues, construction methods, and the consequent execution 

time reduction a caisson breakwater can be considered a suitable option for Kahului.  Table 5 
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summarizes main remarks of the analysis for this alternative, and shows its general 

characteristics, conceptual design and hydrodynamic behavior expected for this alternative.  

Table 5-5: Caisson breakwater option general data and analysis 

 

Cross section area (m2) 150 

Rubble-mound foundation cross section (m2) 18.74 

Total Volume (m3) 24750 

Total Length of Breakwater (m) 150 

Structure Height (m) 11 

Structure Base width (m) 22.50 

Crown width (m) 15 

 

5.8 Conclusions and Recommendations 

 There are several factors that can influence the decision making process when selecting the 

adequate design of a breakwater for a specific area.  In this chapter we analyzed 4 different 
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possible structural designs by looking at their stability, construction process and cost.  Based on 

this analysis the main conclusions point out that: 

 Despite the advantages of using a geosystem (geotextile tubes), in terms of adaptability to 

modifications and environmental compatibility, given specific site conditions and Kahului 

project layout (i.e., depth of installation, wave climate conditions, dimensions of the proposed 

structure, execution time windows, etc.) building the structure with geotextile elements may 

present some disadvantages due to complexity of installation compromising the success of the 

project in question.   

 Rubble-mound structures are the most common in the world and therefore possess 

advantages in experience and construction process, requiring little skilled labor and special 

equipment.  However, in deep waters, as is the case of this project, they require a very large 

volume of material that is unlikely to be present in site.  Deep-water construction increases costs 

exponentially and makes rubble-mound construction unfeasible.  

 Floating structures are insensitive to water depth and present construction and stability 

advantages compared to the other options analyzed in this paper.  However, floating breakwaters 

have limited functionality for relatively longer waves, making them less attractive for this 

project, notwithstanding the fact that the overall cost may be higher than for other alternatives, 

once redesigning tasks are carried out to arrive at a real cost estimation.   

 

 For the given site-specific conditions, location, and depth of installation (14m) of the 

breakwater proposed due to the results of the numerical and physical modeling, the caisson 

breakwater alternative would be the more suitable option, as it is cost effective and easier to 
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install.  As was shown, this type of structure would require a smaller body width and less 

material, making it more economical than all the other structures analyzed.  Versatility in 

construction and logistics allows for caissons to be built onshore and then towed out to the actual 

offshore site, making it a feasible alternative for the depth of Kahului Harbor.  Basically, caisson 

breakwaters offer the best combination of characteristics considered under the evaluation criteria. 
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CHAPTER 6. ECOLOGICAL ENGINEERING OF MULTIFUNCTIONAL REEFS 

FOR CORAL GROWTH 

6.1 Introduction 

In the process of constructing cities, harbors, highways and other civil infrastructure 

along shorelines, coastal engineers have had an unavoidable impact on the world’s coral reef 

ecosystems.  Healthy coral reefs are important to coastal communities because they provide 

shoreline protection, critical habitat for marine ecosystems, and recreational benefits (Cesar and 

van Beukering 2004).  These highly valued benthic resources are declining significantly world-

wide due to several severe threats including poor land-use practices, overfishing and the impacts 

of climate change (Hughes et al. 2003; Hoeke et al. 2011; Hoegh-Guldberg 2011).  Climate 

change is highly likely to decrease coral cover because it has increased the frequency of high 

temperature events that cause coral bleaching and decreased the calcification rates of corals due 

to ocean acidification (Hoeke 2011).  Moreover, the impacts of climate change include 

accelerating rates of regional sea-level rise (Anderson et al. 2010) and increased intensity of 

tropical cyclones (Knutson et al. 2010), which will impact coral reefs while also triggering the 

need for increased investment in coastal infrastructure to protect shoreline communities.  Coastal 

engineers face the challenge of maintaining and developing infrastructure while potentially 

causing unavoidable impacts to coral reefs.  Navigating the permitting process when the project 

potentially impacts a threatened environmental resource is a challenge that will likely get more 

difficult as the legal protections for corals get more stringent. 

 Coral reef resources currently have strong environmental protections in the United States 

due to several federal statutes including Executive Order 13089 on Coral Reef Protection, the 

Clean Water Act and the Coastal Zone Management Act.  Protecting, preserving and enhancing 
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the health, biodiversity, heritage, and social and economic value of these environmental 

resources is a pertinent concern of the U.S. Government (Clinton 1998) and as anthropogenic 

threats continue to endanger the future prosperity of the world’s coral reef ecosystems, the 

environmental regulations protecting these resources will likely become more stringent.  Already 

in 2014, the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) of the National Oceanic and 

Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) decided to list an additional 20 coral species as threatened 

under the U.S. Endangered Species Act, raising the total number of protected coral species to 22 

(U.S. Department of Commerce 2014).   

 Whether it is the maintenance of an existing pier or the development of a new port, 

engineering projects that involve dredging or construction in the coastal zone are likely to cause 

substantial unavoidable losses to coral communities in the surrounding area (Stender et al. 

2014a).  For these projects to receive approval under Section 404 of the Clean Water Act, 

compensatory mitigation to replace the function and area of the environmental resource that will 

be lost is usually required (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 2004).  Among the potential 

management options available for the mitigation of impending damage to coral reef ecosystems 

(Jokiel and Naughton 2001) is the development of artificial reefs specifically designed for coral 

colonization (Naughton and Jokiel 2001; Gilliam 2012).   

 Artificial reefs have been traditionally deployed for fisheries stock enhancement (Baine 

2001), but submerged structures also provide a substrate that can be inhabited by corals either 

through natural processes or by transplanting living coral colonies (Ferse 2013).  The 

development of a coastal structure such as a breakwater or groin provides an opportunity to 

create a large-scale artificial reef that could mitigate for lost coral resources.  The mitigation will 

only be successful, however, if healthy coral communities are able to develop on the artificial 
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substrate.  Studies of the benthic communities that develop on breakwater substrates have shown 

that they are distinct from natural reefs and that older structures can have significantly more 

coral cover than natural reefs in the surrounding area (Burt et al. 2011).  There have been 

relatively few studies, however, that relate the specific design features of man-made structures to 

their effectiveness at enhancing targeted communities of coral species (Dupont 2008).   

 The development of a well-designed artificial reef is one of many potential options 

available for the mitigation of the loss of coral habitat.  The objective of protecting, preserving 

and enhancing coral reef resources may be better served with a host of other tools including the 

elimination of anthropogenic stresses derived from watersheds, enforcement of existing 

regulations, establishing new regulations where needed, education of the public and 

establishment of marine reserve networks (Jokiel 2001).  This does not mean, however, that 

option of rebuilding coral reef resources using man-made materials should be eliminated.  

 The current study was undertaken to gather information on how features of a structure can 

be manipulated to mimic the characteristics of local coral reef habitats. Characteristics of the reef 

design such as the topographic complexity, spatial orientation, materials, and texture of the 

macro- and microhabitats along with the biotic and abiotic drivers on neighboring natural reefs 

will influence the development of corals on the substrate (Svane and Petersen 2001; Spieler et al. 

2001; Chapman and Underwood 2011). This research aims to improve the knowledge of how 

these factors can be used to design a successful multifunctional reef. The response of hermatypic 

(or reef-building) corals to the material and topographic features of the reef substrate were 

investigated so that the design of the coastal structure could be optimized for producing robust 

coral reef resources. 
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6.2 Research Background, Objectives and Scope 

The research described in this section is part of the engineering design process for a 

multifunctional artificial reef in Maui, Hawai‘i (Sections 1-5).  The reef has been proposed to 

provide much-needed wave protection for Kahului Commercial Harbor (Foley and Singh 2011).  

Kahului Harbor was developed in the early 1900’s on a north-facing isthmus formed by two 

shield volcanoes and is the only deep draft harbor on the island (Sargent et al. 1988).  The harbor 

entrance is exposed to prevailing northeasterly seas and large northerly swells during the fall and 

winter months.  The wave energy has caused serious negative impacts to harbor operations and 

structures (Sargent et al. 1988; Okihiro et al. 1994; Thompson and Demirbilek 2002).  Harbor 

protection is the primary objective of the submerged breakwater design, but the structure is also 

being engineered to serve as a multifunctional reef by providing the necessary hard substrate for 

reef-building corals to enhance their recruitment, growth and abundance in the area.   

 Previous research has found that recruitment of corals is influenced by the type of 

substratum (concrete, gabbro, granite, or sandstone) used in the construction of artificial reefs 

and coastal defense structures (Burt et al. 2009).  The Kahului multifunctional reef is being 

designed to use precast concrete to compose its volume.  Concrete is a suitable material for the 

reef construction because of its local availability, versatility and durability in the marine 

environment (Mohammed et al. 2003; Seleem et al. 2010).  Ideally, the concrete can be mixed 

from materials that are affordable, sustainable, and provide a functional substratum for 

development of a coral reef.  Since aggregates are the major components of a concrete mixture 

(Kosmatka and Panarese 1988), the choice in aggregate materials will have a large influence on 

these goals.   
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 In this study, field and laboratory investigations were conducted to obtain pertinent 

information for engineering the ecological aspects of coastal structures to provide artificial coral 

reef habitat.  The study examined the effect of three concrete mixtures on the development of 

corals on the reef stratum.  The concrete compositions were tested through field and laboratory 

experiments to determine their impact on the recruitment of juvenile hermatypic corals.  Field 

surveys of the benthic environment in the vicinity of the artificial reef project site were also 

conducted to gather data on the levels of coral coverage along with macro- and microtopographic 

features of the substrate.  The topographic complexity preferred by stony corals in the 

surrounding environment will inform the ecological engineering of the multifunctional reef 

design.    

6.3 Methodology 

The following sections provide details on the methodologies used in these analyses to 

determine how the recruitment of corals responds to different concrete aggregates and how coral 

coverage is influenced by topographic features in the field. 

6.3.1 Concrete Experiments 

Field and laboratory experiments were conducted to evaluate the suitability of three 

concrete mixes for the recruitment of corals.  Each mix varied only by the aggregates used.  The 

Absolute Volume Method was used to design a concrete mix for the test plates (Kosmatka and 

Panarese, 1988).  Grace Pacific Rocky Mountain Prestress of Kapolei, Hawai'i, manufactured the 

test plates using the mix proportions shown in Table 6-1  The mix design was based on the use of 

basalt rock coarse aggregate material, which is the most common concrete for construction in 

Hawai‘i.  Two other mixes were prepared using limestone aggregates obtained from the Pacific 

Aggregate (Sphere, LLC) quarry in Waianae, Hawai'i, and with crushed concrete/asphalt debris 
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salvaged from demolition projects.  The use of a recycled aggregate material adds sustainability 

benefits to the project.  Type I-II Hawai‘ian Cement was used for all three mixes.  Fine aggregate 

materials used in the mixes included basalt sand, Maui dune sand and coral sand.  Basalt sand 

mixed with a small proportion of Maui dune sand was used for the basalt and recycled aggregate 

concrete mixes.  The limestone plates were made using only coral sand.  

Table 6-1: Concrete mix proportions used to manufacture test plates (lbs/yd
3
) 

Cement 658-752 

Water 350 

Coarse Aggregate 1186 

Fine Aggregate 1503 

 

 Each concrete mix was poured into formwork to produce multiple test plates (Figure 6-1).  

The top surface of each plate was trapezoidal in shape with side lengths of approximately 30 cm 

x 33 cm x 23 cm x 33 cm for the long base, side one, short base, and side two, respectively. The 

calculated area of the top surface was about 870 cm
2
.  Each plate was about 4 cm thick, so the 

total surface area was about 2,215 cm
2
.  The concrete formwork was coated with a retarder to 

prevent the cement from setting on the surface of the plates.  The plates were later power-washed 

to expose the aggregate material beneath the surface, resulting in a rough surface finish.  This 

texture was desirable because significantly higher coral settlement has been reported on surfaces 

that contain micro-crevices and small spaces (Nozawa et al. 2011).  By exposing the coarse 

aggregate, the surface area of each plate was increased along with the likelihood of small spaces 

for coral recruits.  The plates were labeled individually using unique identification numbers.   
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Figure 6-1: Three concrete test plate types were made with the same mix design that used 

(1) basalt, (2) limestone and (3) recycled concrete/asphalt aggregate materials. 

 The concrete test plates were exposed to the local marine environment in a laboratory and 

field experimental setups conducted at Kāne‘ohe Bay on O‘ahu.  The laboratory tests took place 

at the Coral Reef Ecology Laboratory, Hawai‘i Institute of Marine Biology.  The laboratory 

experimental setup consisted of three outdoor tanks with a flow-through system of ambient 

seawater (Figure 6-2).  Each tank had dimensions of 116 cm x 116 cm x 45 cm in length, width 

and height for a volume of 605.5 L.  Four test plates of each aggregate type were randomly 

selected and positioned upright along the four walls of the tank for a total of 12 plates in each 

tank.  To ensure larval settlement, adult colonies of lace coral, Pocillopora damicornis, were 

placed on the bottom of each tank.  Half of the plates from each mix type also had adult corals 

cemented in the center of the top surface while the other pair had none.  

   

Figure 6-2: (1) Concrete plates were deployed in seawater test tanks in the laboratory 

experimental setup. (2) P. damicornis were placed in the center of each tank, and (3) were 

also cemented on half of the test plates. 

(1) (2) (3) 

(3) 

(1) (2) (3) 
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 The field experiments took place at two patch reefs located near the Sampan Channel in 

Kāne‘ohe Bay (Figure 6-3).  The wind and wave exposure, water circulation, habitat type, 

likelihood of coral larval availability and settlement, and accessibility were considered upon the 

selection of these locations.  The environmental conditions at the chosen reefs are similar to 

those at Kahului Bay because they are exposed to trade wind and constant water motion though 

the channel.  Placing the experiment in a central reef location within Kāne‘ohe Bay also exposes 

it to greater larval availability and settlement than northern or southern reef locations (Hodgson 

1985; Kolinski and Cox 2004).  The habitat composition at the selected locations are relatively 

homogeneous and are mainly characterized by a mixed bottom of live corals (10 to less than 50% 

cover, Battista et al. 2007), coralline and turf algae, rubble, and unconsolidated substrates.    

Two experiment sites were established at each location (Figure 6-4 and Figure 6-5).  The 

‘deep’ and ‘shallow’ site locations were at average depths of 6.5 m and 1.0 m, respectively.  A 

total of five plots were selected within each of the four sites.  Two plates of each aggregate type 

were randomly assigned to a plot, thus six plates for each plot (Figure 6-6).  Adult Montipora 

capitata colonies were cemented on one out of two plates per concrete type.   
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Figure 6-3:  Regional map of the deep and shallow field experiment test sites located at 

patch reefs in Kāne‘ohe Bay, O‘ahu (Google Inc. 2014). 

 

Figure 6-4:  Site map of the shallow field experiment (Google Inc. 2014).  

Sampan Channel 

Deep Water Test Sites 

Shallow Water Test 

Sites 

Hawai‘i Institute of 
Marine Biology 
 

• Two sites at depth ~1 m 
• Five plots at each site 

(approximate locations 
denoted by red dots) 

• Six plates in each plot (two 
of each concrete type) 

• Montipora capitata 
cemented on one out of 
two plates per concrete 
type 
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Figure 6-5:  Site map of the deep field experiment (Google Inc. 2014). 

   

Figure 6-6: Concrete plates were deployed in plots of six on the sea floor in the field 

experimental setups at the (1) deep and (2) shallow sites. (3) M. capitata were cemented on 

half the test plates. 

 The concrete plates were deployed in the laboratory and field experimental setups in 

December 2012.  The peak reproduction of Hawai‘ian corals occurs during summer months 

(Kolinski and Cox 2004), so the plates remained exposed to the environment throughout the 

summer.  The laboratory and field experiments concluded on September and November 2013, 

respectively.  The plates were removed from the saltwater environment and were rinsed with 

(1) (2) (3) 

• Two sites at depth ~6.5 m 
• Five plots at each site 

(approximate locations 
denoted by red dots) 

• Six plates in each plot (two 
of each concrete type) 

• Montipora capitata 
cemented on one out of 
two plates per concrete 
type 
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fresh water to remove soft-bodied organisms and expose the skeletons of coral recruits.   

Handheld and head worn magnifiers were used to count the number of coral recruits, determine 

the coral species and measure the colony size on each surface of each concrete test plate.  The 

average number of coral recruits on each concrete type was calculated for each experimental 

setup.   

An independent-sample t-test was used to determine if there was a significant difference 

between coral recruitment on each of the three concrete types within each experimental setup.  

The t-test was used for the statistical analyses of the recruitment data because it is a very robust 

method.   The t-test is used optimally used for normally distributed observations with common 

variance, but if sample sizes are not very small the test is substantively meaningful for non-

normal data.   Even if not fully reliable for non-normal distributed data, the t-test is not 

unreliable for getting a picture of the statistical leanings of the data set (Skovlund and Fenstad 

2001). 

6.3.2 Kahului Bay Field Surveys  

 Field surveys were carried out on May 29-30, 2013, to characterize the relationship 

between coral coverage and the topographic features and habitat conditions of the substrate in the 

vicinity of the proposed artificial reef installation site in Kahului Bay.  Survey data was collected 

through camera transects and in-situ observations that focused primarily on the distinct 

environments in the area.  The surveyed areas included the artificial reef site, the harbor 

breakwater, the navigation channel and a neighboring natural reef (Figure 6-7).  The location of 

the artificial reef site was defined according to the recommendations of a numerical modeling 

study discussed in Chapter 2, which optimized the submerged breakwater location based on the 

results of wave transformation calculations for structures of various dimensions and alignments.   
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 Seven drop camera transects (T1-T7) (Figure 6-7) were conducted using an underwater 

video (Sea View, Sea View LLC) and photographic camera (GoPro Hero3) system deployed 

from a 31-foot research support vessel (Alyce C, Moloka‘i).  The locations and water depths 

along each transect were recorded using the vessel’s Global Positioning System and depth 

transducer, respectively.  Non-overlapping images were identified, corrected and then visually 

interpreted for types and levels of benthic features.  The data recorded by the drop camera 

system were used to classify geomorphic features and biological cover types as well as to 

identify presence of marine organisms to the lowest taxonomic level possible.  The classification 

scheme of geomorphic features and biological cover types followed Battista et al. (2007).  

Benthic cover types included live corals, coralline algae, turf, sand, carbonate rock and reef 

rubble.  Levels of cover were defined in the following bins: continuous (> 90%), patchy (50 - 

<90%), sparse (10 - <50%), and none (<10%).  These data were analyzed to describe relative 

occurrence of benthic cover types and the level of coverage among images for each transect as 

described by Stender et al. (2014b).   

 The in-situ surveys were conducted to validate the information obtained from the drop 

camera images and to supplement them with detailed field observations recorded by divers using 

self-contained underwater breathing apparatuses (SCUBA).  The divers evaluated the biota and 

topographic features at six sites (IC, OC, PSB, OHB, IHB, and NRF) (Figure 6-7), including the 

proposed breakwater location and distinct neighboring habitats.  OHB, IHB, IC, OC and PSB are 

sites within artificial or human-modified habitat while NRF represents natural habitat.  

Observations were made on presence of benthic organisms, species richness (number of species), 

and the composition and distribution of the benthos.  The similarities in species presence and 

composition among the six diving sites were also noted.  The texture and overall structure of the 
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benthic zone at each site was evaluated to determine how macro- and microscale topographic 

features relate to the benthos at each site. 

 

Figure 6-7: Map of geomorphic features, the camera transect tracks (black lines) T1- T7, 

and in-situ biological evaluation sites (white circles) including the navigation channel 

outside (OC), the inside channel (IC), the proposed submerged breakwater installation site 

(PSB), the outer harbor breakwater (OHB), the inner harbor breakwater (IHB), and the 

natural vertical reef and reef flat (NRF) adjacent to the proposed site in the Kahului Bay 

area (Stender et al. 2014b).  Data source:  NOAA NOS Biogeography Branch (Battista et al. 

2007). 
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6.4 Results 

The following sections detail the results of these analyses on the recruitment of corals to 

different concrete aggregates and the influence of topographic features on coral coverage in the 

field. 

6.4.1 Concrete Experiments  

 A total of 3,088 and 8,321 coral recruits were identified at the conclusion of the experiment 

on the surfaces of the concrete plates deployed in the laboratory and field setups, respectively.  

Of the total coral juveniles identified on the plates deployed in the field, 8,070 recruits were 

found on the deep water test plates, while only 251 were found on the shallow water plates.  The 

abundance of coral recruits on each type of concrete and within each test environment is 

illustrated in Figure 6-8.  The coral recruitment data and statistical analyses are provided in the 

Appendix.   

 The average number of coral recruits on the plates deployed in the laboratory tanks, deep 

water, and shallow water field tests were 86 ± 11, 135 ± 15 and 4 ± 1 (mean ± standard error), 

respectively.  The independent-samples t-test showed a significant difference between the mean 

coral recruitment within each test environment (Table 6-2).  The laboratory tank environment 

resulted in significantly less juvenile coral recruitment than the deep water field sites [t(94) = -

2.65, P = 0.01], but significantly more recruits than the shallow water field sites [t(94) = 7.49, P 

= 7.6E-09].  Coral recruitment on the concrete plates deployed at the deep water field sites was 

also found to be significantly higher than at the shallow water sites [t(118) = 8.74, P = 2.7E-12]. 
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Figure 6-8: Mean coral recruitment on the three types of concrete plates located within 

each of the three testing environments.  The error bars represent one standard error. 

Table 6-2: T-test results for mean coral recruitment per test environment 

Test Environment Conclusion 

Tank Experiment Shallow Field Experiment Significant 

Shallow Field Experiment Deep Field Experiment Significant 

Tank Experiment Deep Field Experiment Significant 

 

The average number of coral recruits found on all the basalt, limestone and recycled aggregate 

concrete plates deployed in this experiment were 60 ± 9, 83 ± 17 and 76 ± 14, respectively.  The 

independent-samples t-test showed no significant difference between the mean coral recruitment 

on each of the three concrete types.  For each of the three test environments, it was shown with a 

high degree of certainty (α = 0.05) that the three aggregate materials result in the same coral 

recruitment (Table 6-3).  
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Table 6-3: T-test results for mean coral recruitment per concrete type  

Test Environment 
Type of aggregate in concrete 
plates Conclusion 

Tank Experiment 

Basalt Limestone Not Significant 

Limestone Recycled Not Significant 

Basalt Recycled Not Significant 

Shallow Field Experiment 

Basalt Limestone Not Significant 

Limestone Recycled Not Significant 

Basalt Recycled Not Significant 

Deep Field Experiment 

Basalt Limestone Not Significant 

Limestone Recycled Not Significant 

Basalt Recycled Not Significant 

Combined 

Basalt Limestone Not Significant 

Limestone Recycled Not Significant 

Basalt Recycled Not Significant 

 

6.4.2 Kahului Bay Field Surveys  

 In total, approximately 4,682 m
2
 of the study area was surveyed by the seven drop camera 

transects (Figure 6-7).  Analysis of the video and photographic images (Figure 6-9) allowed for 

quantification of the benthic characteristics including topographic features and live coral cover 

type and relative abundance.  Results showed that the coral coverage was continuous (>90% 

cover) on at least half of the area within transects T6 and T7, and about 80% and 95% of the area 

surveyed in these two transects contained some live coral cover (Figure 6-10).  The majority of 

the areas in transects T1 and T2 were classified as having none (<10%) or sparse (10-<50%) 

coral cover, and a small fraction was classified as having a patchy (50-<90%) distribution.  No 

live corals were observed on transects T3, T4 and T5, which included the proposed location for 

the construction of the artificial reef.   

 The observations of the seafloor showed that the macrotopography for the majority of T6 

and T7 was characterized by high relief spur and groove features (Figure 6-10).  The natural reef 

areas of T1 and T2 were characterized by pavement geomorphology, and had less topographic 

relief on the macroscale than the spur and groove formations.  The seafloor topography observed 
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in T3, T4, and the majority of T2 consisted of sparse carbonate rocks and reef rubble mixed with 

sand.  The seafloor in transect T5 consisted entirely of sand.  These areas had little macro-

topographic relief and, in general, the bathymetry gradually sloped downward to the northeast at 

a rate of about 2%.  

   

Figure 6-9: Drop camera photos showed that the natural reef at T6 is characterized by (1) 

spur and groove reef geomorphic features, and (2) benthic cover of continuous live corals 

that predominantly consisted of blue rice coral (Montipora flabellata). 

 
Drop Camera Survey Transect 

 

Figure 6-10: Relative occurrence of live coral coverage in photographic data collected 

during the camera surveys.  The X-axes indicate transect IDs, y-axes show relative 

occurrence of cover type and abundance (Stender et al. 2014b). 

(2) (1) 
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 The most abundant live coral cover observed through the drop camera transects was genus 

Montipora (rice coral).  Transects T6 and T7 contained the greatest relative abundance of 

Montipora species (70% of live corals).  These corals also counted for about 50% of the live 

corals found in T1 and T2.  M. flabellata (blue rice coral) was found to be particularly abundant 

in T6 and T7 (Figure 6-11).  Second to Montipora, the genus Porites was common, and 

comprised nearly 25% of the live corals within transects where coral were found.  Pocilloporiids 

were less common than the former two genera comprising < 5% of all live corals in T1, T6, and 

T7 and about 10% of the live corals in T2.  Zoanthids, including Palythoa caesia and 

Protopalythoa heliodiscus, accounted for about 11-16% of live colonial cnidarians on T1 and T2 

and < 5% on T6 and T7 (Figure 6-11). 

 

   

Figure 6-11: (1) Blue rice coral (M. flabellata) was abundant in T6 and T7 and was the most 

prevalent coral in the study area; (2) Zoanthids (P. heliodiscus), often colonized among the 

stony corals on the hard substrate. 

 The in-situ evaluations confirmed the general findings from the drop camera survey on the 

topographic characteristics, abundance of coral coverage, and coral species composition within 

the study area.  A total of 13 hermatypic coral species were found among all the in-situ survey 

sites.  The highest richness of epilithic species was observed at NRF (20 spp.) followed by OHB 

(2) (1) 
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(19 spp.), IHB (18 spp.), PSB (12 spp.), and IC (1 sp.).  There was no epilithic benthos found at 

OC.  

 The in-situ survey of the shallow reef flat at NRF identified species generally found on 

natural reefs in Hawai‘i, including corals, coralline algae, zoanthids, and grazing 

macroinvertebrates such as sea urchins (Figure 6-12).  There was a high level of biodiversity in 

this area, with 8 of the 13 observed coral species being recorded here.  The highest proportion of 

continuous live coral cover was also found at NRF.  Abundance of multiple coral species, 

including blue rice coral (M. flabellata), which is usually found in well-circulated high wave 

energy zones, was found on the shallow surfaces of the reef.  Coralline algae and brown rice 

coral (M. capitata) were found to predominantly colonize the deeper surfaces and vertical sides 

of the spurs that reach down to the sandy seafloor.  A high degree of topographic relief and 

complexity on the macro- and microscales was found during the in-situ survey of the NRF.  The 

spur and groove reef morphology created macro-topographic complexity, while the high 

coverage by living corals created topographical complexity on the microscale (Figure 6-12). 

   

Figure 6-12: The hard substrate at NRF was characterized by (1) spur and groove 

geomorphology, and (2) a high density and diversity of hermatypic coral cover.  These 

features added micro- and macro-topographic complexity to the reef structure. 

 The in-situ observations at the proposed artificial reef site (PSB) confirmed that the 

seafloor consisted of a sandy bottom with scattered rubble rock and little macro-topographic 

(1) (2) 
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complexity (Figure 6-13).  The loose carbonate rocks dispersed randomly in the seafloor 

sediments provided more relief than would pure sand bed, but micro-topographic complexity 

was low compared to the NRF site due to the lack of coral formations.  No species of hermatypic 

corals were observed during the in-situ observations at PSB.  The benthos here was dominated 

by non-indigenous and introduced species.  These were mainly filter feeders such as sponges, 

tunicates, bryozoans, deposit-feeding worms, as well as the invasive spiny seaweed 

Acanthophora specifera.   

 

   

Figure 6-13: (1) The seafloor at the proposed artificial reef location (PSB) was 

characterized by a sandy bottom with scattered rubble rock that provided low macro-

topographic relief. (2) The carbonate rock was colonized by bryozoans, sponge, hydroids, 

tube worms, sea anemones and invasive spiny seaweed (Acanthophora specifera).  No live 

hermatypic corals were found at this location. 

 The in-situ observations of the seaward surface of the east breakwater (OHB) revealed that 

the macro-topographic complexity of the structure was high, but was also characteristically 

different from that of the natural reef at NRF.  The substrate here was formed artificially when 

concrete armor units were placed on the breakwater to repair and reinforce the original structure. 

In 1966, as part of a major rehabilitation project, two layers of 35-ton tribars were placed on the 

seaward slope of the east breakwater head. In 1977, the structure was repaired after storm 

damage by placing 30-ton dolosse on the seaside quadrant of the east breakwater head.  The 

(1) (2) 
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armor units were placed over a double layer of 33-ton tetrapods that had been in place since 1955 

(Sargent 1988). These interlocking and overlapping concrete armor units formed an artificial reef 

with a macrotopography characterized by large shaded overhangs and a steep uniform sloping 

face oriented perpendicular to the wave direction.  Although macro-topographic relief was high, 

the structural features differed from that of the spur and groove and pavement geomorphology 

observed on the natural reef.  On the microscale, the complexity of the structure was low.  The 

smooth surfaces of the concrete armor units did not provide the same amount of micro-

topographic complexity as the natural coral reef (Figure 6-14).   

 Six species of coral were found in sparsely distributed colonies on the concrete substrate at 

OHB in water depths of three to five meters.  Rice coral (M. capitata and M. patula) and 

cauliflower coral (Pocillopora meandrina) were relatively common, while elkhorn corals (P. 

eydouxi) were rare on the structure.  The shaded areas on the undersides of overlapping units 

were found to be the preferred location for colonization by introduced and invasive species, 

which mainly included sponges, soft corals and snowflake coral (Carijoa riisei).  The zoanthids 

(Palythoa caesia) frequently observed at NRF were also present on the breakwater (Figure 6-14). 

  

Figure 6-14: The concrete armor units at OHB formed an artificial reef topography 

characterized by smooth surfaces and large shaded overhangs. (1) Hermatypic corals 

sparsely colonized the upper surfaces of the concrete substrate, (2) while snowflake coral 

(Carijoa riisei) and encrusting sponges (cf. Haliclona sp.) colonized on the shaded surfaces. 

(1) (2) 
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 In-situ survey of the harbor side of the east breakwater (IHB) showed that this site was also 

unique in its macro-topographic characteristics.  The surveyed substrate was created in 1984 

when 9-ton tribar armor units were placed on the harbor side of the breakwater (Sargent 1988).  

The interlocking units formed a macrotopography characterized by a relatively uniform 

downward slope (Figure 6-15).  There were relatively smaller voids on the macroscale when 

compared to the seaward slope of the breakwater, which leads to much less vertical relief within 

the structure.  As in the case of the seaward slope, the microtopography on the harbor side of the 

breakwater was formed of relatively smooth concrete faces, which provided much less 

complexity compared to the micro-features of the natural coral reef.   

 The settlement and growth of hermatypic corals was evident on the concrete substrate at 

IHB.  Seven coral species were recorded at this site in sparsely distributed colonies.  Lace coral 

(Pocillopora damicornis) and Brigham’s coral (Porites brighami) were found to be relatively 

rare during this study and were only observed at IHB.  Rice coral (M. capitata) was common on 

the inner harbor breakwater, but was in poor physical condition compared to the colonies 

observed at OHB and NRF.  Many colonies of this species on the inside harbor wall exhibited a 

disease called Montipora White Syndrome (MWS), which causes acute or chronic loss of their 

living tissue often leading to partial or full mortality of a colony. The etiology and association of 

MWS with particular environmental conditions that may promote prevalence of MWS are 

current research topics in coral biology (Stender et al. 2014b).   
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Figure 6-15: Interlocking concrete tribar armor units at IHB formed (1) an artificial reef 

topography characterized by smooth horizontal and vertical faces forming a relatively 

uniform downward sloping surface, and (2) an artificial substrate that was sparsely 

colonized by hermatypic corals. 

6.5 Discussion 

 When designing a submerged breakwater structure, the coastal engineer can reference 

previous studies on wave transmission over submerged structures (Wamsley et al. 2002) to size 

the geometry for wave conditions, but little information exists on how the design can be 

manipulated to enhance the ecology of targeted coral communities (Dupont 2008). The choice in 

construction material and the shape of the structure are two fundamental design choices.  

Previous research suggested that the choice of construction materials influenced the coral 

recruitment and early benthic community development on artificial reefs and breakwaters (Burt 

et al. 2009) and that breakwaters can develop significantly more coral cover than surrounding 

natural reefs with time (Burt et al. 2011).  The current study aimed to investigate how the choice 

in concrete aggregate materials and the large- and fine-scale topographic design features would 

impact the development of local coral reef ecology on an artificial substrate.   

 The results of the experimental study on coral recruitment showed no significant difference 

in the amount of coral recruitment based on the use of locally available basalt, limestone and 

recycled aggregates.  The study did find a significant difference in the number of coral recruits 

based on the environment that the artificial substrates were deployed in over the year.  These 

(1) (2) 
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finding coincide with those of a similar study (Burt et al. 2009) and are reasonable given the 

many environmental factors that are known to influence the development of coral communities 

on natural and engineered structures (Jokiel 2008).  The coral recruitment results emphasize the 

importance of considering the overall conditions of the environment when designing a structure 

for coral reef ecology.  A successful artificial coral reef project will include an engineered 

coastal structure that provides a substrate that is suitable for the ecology of hermatypic corals 

while also imploring means to protect and improve the quality of the marine environment in the 

area.  The establishment and enforcement of marine reserves and the proper control of storm 

runoff within watersheds (Jokiel and Naughton 2001) are examples of management practices that 

can be implemented to coincide with the ecological engineering of a multifunctional coral reef 

structure.   

 The surveys of the benthic characteristics of Kahului Bay conducted during this study 

found that the greatest degree of coral coverage occurred on the natural spur and groove reef site.  

This area was about 500 m away from the proposed artificial reef and was exposed to similar 

physical oceanographic conditions.  Spur and groove reef features are caused by erosion and 

typically occur in the wave-dominated environment at the fore of coral reefs.  The 

geomorphology is characterized by alternating ridge and channel features that are oriented 

perpendicular to the shore or bank/shelf escarpment zone of the reef.  The spurs have high levels 

of vertical relief and are colonized by corals.  The grooves are thin sand or hard bottom channels 

(typically one to five meters wide) that separate the spurs from each other (Battista et al. 2007).  

The high percentage of coral cover that was found in the spur and groove habitat during this 

study was likely due to the unique environment created by this topography.   
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 The reef spurs create large sloping faces with more exposed surface area for coral 

colonization than a pavement reef flat or a porous breakwater structure with large voids.  The 

undulating surface of the spur and groove reef creates habitat for a diverse range of corals that 

are preferential to different water depths.  When the spur and groove structures interact with 

shoaling waves, nearshore circulation cells are induced (Rogers et al. 2013).  Water motion is 

known to be of great importance to the biological and ecological functioning of coral reefs 

(Jokiel 2008; Nakamura 2010).  The wave induced currents will transport coral larvae and will 

also remove smothering fine sediments from the spurs and deposit them in the grooves where 

they are carried away from the reef system by draining tides (Storlazzi et al. 2004).  In areas with 

high sediment loads, such as the Kahului Bay (Ziemann 2003), this mechanism could be crucial 

for the development of a robust coral reef ecosystem.   

 The Kahului east breakwater was designed to adsorb wave energy.  Coastal structures that 

are designed for wave absorption rather than reflection do not effectively induce water 

circulation cells (Demirbilek 2009).  The lack of wave-induced currents, coupled with the large 

voids and shaded areas within the structure, partially explain why coral coverage on the seaward 

slope of the Kahului breakwater was sparse.  On the smaller scale, it is known that substrates that 

offer rough and complex micro-surfaces are preferable for coral recruitment (Bernal-Sotelo and 

Acosta 2012).  The smooth faces that characterize the microtopography of the armor units offer 

another explanation for the low coral density observed at the breakwater.  These findings from 

the field survey suggest that to maximize its function for coral reef ecology, the design of a 

multifunctional breakwater should mimic the spur and groove features found in the natural 

environment with regards to the macro- and micro-topographical characteristics of the structure, 
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orientation with wave direction, and water depth (Perkol-Finkel and Benayahu 2005; Perkol-

Finkel et al. 2012).  

6.6 Conclusion 

 This portion of the study was undertaken to gather information for the engineering design 

of a multifunctional coastal structure intended to provide enhanced coral reef ecology.  In order 

to meet the design function as an artificial reef, the structure must provide a hard substrate that is 

suitable for colonization by hermatypic corals found in the surrounding environment.  Precast 

concrete was assumed to be a likely construction material for this type of multifunctional reef.  

Concrete composition and the surface texture were investigated to determine how they impact 

the development of coral reef ecology.  Three concrete compositions that differed by the use of 

basalt, limestone, or recycled aggregates were tested in field and laboratory experiments in three 

test environments.  After a period of about one year, the coral recruits on each plate were 

identified, counted and compared.  The results showed that there was no significant difference 

between coral recruitment on the three concrete types.  The average number of juvenile coral 

recruits found on all the basalt, limestone and recycled aggregate concrete plates deployed in this 

experiment were 60 ± 9, 83 ± 17 and 77 ± 14 (mean ± standard error), respectively.  The three 

test environments of the experimental setup, however, were found to cause a significant 

difference in coral recruitment on the plates.  The average number of juvenile coral recruits on 

the plates deployed in the laboratory tanks, deep water, and shallow water field tests were 86 ± 

11, 135 ± 15, and 4 ± 1, respectively.   

 Many environmental factors will affect the development of corals in the local area.  Field 

surveys were conducted to gather data on the marine environment in the vicinity of the artificial 

reef project site.  The amount of living coral coverage and the macro- and micro-topographic 
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features of the benthic environment were investigated through drop camera and in-situ surveys.  

A positive relationship between the abundance of living corals and the amount of multiscale 

topographic complexly on the reef substrate was found.  The adjacent natural reef area that was 

characterized by spur and groove geomorphology, was found to have the highest density of coral 

coverage (>90% cover on 60% of the area) within the surveyed area and also the highest degree 

of topographic complexity on both the macro- and microscales.  In contrast, the living coral 

coverage on the existing harbor breakwater was found to be sparse.  Overlapping and 

interlocking stacks of concrete armor units on the seaside slope of the structure have formed an 

artificial reef topography that is characterized by a porous macrotopography and a smooth 

microtopography.   

 The multi-scale differences in the structural features of the substrate will alter the 

environmental conditions for the development of coral reef ecology.  The results of this study 

suggest that the artificial reef design should emulate the natural spur and groove structure with 

regards to topographic complexity both macro and microscales, orientation with wave direction, 

and water depth.  If the engineer is successful at designing for coral reef ecology, it is expected 

that an abundance of multiple coral species, including blue rice coral (M. flabellata), will 

colonize the concrete surfaces of the reef in the well-circulated high-energy wave zones.  

Coralline algae and brown rice coral (M. capitata) can be expected to predominantly colonize the 

deeper surfaces on the spurs as they reach down towards the sandy sea seafloor. 
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CHAPTER 7. SIGNIFICANT FINDINGS 

This dissertation research explored the engineering design of a submerged breakwater 

structure to provide harbor protection while simultaneously providing ecological and recreational 

value as a coral reef.  This multifunctional reef concept was applied to the Kahului Harbor on the 

island of Maui, Hawai‘i.  The wave response of the harbor basin and surrounding area was 

studied through two independent numerical models.  A physical wave response model was also 

developed to verify and validate the findings of the first numerical study.  Once the position, 

orientation, depth of submergence, and dimensions of the breakwater were settled through the 

modeling, the costs and benefits of various coastal engineering technologies were balanced to 

decide upon a final design concept for the construction of the submerged breakwater structure.  

Finally, coral recruitment experiments and field studies were completed in order to develop the 

biological information needed in the ecological engineering of the artificial coral reef.  The 

significant findings resulting from this dissertation research are summarized as follows: 

 There is no significant difference between recruitment of juvenile hermatypic corals 

on three concrete compositions that differed only by the use of basalt, limestone, or 

recycled aggregates. 

 There is a significant difference between recruitment of juvenile hermatypic corals 

on concrete test plates that were deployed in three test environments (laboratory 

seawater tanks, deep water field sites and shallow water field sites). 

 The results of the numerical model investigation indicated that the optimal design 

of the Kahului Harbor submerged breakwater will have a length of 100m, width of 

15m, submergence depth of 1m, orientation of 135° from north, and be placed 
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280m offshore from the existing eastern breakwater.  A submerged breakwater of 

this design was found to cause a significant reduction (38%) in the long-period 

wave heights in harbor basin compared to the existing condition.  For short period 

waves, the breakwater reduces wave heights by 16% in the harbor basin.   

 Numerical modeling results also showed that for a submergence depth of 3m, the 

breakwater causes a 24% reduction in long-period wave heights inside the harbor; 

and  2% reduction in short-period wave heights inside the harbor. 

 The physical modeling was undertaken for a submergence depth of 3m.  Student t-

test results showed significant matching with the numerical model, thus validating 

the model. 

 Submerged breakwater conceptual designs of different sizes, shapes and 

orientations were also found to be successful at reducing the overall wave heights in 

the harbor basin.   

 For the site-specific conditions, location, and depth of installation site (14 m) a pre-

fabricated concrete caisson breakwater is the most suitable engineering design. 
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APPENDIX: STATISTICAL ANALYSES OF CORAL RECRUITMENT 

EXPERIMENTAL DATA 

Table A 1: Tank Experiment Data and Statistical Analyses of Coral Recruitment on Basalt 

and Limestone Aggregate Concrete Plates 

Tank Experiment Data:  

Basalt Aggregate Concrete Plates Limestone Aggregate Concrete Plates 

Plate ID 
Coral 
Recruits  Plate ID 

Coral 
Recruits  Plate ID 

Coral 
Recruits  Plate ID 

Coral 
Recruits  

103 217 112 22 162 40 173 19 

104 162 113 86 165 66 174 60 

105 72 114 148 166 198 175 36 

106 33 115 112 168 57 176 48 

108 67 117 39 169 70 177 27 

111 62 118 66 172 164 179 81 

Mean     91 Mean     72 

Variance     3442 Variance     2960 

    

Two-tail t-Test:     Conclusion:     

α 

  

5% The difference between the means is 

tα 

  

2.074 not significant. 
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Table A 2: Tank Experiment Data and Statistical Analyses of Coral Recruitment on 

Limestone and Recycled Aggregate Concrete Plates 

Tank Experiment Data: 

Limestone Aggregate Concrete Plates Recycled Aggregate Concrete Plates 

Plate ID 
Coral 
Recruits  Plate ID 

Coral 
Recruits  Plate ID 

Coral 
Recruits  Plate ID 

Coral 
Recruits  

162 40 173 19 44 30 54 49 

165 66 174 60 45 327 56 29 

166 198 175 36 46 85 58 127 

168 57 176 48 48 56 59 123 

169 70 177 27 50 57 60 93 

172 164 179 81 52 32 A 128 

Mean     72 Mean     95 

Variance     2960 Variance     6769 

    

Two-tail t-Test:     Conclusion:     

α 

  

5% The difference between the means is 

tα 

  

2.093 not significant. 

 

  

t stat     -0.790         
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Table A 3: Tank Experiment Data and Statistical Analyses of Coral Recruitment on Basalt 

and Recycled Aggregate Concrete Plates 

Tank Experiment Data: 

Basalt Aggregate Concrete Plates Recycled Aggregate Concrete Plates 

Plate ID 
Coral 
Recruits  

Plate 
ID 

Coral 
Recruits  Plate ID 

Coral 
Recruits  

Plate 
ID 

Coral 
Recruits  

103 217 112 22 44 30 54 49 

104 162 113 86 45 327 56 29 

105 72 114 148 46 85 58 127 

106 33 115 112 48 56 59 123 

108 67 117 39 50 57 60 93 

111 62 118 66 52 32 A 128 

Mean     91 Mean     95 

Variance     3442 Variance     6769 

    

Two-tail t-Test:     Conclusion:     

α 

  

5% The difference between the means is 

tα 

  

2.086 not significant. 

 

  

t stat     -0.143         
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Table A 4: Shallow Field Experiment Data and Statistical Analyses of Coral Recruitment 

on Basalt and Limestone Aggregate Concrete Plates 

Shallow Field Experiment Data: 

Basalt Aggregate Concrete Plates Limestone Aggregate Concrete Plates 

Plate ID 
Coral 
Recruits  Plate ID 

Coral 
Recruits  Plate ID 

Coral 
Recruits  Plate ID 

Coral 
Recruits  

062 3 061 0 121 1 126 1 

071 0 063 0 123 1 132 4 

074 1 065 0 129 1 139 15 

075 3 070 1 131 1 143 0 

077 1 072 0 134 2 152 0 

082 2 078 1 137 4 154 1 

089 3 079 2 138 0 157 20 

091 19 088 46 141 6 160 0 

093 0 094 2 153 2 170 0 

097 5 098 3 155 1 171 7 

Mean     5 Mean     3 

Variance     112 Variance     28 

    

Two-tail t-Test:     Conclusion:     

α 

  

5% The difference between the means is 

tα 

  

2.048 not significant. 
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Table A 5: Shallow Field Experiment Data and Statistical Analyses of Coral Recruitment 

on Limestone and Recycled Aggregate Concrete Plates 

Shallow Field Experiment Data: 

Limestone Aggregate Concrete Plates Recycled Aggregate Concrete Plates 

Plate ID 
Coral 
Recruits  Plate ID 

Coral 
Recruits  Plate ID 

Coral 
Recruits  Plate ID 

Coral 
Recruits  

121 1 126 1 001 3 002 1 

123 1 132 4 008 4 004 0 

129 1 139 15 009 4 006 1 

131 1 143 0 011 7 010 17 

134 2 152 0 017 1 014 0 

137 4 154 1 019 9 024 2 

138 0 157 20 022 3 032 2 

141 6 160 0 025 1 033 26 

153 2 170 0 026 4 034 0 

155 1 171 7 028 4 036 3 

Mean     3 Mean     5 

Variance     28 Variance     41 

    

Two-tail t-Test:     Conclusion:     

α 

  

5% The difference between the means is 

tα 

  

2.026 not significant. 

 

  

t stat     -0.674         
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Table A 6: Shallow Field Experiment Data and Statistical Analyses of Coral Recruitment 

on Basalt and Recycled Aggregate Concrete Plates 

Shallow Field Experiment Data: 

Basalt Aggregate Concrete Plates Recycled Aggregate Concrete Plates 

Plate ID 
Coral 
Recruits  Plate ID 

Coral 
Recruits  Plate ID 

Coral 
Recruits  Plate ID 

Coral 
Recruits  

062 3 061 0 001 3 002 1 

071 0 063 0 008 4 004 0 

074 1 065 0 009 4 006 1 

075 3 070 1 011 7 010 17 

077 1 072 0 017 1 014 0 

082 2 078 1 019 9 024 2 

089 3 079 2 022 3 032 2 

091 19 088 46 025 1 033 26 

093 0 094 2 026 4 034 0 

097 5 098 3 028 4 036 3 

Mean     5 Mean     5 

Variance     112 Variance     41 

    

Two-tail t-Test:     Conclusion:     

α 

  

5% The difference between the means is 

tα 

  

2.040 not significant. 
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Table A 7: Deep Field Experiment Data and Statistical Analyses of Coral Recruitment on 

Basalt and Limestone Aggregate Concrete Plates 

Deep Field Experiment Data: 

Basalt Aggregate Concrete Plates Limestone Aggregate Concrete Plates 

Plate ID 
Coral 
Recruits  Plate ID 

Coral 
Recruits  Plate ID 

Coral 
Recruits  Plate ID 

Coral 
Recruits  

067 106 100 81 127 608 122 38 

069 80 064 93 130 177 124 22 

073 35 066 101 140 62 125 206 

081 213 068 37 142 1 128 117 

085 79 076 86 145 238 133 61 

086 41 080 104 146 238 135 135 

087 171 083 129 149 135 144 138 

092 58 084 102 150 364 147 231 

096 53 090 23 158 401 148 26 

099 159 095 215 159 121 156 82 

Mean     98 Mean     170 

Variance     3073 Variance     22408 

    

Two-tail t-Test:     Conclusion:     

α 

  

5% The difference between the means is 

tα 

  

2.064 not significant. 

 

  

t stat     -2.010         
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Table A 8: Deep Field Experiment Data and Statistical Analyses of Coral Recruitment on 

Limestone and Recycled Aggregate Concrete Plates 

Deep Field Experiment Data: 

Limestone Aggregate Concrete Plates Recycled Aggregate Concrete Plates 

Plate ID 
Coral 
Recruits  Plate ID 

Coral 
Recruits  Plate ID 

Coral 
Recruits  Plate ID 

Coral 
Recruits  

127 608 122 38 003 133 007 66 

130 177 124 22 012 46 015 302 

140 62 125 206 013 119 016 153 

142 1 128 117 018 46 020 142 

145 238 133 61 021 22 023 146 

146 238 135 135 035 158 027 85 

149 135 144 138 037 79 030 73 

150 364 147 231 038 153 031 163 

158 401 148 26 040 539 039 116 

159 121 156 82 005 135 057 27 

Mean     170 Mean     135 

Variance     22408 Variance     13072 

    

Two-tail t-Test:     Conclusion:     

α 

  

5% The difference between the means is 

tα 

  

2.028 not significant. 
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Table A 9: Deep Field Experiment Data and Statistical Analyses of Coral Recruitment on 

Basalt and Recycled Aggregate Concrete Plates 

Deep Field Experiment Data: 

Basalt Aggregate Concrete Plates Recycled Aggregate Concrete Plates 

Plate ID 
Coral 
Recruits  Plate ID 

Coral 
Recruits  Plate ID 

Coral 
Recruits  Plate ID 

Coral 
Recruits  

067 106 100 81 003 133 007 66 

069 80 064 93 012 46 015 302 

073 35 066 101 013 119 016 153 

081 213 068 37 018 46 020 142 

085 79 076 86 021 22 023 146 

086 41 080 104 035 158 027 85 

087 171 083 129 037 79 030 73 

092 58 084 102 038 153 031 163 

096 53 090 23 040 539 039 116 

099 159 095 215 005 135 057 27 

Mean     98 Mean     135 

Variance     3073 Variance     13072 

    

Two-tail t-Test:     Conclusion:     

α 

  

5% The difference between the means is 

tα 

  

2.052 not significant. 

 

  

t stat     -1.297         
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Table A 10: Data and Statistical Analyses for Coral Recruitment on Basalt and Limestone 

Aggregate Concrete Plates in All Experiment Environments (Laboratory Tank, Shallow 

and Deep Field Experiments) 

Concrete Plates Summary Data 

   Basalt Plates Limestone Plates Recycled Plates 

Plate ID Coral Recruits  Plate ID 
Coral 
Recruits  Plate ID 

Coral 
Recruits  

103 217 162 40 44 30 

104 162 165 66 45 327 

105 72 166 198 46 85 

106 33 168 57 48 56 

108 67 169 70 50 57 

111 62 172 164 52 32 

062 3 121 1 001 3 

071 0 123 1 008 4 

074 1 129 1 009 4 

075 3 131 1 011 7 

077 1 134 2 017 1 

082 2 137 4 019 9 

089 3 138 0 022 3 

091 19 141 6 025 1 

093 0 153 2 026 4 

097 5 155 1 028 4 

067 106 127 608 003 133 

069 80 130 177 012 46 

073 35 140 62 013 119 

081 213 142 1 018 46 

085 79 145 238 021 22 

086 41 146 238 035 158 

087 171 149 135 037 79 

092 58 150 364 038 153 

096 53 158 401 040 539 

099 159 159 121 005 135 

112 22 173 19 54 49 
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113 86 174 60 56 29 

114 148 175 36 58 127 

115 112 176 48 59 123 

117 39 177 27 60 93 

118 66 179 81 A 128 

061 0 126 1 002 1 

063 0 132 4 004 0 

065 0 139 15 006 1 

070 1 143 0 010 17 

072 0 152 0 014 0 

078 1 154 1 024 2 

079 2 157 20 032 2 

088 46 160 0 033 26 

094 2 170 0 034 0 

098 3 171 7 036 3 

100 81 122 38 007 66 

064 93 124 22 015 302 

066 101 125 206 016 153 

068 37 128 117 020 142 

076 86 133 61 023 146 

080 104 135 135 027 85 

083 129 144 138 030 73 

084 102 147 231 031 163 

090 23 148 26 039 116 

095 215 156 82 057 27 

Mean 60 Mean 83 Mean 76 

Variance 3926 Variance 14484 Variance 9798 

Stn Div 63 Stn Div 120 Stn Div 99 

Count 52 Count 52 Count 52 

Stn Error 9 Stn Error 17 Stn Error 14 
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Basalt Histogram: 

 

Limestone Histogram 

 

 

Recycled Histogram 

 

Two-tail t-Test: 

Basalt and Limestone Limestone and Recycled Basalt and Recycled 

α 5% α 5% α 5% 

tα 1.991 tα 1.984 tα 1.988 

t stat -1.216 t stat 0.359 t stat -0.932 

Conclusion: Not significant Conclusion: Not significant Conclusion: Not significant 
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Table A 11: Data and Statistical Analyses for Coral Recruitment in Laboratory Tank and 

Shallow Field Experiment Environments  

Environment Experimental Data: 

Laboratory Tanks Shallow Field Experiment Site 

Plate ID 
Coral 
Recruits  Plate ID 

Coral 
Recruits  Plate ID 

Coral 
Recruits  Plate ID 

Coral 
Recruits  

103 217 54 49 062 3 126 1 

104 162 56 29 071 0 132 4 

105 72 58 127 074 1 139 15 

106 33 59 123 075 3 143 0 

108 67 60 93 077 1 152 0 

111 62 A 128 082 2 154 1 

112 22     089 3 157 20 

113 86     091 19 160 0 

114 148     093 0 170 0 

115 112     097 5 171 7 

117 39     061 0 001 3 

118 66     063 0 008 4 

162 40     065 0 009 4 

165 66     070 1 011 7 

166 198     072 0 017 1 

168 57     078 1 019 9 

169 70     079 2 022 3 

172 164     088 46 025 1 

173 19     094 2 026 4 

174 60     098 3 028 4 

175 36     121 1 002 1 

176 48     123 1 004 0 

177 27     129 1 006 1 

179 81     131 1 010 17 

44 30     134 2 014 0 

45 327     137 4 024 2 

46 85     138 0 032 2 

48 56     141 6 033 26 

50 57     153 2 034 0 

52 32     155 1 036 3 

Mean     86 Mean     4 

Variance     4238 Variance     59 
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Stn Div     65 Stn Div     8 

Count     36 Count     60 

Stn Error     11 Stn Error     1 

    

Two-tail t-Test:     Conclusion:     

α 

  

5% The difference between the means is 

tα 

  

2.028 significant. 

 

  

t stat     7.490         
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Table A 12: Data and Statistical Analyses for Coral Recruitment in Shallow and Deep Field 

Experiment Environments  

Environment Experimental Data: 

Shallow Field Experiment Site Deep Field Experiment Site 

Plate ID 
Coral 
Recruits  Plate ID 

Coral 
Recruits  Plate ID 

Coral 
Recruits  Plate ID 

Coral 
Recruits  

062 3 126 1 067 106 122 38 

071 0 132 4 069 80 124 22 

074 1 139 15 073 35 125 206 

075 3 143 0 081 213 128 117 

077 1 152 0 085 79 133 61 

082 2 154 1 086 41 135 135 

089 3 157 20 087 171 144 138 

091 19 160 0 092 58 147 231 

093 0 170 0 096 53 148 26 

097 5 171 7 099 159 156 82 

061 0 001 3 100 81 003 133 

063 0 008 4 064 93 012 46 

065 0 009 4 066 101 013 119 

070 1 011 7 068 37 018 46 

072 0 017 1 076 86 021 22 

078 1 019 9 080 104 035 158 

079 2 022 3 083 129 037 79 

088 46 025 1 084 102 038 153 

094 2 026 4 090 23 040 539 

098 3 028 4 095 215 005 135 

121 1 002 1 127 608 007 66 

123 1 004 0 130 177 015 302 

129 1 006 1 140 62 016 153 

131 1 010 17 142 1 020 142 

134 2 014 0 145 238 023 146 

137 4 024 2 146 238 027 85 

138 0 032 2 149 135 030 73 

141 6 033 26 150 364 031 163 

153 2 034 0 158 401 039 116 

155 1 036 3 159 121 057 27 

Mean     4 Mean     135 

Variance     59 Variance     13288 
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Stn Div     8 Stn Div     115 

Count     60 Count     60 

Stn Error     1 Stn Error     15 

    

Two-tail t-Test:     Conclusion:     

α 

  

5% The difference between the means is 

tα 

  

2.000 significant. 

 

  

t stat     -8.738         
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Table A 13: Data and Statistical Analyses for Coral Recruitment in Laboratory Tank and 

Deep Field Experiment Environments  

Environment Experimental Data: 

Laboratory Tanks Deep Field Experiment Site 

Plate ID 
Coral 
Recruits  Plate ID 

Coral 
Recruits  Plate ID 

Coral 
Recruits  Plate ID 

Coral 
Recruits  

103 217 54 49 067 106 122 38 

104 162 56 29 069 80 124 22 

105 72 58 127 073 35 125 206 

106 33 59 123 081 213 128 117 

108 67 60 93 085 79 133 61 

111 62 A 128 086 41 135 135 

112 22     087 171 144 138 

113 86     092 58 147 231 

114 148     096 53 148 26 

115 112     099 159 156 82 

117 39     100 81 003 133 

118 66     064 93 012 46 

162 40     066 101 013 119 

165 66     068 37 018 46 

166 198     076 86 021 22 

168 57     080 104 035 158 

169 70     083 129 037 79 

172 164     084 102 038 153 

173 19     090 23 040 539 

174 60     095 215 005 135 

175 36     127 608 007 66 

176 48     130 177 015 302 

177 27     140 62 016 153 

179 81     142 1 020 142 

44 30     145 238 023 146 

45 327     146 238 027 85 

46 85     149 135 030 73 

48 56     150 364 031 163 

50 57     158 401 039 116 

52 32     159 121 057 27 

Mean     86 Mean     135 

Variance     4238 Variance     13288 
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Stn Div     65 Stn Div     115 

Count     36 Count     60 

Stn Error     11 Stn Error     15 

    

Two-tail t-Test:     Conclusion:     

α 

  

5% The difference between the means is 

tα 

  

1.986 significant. 

 

  

t stat     -2.646         
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